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Power enough for
100 squares -twice the power of
our previous models,
yet small and lightweight for quick,
convenient portability!

•

Exceptional reliability —
proven in years of
square dance use.

•

A $1,000 value —
but priced at just
$595!
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Why the P-400 is the Finest Professional Sound System Available
This 17-pound system, housed in a 14"x14"x5" sewn vinyl carrying case, is easy to
transport and set up — yet will deliver an effortless 120 R.M.S. watts of clear, clean power.

VU meter for convenient sound level
indication

Two separate power amplifiers

Two separately adjustable microphone
channels

Optional remote music control

5-gram stylus pressure for extended
record life (others use up to 10 grams)

Internal strobe

BUILT IN music-only monitor power
amplifier

Tape input and output

-

Convenient control panel
Exclusive Clinton Features
Only Clinton has a floating pickup/turntable suspension, so that an accidental bump as
you reach for a control knob will not cause needle skip.
Only Clinton equipment can be operated on an inverter, on high line voltage, or under
conditions of output overload without damage.
Only Clinton offers a dual speed control — normal and extended range (0-80 r.p.m.)
and automatic speed change from 33 to 45 r.p.m.
Clinton alone rates power output, supplies a comprehensive service handbook including
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS for easy emergency service, and makes available plus in
components for such service.

We Back Up Our Products
If you don't like the P-400 for any reason, return it within 30 days for a full refund
(except shipping). Parts and labor for any factory service within one year are fully warranted.
For as long as you, the original purchaser, own your Clinton, we will supply loan equipment
should you wish to return it to us for service.
If price were no object, the P-400 would still be the best performing and most reliable
system on the market. Yet this new standard of excellence is priced at a modest $595.
"THE ROSS" is the best choice at any price.
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FROM THE
MOOR
Letters of interest to readers
appear in this section. Send
your comments to the editor
giving full name and address.
Unsigned letters are ignored.

Dear Editor:
Our club members have particularly
enjoyed reading the articles on smooth dancing in your excellent magazine over the past
few months and our standard of dancing is
rising along with all the other Australian
clubs. This was particularly noticable at the
20th Australian Square Dance Convention
held in Brisbane, Queensland, in June when
1,600 dancers squared up at the Cloudland
Ballroom venue.
Arthur Lancaster
Armidale, New South Wales
Dear Editor:
We enjoy reading the magazine and enclose our remittance to continue our subscription. I read in a recent issue a letter from
a lady who seemed to feel that modern square
dancing is losing touch with its roots and I

have some sympathy with her point of view.
We are relatively new to square dancing having taken it up only four years ago, and whilst
(Please turn to page 57)
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Two new styles answer the
square round dancer's call for
comfort and good looks.
The jaunty JAMBOREE partners
D'Orsay styling with a delicate ankle
strap and steps out on a graceful 11/2
or 2-in. covered shaped heel.
Perfect for long promenades, the
WHEELER is set onan easywalking 1-in. covered heel with a
comfortable, elasticized instep
strap.
Both styles are crafted with fine
leather uppers and soles for
featherweight comfort, flexibility
and support.

World's leading manufacturer of dance and gymnastic footwear
47-25 34th Street, Long Island City, New York 11101

PETTICOAT
The "Extremely Full Look"
totalling 50 yards. Three
layers of ruffled nylon net,
trimmed with lace on bottom
tiers; matching binding luxuriosly overlays the ruffels.
Colors: White, Red and Black
$29.00

PETTIPANTS

tki2E7.

au

Residents outside Missouri use our
TOLL-FREE number: 1-800-821-5524
Write for FREE BROCHURE

Our denier nylon tricot
pettipants are made with the
finest matching lace and
sewed with elastic thread to
assure a fine comfortable fit
with frilly beauty.
501 - 7 Rows of Lace - $8.00
502 - 9 Rows of Lace - $9.00
Colors: White - Red - Black

SQUARE DANCE & WESTERN STORE
8916 Troost Kansas City, Missouri 6413

FUN
VALLEY
SQUARE DANCE
RESORT

SOUTH FORK, COLORADO
Don't let this
If you missed Fun Valley in 1979, you missed a lot
happen in 1980! The 1980 program will start with a BANG. We are
giving you the best programs and the greatest staff to be found.

1980 SUMMER SESSION
Chris & Kitty Vear
will be with us for
seven weeks.

Enjoy square dancing in our brand new square dance hall located on the bank of
the South Fork of the Rio Grande river. The lovely new hall will hold 30 squares,
has a hardwood floor and a fireplace at each end of the log building. Add the
panoramic view of the Rocky mountains from each of the many large windows,
friendly atmosphere, fun filled after parties, and the best staff to be found, and you
have a square dancers paradise!
CABINS

BEAUTIFUL TRAILER PARK

MOTEL

Fun Valley has so much natural beauty — so many things to do
a thrill of a
lifetime, horseback riding, hiking, playing miniature golf, and trout fishing in the
cold mountain streams. Fun Valley is away from the crowds, the confusion of the
cities and every day pressures. It is in a rustic setting, close to nature, the air is
pure, the climate remarkable with sun filled days and cool nights.
For further information on our 1980 schedule or reservations, write or call:
FUN VALLEY RESERVATIONS
Oct. 1
2050 S. Elmwood Dr.
May 15
Box 208
to May 15 Abilene, Tx. 79605
to Oct. 1
So. Fork, Co. 81154
phone (915) 692-6339
phone (303) 873-5566
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nondescript divisions as high level, low level,
fun level, club level, challenge level, etc.
Finally, at what seemed to be the crucial
moment, CALLERLAB came onto the scene
and callers from all over united in deciding on
a list of basics that would make up the mainstream language of square dancing. Because
CALLERLAB included many of the leaders in
the calling field, the mainstream list of basics
had instant credibility. Organizations which
previously had their own lists scrapped them
for the CALLERLAB plateaus and at long last
we had the answer we had been looking for —
a universally acceptable list of basics which
could be learned and danced everywhere.
Clubs began listing their dances using the
Basic, Extended Basic, Mainstream and
Mainstream Quarterly Selections plateaus.
The National Conventions started designating
the levels of its various halls using the
CALLERLAB system. The Illustrated Basic
Movements of Square Dancing Handbooks
put out by SIOASDS contain these same
basics, plateau by plateau, listing those in
each CALLERLAB plateau in a suggested
order of teaching.
With all of this the program still has its
Let's Stick To The Levels
stumbling blocks. Primary among weaknesses
LI OR SO MANY YEARS we have heard the cries of is the less than complete adherence to the
callers and dancers alike for some accept-. plateaus by some callers.
abl e system of classifying the various levels of
The program can work. But it is necessary
square dancing Oil a. universally acceptable for callers and teachers everywhere, whether
basis. At one time we counted no fewer than members of CALLERLAB or not, to realize
20 systems in effect, some the work of callers the great value of sticking with the concept of
associations and some conducted by individ- the program. To make it work, a dance listed
uals. There was even our own list which di-. as Mainstream should be made up only of
vide d the basics into a suggested order of those basics within the Mainstream block. An
teaching using the Basic and Extended Basics Extended Basics dance would be limited to
plateaus.
those movements on the CALLERLAB Basic
Any one of these programs probably could and Extended Basics lists and so on. The furhave been successful, but no one was willing ther one goes into the program the more
to exchange the plan he was using for someone basics are included. As an example, a dance
else's program, so consequently there were listed as Plus Two includes all the dances in
many years where we were faced with such the Plus Two list in addition to those in Plus

we've dedicated an
issue of SQUARE DANCING to an
individual who has made a lasting impression on the activity. This is one of those
times. It is with sadness and fond memories
that we salute a veteran caller, Bill Castner,
and dedicate this issue to him.
Many
National
Convention goers will
associate Bill with the
exhibitions of his
Squarenaders, a mag-.
nificent group of
dancers he formed in
California 27 years
ago. Others will recall
his ability to coax a
floor of people to dance
far above their ability.
Many will treasure his
recordings which will
help keep that resonant voice alive.
We'll remember Bill Castner, who passed
away in mid-August, for all these things and
for more than 35 years of friendship.
N A FEW OCCASIONS

r
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One, the Quarterly Selections, the M ainstream, Extended Basics and Basic Plateau.
It's not a difficult system to follow — actually it makes real sense. Already we have
witnessed .a greater feeling of confidence on
the part of dancers visiting clubs in other than
their own areas or taking part in regional and
national square dance conventions. Quite frequently it is the caller who sets the level to be
publicized for a dance, so it is often his option
as to the choice of basic material. This pmgram stands the best chance of any so far
developed to be universally used and we
strongly urge that it be supported.

Must Everybody Be Introduced?
this has happened to you. You're
JE attending a local square dance festival.
The first forty-five minutes has been all fun —
fine callers, Jim people to dance with, good
sound and an adequate floor. An intermission
between tips is ending and a voice over the
mike says "Sets in order — let's square 'ern
up!" A .few moments of bustle "One more
couple right over there" — and the dance is
ready to continue. Or is if? The M.C. for the
evening is on the microphone.
"Ladies and gentlemen, if' I can have your
attention please! I'd like to introduce the presidents of your hosting club, George and
Gladys Brown." (applause) The Browns who
are at the far end of the hall make their w-a-siu-pto the caller's microphone, nodding
sbriefly to
friends, stopping here and there to say "hello"
(to someone they probably haven't seen for 15
minutes) and finally they reach their goal.
"Welcome folks! It's sure nice to have all of
you here today." (applause) "Now I'd like to
have you meet some of the folks who made this
dance possible." There's a slight pause while
George fishes in his pocket for an assortment
of 3" x 5" cards which eventually turn out to be
in Gladys' purse.
"First there's Simon and Dottie Smyth who
printed the tickets." (applause) "Then there's
Dottie and Ken Fox — they put up all of the
posters." (mild applause) "And out there in
the kitchen Mike and Betty SiRimons!" (ripple
of applause) "Ah, come on now folks, let's hear
it for the Simmons!" (slightly more applause)
And so it goes for the next five or ten minutes
until everyone, including those who swept up

113 ERHAPS
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the place before the dance started, has his or
her moment of recognition.
Finally, the intros are over. The Browns
and everyone else have returned to their
squares, the next caller has taken the mike and
the dancing starts up again. Sound huniliar?
While there is nothing new about the scene
— apparently it is repeated at almost every
festival, roundup and convention — that
doesn't mean that everybody enjoys standing
around in squares, waiting. We came to
dance," is an often liward comment. "Standing
around Oil a hard floor while someone makes
announcements is about the most tiring, procedure we can think of. It's three times as
wearing on a body as dancing and certainly not
as enjoyable.
Of course, on the other side of the coin is
the ever-present fact that square dancing is a
volunteer activity. Many hundreds of enthusiastic square dancers do these chores as a
labor of love and the brief moments of recog-.
nition are small recompense for the hours of
dedicated work that go into making the event
a success. However, there are gracefill and
thoughtful alternatives.
One association in the midwest says "thank
VOL( to all of its workers in the free program
that is handed out to every participant. Then,.
at some point during the dance the master of
ceremonies calls attention to theyrogram. and
asks for a round of applause for all of the
workers. The system seems to please everyone.
Other streamlined systems. include the
preplanned gathering of all of the working
crew who show up on the caller's platform at
one time and, without a lengthy rundown, are
all 'acknowledged simultaneously. One
method we liked worked beautifully at a local
festival in California. All of the workers, identified by "host" ribbons, formed a reception
line at the door a hall hour before the dance
was to start. As participants arrived, they ran
the gauntlet of greeters and had an opportunity to make their own personal acknowledgements at that time.
The prime message here is that there are
other ways to salute the workers. Making
dancers :stand, sometimes five or ten minutes
while a few people take their bows, frequently
has a reverse effect and destroys much of the
enjoyment of the occasion.
SQUARE DANCING, October, '79
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HAT..
am I
getting into?
START OF A
NEW SERIES
The square

Dear New Dancer:
Year ago or C'VelI siX
months ago, or maybe even last week, that
you would be taking .s.griarc dance tesson.s., you
might have informed them that they \\TT off
their rocker. Perhaps our concept of square
(lancing goes back to earlier days, maybe a
taste of an old barn dance or a party where
nobody knew quite what they were doing, It
plight be that up until the time you stepped
through the doors of Your square (Rance class-

I

F \\ YONE11AD TOLD YOU a

room von were convinced that square (lancing
was simple, hillbilly fare, with a few movements like a do sa do and allemande left and a
promenade to learn
,and that was it.
Chances are that you ye had sex era] lessons
behind N.o u as you read this, the first of a series
of eight monthly articles devoted exclusively
to the new (lancer, so V011 may have already
learned munch of what •e'll be talking about.
in answer to your (piestion, "What am I
—

DISCOVERY

DEPARTMENT
FOR NEW
SQUARE
DANCERS

WEL4CAME •
SQUARE
DANCER
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getting into?", here's a short answer. Hundreds of thousands of individuals scattered
throughout the world (reports have it that
there are six million.or more actively square
dancing today) have found that square dancing
provides one of the most enjoyable coupleparticipant recreations available. It has been
said that square dancing is "Friendship Set to
Music." Others have felt that "Friendship is
Square Dancing's Greatest Reward." So, right
of the bat you'll see that square dancing can
be not only a great avocation but also one that
leads to new friends and new pleasures.
Where up to 30 years ago square dancing
was a very simplified American recreation and
a first timer could jump right into the square
and learn all there was to know simply by
dancing, today the activity has changed to a
large degree. While it is still the fun activity
our grandparents enjoyed, it has grown from
the simple basics into a fascinating kaleidoscope ofalmost unlimited patterns. As a result
of the changes the square dance class has become Phase One and everyone coming into
square dancing today learns not only how to
dance, but how to become a square dancer
through a series of lessons taught by a caller
and sometimes lasting the better part of a
year.
Your square dance class should be one of
the happiest times of your life. It truly is a time
of "discovery," not only in finding out firsthand that you have the ability to do something
that is truly unique, but also in discovering for
yourself many new facets of enjoyment that
star

circle

are all a part of the square dance package.
A Word About Our "Roots"
Your caller will tell you much of this as your
lessons progress and we will be touching on
the traditions of this activity during the next
eight months. While we say that square dancing is as American as apple pie, we don't overlook the fact that our dance, like our country,
has its roots from countries all over the world.
The square formation itself can he found in
quadrilles from many European nations.
Watch a square in action and you will recognize a
of s the movements as being
parts of
of quadrilles found in the folk dance lore
of Austria, Italy, France, Norway and
England, to mention only a few. Brought to
America by early settlers, the folk dances of
other lands contributed bits and pieces to the
American dance. One element that is strictly
unique with American square dancing is the
caller and the extemporaneous concept of the
calls themselves.
From the very simple dances emerged the
numerous basics that have become the main
ingredients in today's program. Learning
these basics is one of the prime purposes
behind the series of lessons you are now taking.
Formations
Before you have completed your Mainstream course you will discover that there are
quite a few standard setups or formations in

s

modern American square dancing. These
would start will' the square itself (see illustration prey ions page). The size of the square
varies frequently with the amount of space
available in the hall. However, it is well to
remember that the caller will only allow you
so much time to do the various movements so
the tighter the square area the fewer the steps
and consequently the less time it will take. As
you will soon realize, each basic movement
takes a specific number of steps to complete
and if the square is not too large they can be
done comfbrtably and to the beat of the music.
A square that measures approximately 10 feet
between opposing couples requires approximately a 12 x 12 area (144 square feet) fbr a
comfortable movement.
As an example of the space required, the
circle, when stretched out, goes beyond the
normal boundaries of a set up squalle. With
men holding their hands palm up and the
ladies placing their hands palm down, the size
of the circle can be adjusted simply by bending the elbows and moving in or straightening
the arms and moving out. A good circling.
movement is one where the lower portion of
the body is aimed at the direction of the circle,
allowing the feet to make a smooth gliding or
sliding step and avoiding the bustle shuffle.
which oftens puts a dancer off balance to execute a follow-up movement.
Much of what we do today is danced in lines
and lines of four hieing another four are one of
the traditional formations of this .activity. The
same goes for the star figures of which there
waves

are many. Here again the size of the star can
he adjusted by simply bending Or extending
the arms.
While we think of ocean waves as a very
contemporary formation, many of the traditional contras and squares contain patterns
using the wave. By checking the photograph.
you will note that a wave is not simply a line of
alternately facing dancers but it is truly a wave
with each .dancer a slight arm's length away
and back from those adjacent to him.
You'll be introduced to many more of these
formations as time goes on. Unlike the basics,
these formations will not be called by name
but you will quite frequently discover during
the course of an evening of square dancing
that you have been put into circles, lines, stars
and waves over and over again.

What's To Come?
Relish these days in class. Enjoy your new.
friends. Get acquainted with your caller. All of
these things play apart in the great experience
that lies ahead. Happy dancing!
Although this special section is designed
for you, the new dancer, we invite you to
become familiar with all the different
sections of SQUARE DANCING. In time
you will be involved in many phases of this
activity and we offer you a sample of each
phase every month. The pictures on these
pages are just the beginning of a series on
the various formations of square dancing
which will prove to be helpful to you.

Can anyone beat this record?

The Othest
Sill) CLUB
W

certainly the Breckenridge Square Dance
Club of Texas should be acknowledged. On
October 20th the club is celebrating 50 years
of continuous operation. Anyone care to challenge that?
Back in 1929 Mrs. Earl Green gathered
some friends together to practice square dancing for an old-fashioned "barn dance which
was being given in their city. The "barn
dance" was to be held at the local Country
Club and was to be a costume party. Keeping
the theme, the club was decorated with horse
collars, bridles, and so on, and seats were
fashioned from bales of hay. Coffee was served
from a large receptable in tin cups and later a
hearty breakfast was furnished. (Remember
this was back in 1929!)
The dancing caught on and the original
practice location in the Snowden-McSweeden
warehouse was outgrown. The attendance
swelled from 12 couples to 20 couples and the
club moved to Black Camp, an oil camp. With
enthusiasm and membership growing together, the Breckenridge Squares eventually
moved to the Country Club and the third
Saturday became their regular dance evening
— as it still is today.
HEN RECORDS ARE BEING CLAIMED,

BLECKERRIDGc
Wichita Falls took over the reins.
A guest registry lists Necca and Marshall
Flippo among those who visited the club as
early as 1954.
In the 1940s and 1950s the membership
was lim ited to 45 couples with a long waiting
list of those who wanted to join. Anyone missing a dance for a reason other than illness or
being out of town was required to bring a
written excuse to the next dance. Three unexcused absences in a row meant he was
dropped from membership.
Today the club still meets on the 3rd Saturday of each month in the Odd Fellows Lodge.
Their special anniversary dance will be held at
the National Guard Armory and square
dancers from everywhere are invited to come
and enjoy the happy occasion.

Breckenridge Square Dance Club
50— Anniversary Dance
October 20,1979

Rounds 7 30

Live Music
In the early days music was provided by a
live band. A fiddle, guitar and mandolin
furnished the tunes; a caller in each square
furnished the directions. The musicians were
paid according to the crowd, 35c for each
couple present. One band was called the Chili
Peppers Orchestra. Later the Cisco Band featured piano, fiddle and bass and they played
for the club until the mid-60s.
Not until 1965 did records replace live
music and at the same time a caller was hired
to call and teach for the club, thus replacing
the individual callers in each set. Owen Renfro of Abilene, Texas, called for the Breckenridge Squares until 1976 when Al Eblen of
12

V

Grand March 8 00
National Guard Armory
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1979 1Breckenridge, Texas
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JERRY
HELT

Jerry's portrait by
artist Gene Anthony

OHIO

Inducted Into the
SQUARE DANCE

HALL of
FAME
of Cincinnati, Ohio, one of the first square dance callers to go into the
activity on a full-time basis, has compiled an outstanding record of achievements in
the world of square dancing. An extremely competent caller, able to handle the
many stratas of square dancing required by the comtemporary caller, Jerry has always
been a strong advocate of the recreational values this activity aflords. For more than
thirty years .he has conducted classes and maintained a strong home club program. His
examples of leadershi0 have done much to inspire other callers, both in his area and in
surrounding areas. Jerry has put the stress on the pure enjoyment square dancing has
to offer and
, he has proven his ability in taking a nixe d floor of sometimes hundreds of
squares of dancers, some veterans of 15 or 20 years or nIore of dancing along with those
still in their hegira ling classes, and providing an equal opportunity for everyone to have
a great time. This is the mark of a professional.
Jerry has done all of the usuals. He has written many singing calls, patter calls,
contras and even dabbled in rounds. He has been travel calling for more than twentyfive years, covering many of the United States, the Canadian Provinces and a number
of countries overseas. He has recorded on several labels and has appeared on staff in
many seminars and callers' colleges. An intensely interested and involved individual,
Jerry's goals have been aimed at developing a permanent and lasting square dance
activity, grounding the new dancers not only in the basics, but in the philosophy of the
square dance movement.
Jerry has continued to support the development of leadership and has placed great
importance on the home club program. For this and for the part he played in the
development and advancement of CALLERLAB — The International Association of
Square Dance Callers, having served several terms on its Board of Governors, and for
his support over the years in local, state and national square dance conventions, he has
been marked as an all-around leader and as a wholely qualified member of the Square
Dance Hall of Fame.
To speak of Jerry, of
of course, is to speak of the Helts as a couple, for Jerry has proven
over the years that square dancing is a couple activity. Therefore, as we salute Jerry we
also salute his wife Kathy, very much a part of all these accomplishments, both as an
inspiration and as a working member of home club and the away-from-home activities.
And so, to Kathy and to Jerry, our congratulations and a hearty welcome to the Square
Dance Hall of Fame.
ERRY HELT
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The Crisis of' Levels
by Dick Leger, Bristol, Rhode 181(111(1
Reprinted from 31 Squares, Utica, New York

W

E HAVE A CRISIS ON OUR HANDS pertain-

ing to levels in our square dance
movement. Don't get me wrong, I
feel that we will always have natural levels
through years of experience, but they are different than the artificial ones we have created
in today's dancing. By this I mean that we
have people who have invested much time in
learning new figures but, unfortunately,
haven't spent much tim e in learning to dance
them. The amount of time spent on learning
something new, far outweighs the time spent
on dancing this new material correctly.
Somewhere along the line, the quality of dancing has been pushed aside in favor of the easy
way of just going through something different.

Moving to the Music
The art of calling has always involved putting the calls to the music in a manner that will
allow the dancer responding to those calls the
opportunity to flow effortlessly from one basic
to another without stopping and starting again
— and certainly without running. The dancer
should be allowed one step for every for
beat in the music. This may be difficult for the
caller to plan, but is possible with proper timing. Unfortunately, our training in this field
has been practically nil, so consequently if the
calling isn't proper, there is no way the dancing will be.
We have discovered in calling that it is
much easier to make the dancer concentrate
on more material, with the idea, if he is kept so
busy doing things, he or she will be too busy
trying to remember calls to worry about
whether we are calling them properly or not.
By presenting more and more quantity, we
get by with less and less quality. If we think
about today's activity we can see this all too
14

clearly. We have many unfortunate people
who have never been taught to dance to the
music, but at the same time know many
basics. This gives them the false feeling that
they are better than the "mainstream
dancers. By not teaching quality of dancing
along with the basics, we have given them no
choice but to keep learning more and more
material.
We in the calling profession must somehow
get back to teaching people to dance at all the
natural levels. There is simply no substitute
for experience and there never will be. We
must also get our priorities involved to make
more realistic goals for the teaching of our
newer dancers and callers. The leadership in
this area of our training has been copping out
long enough. It is about time that we make
this our responsibility again. We must also
stop robbing the music ofit's potential place in
our activity.
Time has to be spent in allowing our
dancers to feel with their feet, the same stimulation that we feel with our minds. When everything blends together, the dancers will
once again appreciate what high level dancing
really is, and not be fooled by the false situation we have today. In contemporary dancing
one thinks that the more basics he or she
knows, the higher the level he has reached. As
far as dancing is concerned, nothing could be
further from the truth! It seems that although
it should be, it is not. All too often, these false
levels have produced stop and go figures done
with total disregard for the music. The timing
of the basics in many cases is simply nonexistent!
It seems as though at our higher levels,
callers even disagree as to whether it is better
SQUARE DANCING, October, 79

to dance with the hands or with the forearms!
Maybe they should try dancing with their feet
and discover a whole new experience! Maybe
it is about time that we put into perspective
what high level dancing really is — the proper
execution to the music of anv basic movement
at any level of knowledge.
We can only attain this by properly teaching right from the beginning how basics are
done, and not just what a dancer has to go
thru, in order to get there. In this way people
coining into square dancing will enjoy their
exposure from the start and will develop their
skills at the same time while expanding their
knowledge about our great activity. We have
the potential to make this the great recreation
for all. We need only to get back to realistic
goals and at the same time commit ourselves
to the best quality that we can provide. The
other, important things are natural, such as
fun, fellowship, and the sharing of something
we love with others.
Something Missing
I have been very pleasantly surprised with
the comments received from both dancer and
caller alike when I have discussed this subject.
The dancer's comments were usually along
the lines that "I knew there was something
missing, but have never tried to figure it out.
At some dances I would be fighting the music
and would tire easily; at other dances I seem to
put it all together and found that I didn't tire at
all. I would always blame it on the kind of day I
had before going to the dance, but something
didn't jive!"
From callers in general, the comments
were usually along the lines that . . . it was
about time someone told it the way it is for
everyone to see . . . maybe the dancers will
help out more if they knew the facts. One
caller said that every time when in a caller's
school he attended he asked the question,
"How many beats of music should I allow for
that movement?" he was given the answer,
"Don't rush your dancers, but don't keep
them waiting!" His remark was that he was
very frustrated in this area.
It is my feeling that most of our callers are
dedicated people, honestly trying to do the
best job possible with what they have been
given to work with. In the music area at callers
schools they have been short changed, to say
the least! I feel that our top priority should be
SQUARE DANCING, October. '79

Dick Leger

Dick is one of those rare individuals who
not only sticks his neck out and says what he
believes but practices what he preaches —
at every opportunity. Active as head of the
CALLERLAB committee charged with researching the number of steps required to
dance each basic — comfortably, Dick
merely continued an assignment he had set
for himself many years ago. A member of
the Square Dance Hall of Fame, Dick continues as a strong leader in the activity.
to .provide the very best training that we can
off er, not only to our newer callers, but to all
callers in general. Unfortunately this has not
been the case in the past. It is much easier for
those running caller's schools to boggle the
minds of our newer callers with all sorts of
approaches to moving people from one place
to another without requiring the timing that of
necessity should go along with it. Consequently, we have a situation today whereby
many callers survive on sight calling along
with combinations of other systems, none of
which demands any execution to the music, or
for that matter to the dance structure itself.
In direct relation to this, if they (the callers)
were to apply this same principle to round
dancing or to contra dancing, they would be
out of business in less than a week. No one has
ever emphasized to them that it is possible to
dance people thru the squares. That it is possible to have lines going forward and back
together, or what a satisfaction it is to have a
whole floor of dancers move in unison to the
music! Of course the real KEY to this is sound
training in this specific area of calling. The
only common denominator between dancer
and caller is the Music.
How the caller uses the music will reflect
on how the dancer uses the music. One has
only to use good common sense to realize that

(Please turn to page 84)
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orraOitionat orroasury
By Ed Butenhof

T

in an airport on the
way home from the 28th National Square
Dance Convention Ill Milwaukee. There was
lots of traditional and contra dancing at the
National, lasting from the 9:00 AM start of
Heritage Dancing to the end of the contra
afterparties at 2:00 ANT. Three days of that
schedule can be tiring, but it sure was fun!
Speaking of Heritage Dancing-, there were
sessions of Scottish Dance (Bill Johnston of
Pennsylvania), English Dance (yours truly),.
New England Traditional (Tony Parkes of
Massachusetts), Old Time Lancers (Diane
Burton of Ohio), and Appalachian Dance (Gib.
Gilbert of Colorado and Mona Cannell of
Ohio). All the sessions were well attended and
it was rewarding to work with square dancers
who were discovering for the first time sonic
of the history of the activity --and not just as
history, but as live tradition.
On the subject of history, there were two
two-hour sessions on the "Roots of Square
Dancing." One was primarily a talk session
and the other enabled people to dance the
various traditional styles — Western, Appalachian, New England, as well as a Lancers.
Instead of records, the dancing was done to
the playing of New England champion fiddler,
Donna Hinds. Bill Lachman of Nev Mexico,
along with Tony Parkes and yours truly, who
talked, demonstrated and taught.
As examples of the traditional dances
taught at various sessions, I've selected two to
spotlight in this series.
Deer Park Lancers
This was taught by Tony Parkes. It is done
in a regular square formation using quadrille
style music at medium tempo — dignified and
well phrased.
Heads promenade all the way around the
outside (16). Heads face right and ladies chain
with right hand couple over and back (16). Dip
and dive around the set (start with same couples, heads dive first, then alternate 16). Do sa
do same couple (as individuals), swing partner
16

HIS IS BEING.WRITTEN

(16). Heads face left and promenade (wrong
way) full around (16). With the left hand couple right and left thin over and back (16). Dip
and dive hull around (heads dive first as before)
but start xyith left hand couple (16). Do sa do
with same couple, swing partner (16). Repeat
starting with side couples. You can use grand
square or any other breaks as desired as long
as they' re well phrased.
Shoot the Buffalo
This is actual! \ a figui
not a dance, and
was taught by Gib Gilbert. It can be used in a
square as I. visiting couple figure or in a big
circle, where pairs of couples are working together. These Appalachian style figures are
done at a fast tempo (140 bpm or more) with a
light running step rather than a walk. The
steps are short and you keep moving all the
time. This figure might be interspersed with
circles, stars, "take a little peek," "lady round
the lady," or others at the caller's discretion.
From a circle of four (without releasing
handholds), the lead man extends his left hand
into the center, turns and backs under both
that arch and the one formed by the other
couple. He pulls everyone else through after
him and after everyone is untangled, the circle is reformed without anyone having released handholds. Try it slowly at first to avoid
wrenched arms. At high speeds it's fun and
smooth, but challenging enough to give a
sense of satisfaction when successfully completed_
With each National the programming of
traditional, heritage and contras has increased
and the crowds have grown steadily. Come to
Memphis in 1980 and see for yourself.

Ed and Barbara Butenhof are just one of
many couples who are finding fun in. recreating the old dances. For a story of the
upsurgences in Colorado see page 18.
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Interesting people
Meet

Dick and Jan
Brown

F THEY HADN'T started

going to square dance
'weekends, they probably never would have
gotten so involved with square dance leadership, other than being club presidents. But go
they did — and get involved they did — and
they're getting more involved all the time!
Dick Brown was a P-47 fighter pilot f'or the
14th Air Force in China during World War II.
His reserve status caught up with him when
Korea got hot and he was called back into the
military where he was assigned to the Air
Rescue Service on Guam. Various staff jobs
followed this, until his last year before retirement found him leading a group of Forward
Air Controllers in the northern-most provinces of South Viet Nam.
In 1960 Dick and Jan started square dance
lessons in Riverside, California, where Dick
was stationed. Next work dance locale:
for two years. Then
Moses Lake, Washington, for
Offutt Air Force Base near Omaha, Nebraska,
and membership in the Papio Prancers in
Papillion which has continued to this day,
along with being active in several workshops.
It was at a weekend at Estes Park that they
got talking about the Omaha Area Square
Dance Council and curiousity led to their
being elected presidents. Then at the National Convention in Des Moines, in the wee
hours one morning, they were talked into
running for presidents of the Nebraska Square
and Round Dance Association.
At the second LEGACY Conclave they
found themselves deeply interested in leadership training and with the help of many
SQUARE DANCING, October. '79

others, "The Prairie Conclave of American
Folk Dancers," based on a mini-LEGACY
premise, was born. Two such three-day sessions have been held so far. This past spring
they were asked to take on the large job of
Executive Secretary for LEGACY and they
accepted; so the future holds even more involvement for them.
When Dick retired from the military, he
became a free-lance inventor, developing,
patenting and selling a variety of ideas. He
now heads a small company that manufactures
and sells his designs, such products as tag
stringers, automatic assembly machines,
laser-controlled engravers and hot stamp
presses.
Jan was a typical housewife, raising two
sons, until Dick retired. Then she fulfilled a
life-long ambition. She bought an 80-year old
house and completely remodeled it herself,
doing the plumbing, plastering, paneling and
papering. It took three years to finish. Between 1970 and 1978 she was in charge of
Omaha's Telephone Tape Service, a recorded
message of area square dances available 24
hours a day. Since 1975 she has been subscription, flyer service and publication manager for the ROUND-UP NEWSLETTER,
official publication of the Nebraska Square
and. Round Dance Association. Under these
auspices she is also the press-person, handling
club flyers, printing club by-laws, calendars,
programs, etc.
Dick designed and built an automated dis(Please turn to page 63)
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Turning back the Clock
and finding

FUN Today
EF THE SLOGAN "something

for everyone"has
_Lever applied to the square dance activity, it
would certainly fit today. Clubs that are
geared to every plateau from basic to advanced or even to challenge, and clubs specializing in round dancing can be found in
many areas. Now we are seeing a growing
in terest in clubs whose members are devotees
of the traditional, forms of the activity.
What is so diff erent about these clubs? Actually, not a great deal. The participants are
devoted to square dancing, many of them
have square danced for most of their lifetime.
Possibly they don't dance as frequently as
those involved in the contemporary plateaus
because the basics used in this dancing are
more or less fixed and limited to what a dancer
might be able to absorb in just a few nights of
dancing.
That isn't to say that the variety is limited
because it isn't. It's just that the variety
comes in the form of different dance patterns
and figures that are memorized. Only the
-

number of basics is limited. Actually there are
hundreds, perhaps thousands of good, existing dances, both squares and rounds, quadrilles as well as mixers, patter calls and singing calls to draw upon. These calls and routines today are pleasing the dancers just as
they did the dancers several decades ago.
One center of the activity is on the East
Coast where many groups carry on the traditions of past years with "eastern style
squares, rounds and contras. Ed Butenhof
from Rochester, New York, (writer of our
Traditional Treasury, see page 16) and his wife
Barbara, are one pair among a number of
caller-leaders who carry on this tradition and
keep this form of the American dance alive.
You'll find other centers of Old Tyme dancing around the country. One of these is Colorado Springs, cradle of modern square dancing and home of Lloyd "nippy" and Dorothy
Shaw who introduced our country's traditional dance to so many Americans in the late
1940's and early fifties.

More than 300 square dancers gather at the First Christian Church in Colorado
Springs for the third annual Old Tyme Fiddle and Square Dance Reunion."

Today's leaders in this Colorado community are Dean and Peg Edwards who grew up
in this activity and are presently dedicated to
keeping the friendly traditions alive. At least
two clubs called for by Dean, The Fun
Finders and Squares for Fun, meet on a regular basis.
This past January more than 300 square
dancers gathered at the First Christian
Church in Colorado Springs for the third annual "Old Tyme Fiddle and Square Dance
Reunion." According to those who attended it
was indeed a reunion. Dancers, many of
whom had not danced for years "came out of
the woodwork." Younger enthusiasts attracted
by the publicity joined the festive occasion as
it opened with a manmouth pot luck supper.
When it was time to dance the old favorites,
Dean served as Master of Ceremonies and
shared the calling with Rae Hope, Smitty
Payne, Bill Wright and others.
Another milestone was reached this past
summer when the Butenhofs traveled west to
Colorado Springs to be guests of honor at a
Western-style Pot Luck Supper and Old
Tyme Square Dancing at the historic Antlers
Park Pavilion:
Just why do these occasions seem so
news-worthy? Perhaps because it is providing
a very desirable form of the activity to a growing number of men and women who might
otherwise be bypassed. It is a type of square
dancing that can cater to the infrequent
dancer for it doesn't require constant workshopping to keep up with new material. One

The festivities were
opened with a
mammoth pot luck
supper and it appears everyone had
plenty to eat.

Peg Dean Edwards (left) and Barbara & Ed Butenhof
(right shown modeling "old tyme-dance costumes.

thing for sure — it does provide all of the
variety and friendliness that anyone can claim
for the activity and no phase comes closer to
being the true American Folk Dance. This
form of dancing is putting on a fresh appearance. Actually, it really never disappeared.
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and published monthly
by the Indiana Dancers Association, Inc.,
IDA NEWS, is a compact, neat magazine. It
operates under a Governing Board of eight.
members, one of whom is also the Manager of
the magazine. He has a staff of two on editorial.
An unusual feature of IDA NEWS, at least
in the issue under review, is the placement of
the magazine masthead and business information. On the next to last page, the information was given in orderly fashion. Deadline for
copy is the first day of the month preceding
date of issue; annual subscription rate is $5.00;
advertising runs from $4.50 for 1/16 page to
$33.00 for a full page or $43.00 for the inside of
either the front or back cover. A 15% reduction is offered on yearly ads with no changes,
paid in advance.

E

STABLISHED IN 1961

CALLERLAB information is included in
the magazine as well as a Meet the Caller
column, the President's column and an occasional article. The magazine is given over almost entirely to club listings and advertisements.
One page delineates information about
square and round dance lessons.
Club listings are given on a day-by-day
basis starting with the first day of the calendar
month and going through the entire month
and into the beginning of the next month. The
format is clear and easy to follow. The caller,
or cuer, is shown first in caps, followed by the
name of the club, the location ofthe dance and
the time. Any local dancer or even visitor to
the area would have absolutely no difficulty in
finding a dance on any given day ofthe month.
A second compilation of IDA member
clubs is made alphabetically by the name of
the club itself. This listing is up-dated and
printed annually. In this section the club
name is given in caps, then the days it meets
and the time, the location of the hall, caller or
cuer, and a contact name, address and telephone number.
IDA NEWS uses a good grade of white
paper and the black printing is especially
clean. A variety of type face and size is used
throughout the publication with good judgment. All ads are boxed for clear identification
and a generous use of white space in both
editorial and ad copy makes easy readability.
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observations on

ADVANCED DANCING
By Ed Foote, Wexford, Pennsylvania

there has been a strong
'surge of interest in Advanced Level, and it
is natural that this will he accompanied by
growing pains. There are two primary problem areas which I am constantly seeing in my
travels around the country.
Problem: Callers are teaching dancers Advanced calls and are ignoring the Mainstream
and Plus calls.
Comment: Advanced Dancing ineans
being able to do all calls from previous lists
all-position. But many callers are ignoring
these calls and are only- teaching Advanced
calls. The dancer learns many "names but
this alone does not make someone an Advanced dancer.
Callers must realize that people coining
into Advanced dancing mav not have 11111Ch
to (l() Mainstream and Plus calls
all-position" at open club (lances. Thus, it is
the responsibility of the caller to teach "allposition-for these calls at the same time he is
teaching the Advanced calls. A good rule to
f011o• is "one for one'': For every. Advanced
call which is taught, a call from a previotis list
is also worked "all-position". Result: By the
t i lilt' all the Advanced calls have been presented, the (lancers will have had complete
instruction on "all-position-for the MainPlus calls.
stream
Problem: Callers are using the Advanced
calls from 011(11)OSit1011 01-11V.
Comment: Advanced (lancing means "allposition -. Many callers and dancers seem to
feel that the more " flamcs a person knows,
the better he is. Thus, callers are fishing
people into Advanced as license to be able to
Wore "names. The Advanced calls are
<<ili lit and used from one position only, and
the dancers are told that because they recognize more "names. they are A(Ivanced
(lancers. Not so! Advanced (lancing incans
haying complete knowledge of the calls which
N THE LAST TWO YEARS
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are being. used; it means understanding the
calls, not simply memorizing them from one
position.
Result of these problems: The result is
(lancers being clobbered when they go to an
Advanced (lance or weekend away from
home. One caller told his home Advanced
group, "I travel all over the country and von
are the best Advanced dancers I've ever
seen." The dancers believed this and tried to
dance in the Advanced room at a festival. They
could not do anything. Why? Because their
caller had never worked the Mainstream and
Plus calls "all-position and because he only
sed the Advanced calls from one position. All
the (lancers knew were "names-. and this does
not make an Advanced (lancer.
What happens when people have worked at
Advanced (lancing for a y-ear or more and then
can not dance in an Advanced hall? They become discouraged and quit, and no one wants
to see this occur.
What is the solution to these two problems?
Obviously the callers must spend time with
the Mainstream and Plus calls "all-position
and use the Advanced calls "all-position".
flow do we get callers to do this if they are not
already doing so? By having the dancers ask
fbr it. The dancers are paving the freight, and
they have a right to expect the caller to give
theiii what is necessary to make them Advanced dancers. Do not hesitate to ask your
caller to do this — to give von "all-position
understanding Of all calls being used, at
Mainstream, Plus, and Advanced levels.
Remember: "names-alone (10 not make an
Ad vanced dancer. A person who1.,,:11ows
Haines" but can not do calls from previous
lists "all-position- is tip--11CaVV has no SOW
f01111datiOn. And von know what happens
when something has no foundation — it is
.
likel\ to crumble at any iniinite.
Insist that
your caller give you a good f oundation.

CONTRA

briefly last month on the
fact that considerable interest was
placed on the contra program at the recent
National Square Dance Convention in Milwaukee. With the idea that the continued interest in this phase of square dancing will
insure a permanent berth in future Nationals,
we have a few additional thoughts, both good
and bad, on the program this year and in
previous years.
One of the few areas we might criticize
would be the over-programming of contra
events. Although the interest is continuing to
swell in this department, the rather small attendance at the panels and seminars devoted
to these line dances — to their teaching, the
selection of music and miscellaneous problems — seemed to indicate that all of this
could be grouped into just one or two sessions
in the future.
Those who are sincerely interested in helping to popularize contras are involved in virtually every phase of the program. This is
why, when having to make a choice between
two contra events going on simultaneously,
the teacher, prompter or enthusiast finds it
difficult to make a choice. In our estimation it
would be far better to have a limited number
of these sit-down sessions with a goal of having
each one well attended.
When you come right down to it, that is
possibly the only criticism we might make. It
relates to the general concept of contras at
future conventions rather than being critical
of the recent or other past Nationals.
From all we could tell the enthusiasm for
this type of dancing reached a new high during
the three-day meeting in June.
Although previous conventions had provided handouts for those enthused with contras, the folks this year really outdid themselves. The 52-page syllabus handed out to
each participant contained more than 80
dance descriptions written out in full, including a number of' dances not available in other
collections. We feel that the folks on the contra dance committee for the 28th National
Square Dance Convention have taken a giant
step in the right direction and we congratulate
them all. Here are some samples of contras
included in the program:
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SYLLABUS

The free
syllabus

The first one is a most exciting Contra,
particularly when danced to Charlie's Polka
(Kalox 1151).
BANJO CONTRA
By Jerry Helt, Cincinnati, Ohio
Formation: 1, 3, 5 and every other couple active
and crossed over.
INTRO: The one below banjo-go;
Sidecar back;
, Face this lady, heel toe;
Heel toe side close side, heel toe side close
side;
Heel toe side close side, Heel toe — do-sa-do;
Same lady swing;
—, With couple across circle left;
Left hand star;
— , New one below banjo-go.
NOTE: As the dance starts with each dancer in a
Butterfly banjo position (dancers standing right
side to right side, facing in opposite directions hands held up.) the men will move forward and
the ladies will back up. This means that one column of couples is headed "down," away from the
caller as the others are headed "up."
11■
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This second dance is not difficult and it
includes a double progression which means
that each couple progresses two positions during the 64 beat routine thereby eliminating
any standing around and waiting.
CONSTANT CONTRA
By Leif Hetland, Cypress, California
Formation: 1. 3, 5 and every other couple active
and crossed over.
INTRO: Do-sa-do corner;
, — Same girl swing;
Star left;
Star right;
Ladies chain;
Chain back;
, All pass thru and turn alone;
—, Lady on right 1/2 promenade;
Do-sa-do new corner.
—

THE QUARTERLY MOVEMENT REPORT
NOVEMBER
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BY

Dixie
PLEASE
NOTE:

DECEMBER
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Derby Selected

It is hoped that clubs desiring workshopping will use this movement to enhance their
programs. Please remember, the quarterly selection is for the quarter beginning on October 1, 1979. Thank you!

October 1,
111979, CALLERLAB has selected the following movement for workshopping at mainstream dances. The release date is not before
the week of September 24 and we urge callers
not to use the figure before the first dance in
October. The movement selected is DIXIE
DERBY; author Paul McNutt,
r1 OR THE QUARTER BEGINNING

DIXIE DERBY: Facing couples complete
a standard dixie style to an ocean wave and,
without stopping, the wave ends (girls) fold, as
the centers (boys) trade and spread apart so
that those who folded now step forward and
squeeze in between those who traded. The
movement ends in a two-faced line.

Dancing examples:
1 and 3 lead to the right, circle four
Head men break to a line
Lines of four go forward and back,
Right and left thru,
Ladies lead DIXIE DERBY,
Couples circulate,
Bend the line
Left allemande.

Second example:
1 and 3 lead to the right, circle four
Head men break to a line.
Two lines go forward and back,
Right and left thru,
Ladies lead DIXIE DERBY, ladies trade,
Half-tag right,
Go right and left grand.

Coming Next Month
It's birthday time for us again and as has been our custom we will celebrate it
with a special issue of SQUARE DANCING. In the November issue we will
unwrap our theme for the coming year and at the same time unveil a few new
features. You'll be getting the first glimpse of the 1980 Hall of Fame premium
records and we'll give you a preview of what's to appear in the coming months.
Also in addition to all of the regular features, we'll present the first in a
photo-diagram series covering the different formations of square dancing and
on top of that you'll get the lowdown on the soon-to-be published 1980
Yearbook. We have lots in store for those of you who are members of SIOAS DS
(if you are a subscriber to SQUARE DANCING, you are a member) and we feel
you'll enjoy what's to come in the months ahead.
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TAKE A GO
LO
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a feature for dancers

this
The quarterly in
month is Dixie Derby. Let's look at
it with Joe and Barbara.

BARBARA

A

B

BARBARA: We have mentioned this
before but Joe and I are always fascinated by
the way the different new movements seem to
follow a trend. For a while everything new
seemed to be working around ocean waves.
Next we went through a period of tag the line
variations. Then it was circulates. It's almost
as though somebody says, "O.K. fellows,
here's the theme for the next three months.
Start Using figures involving spread."
JOE: Perhaps you've noticed these trends
yourself. Now we come to Dixie Derby, the
lone quarterly selection made by
CALLERLAB for the next three months. Its
basic ingredients are trade, spread and run.
BARBARA: Let's take a look at it. The head
two couples dance Dixie-style to a left-handed
ocean wave (A). As the center couples (the
men in this example) trade (B), the outsides or
ends start to run around the centers. As the
centers finish their trade they spread apart (C)
and the end couples fit into the center with the
end result that we have a two-faced line (D).
24

C

D

JOE: There was a time not too long ago
when Dixie Derby might have seemed difficult for us but recently we have been doing so
many similar movements that included runs,
cross-runs, partner trades and switches from
ocean waves to two-faced lines that a movement like this doesn't present any problem to
us at all.
BARBARA: While quarterly selections frequently come in pairs —two is the maximum
number CALLERLAB will suggest for any
three months' period — for this final quarter
of 1979 only the one, Dixie Derby, has been
suggested. That makes a total of four quarterlies for the current calendar year.
JOE: Occasionally, when only one selection is made or in those instances when there
have been no recommendations then our
caller will workshop with us on some of the
Mainstream movements that have been giving the club members problems. We'll cover
some of these in coming issues.
***
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The Dancers

HAPPY HALLOWEEN

By Sally Morgan, Grants Pass, Oregon

tricks and treats. . .
The treat is forming friendships that last;
The trick is forgetting slights in the past.
You don't need a crowd to have a ball;
"Big" is the club that returns your call.
Pumpkins sometimes forget their manners,
Forget their I.O.U.s and banners.
Ghosts on your guest list don't come back?
Check your list, it's good to keep track.
A mask has two faces that we see;
The smile is the one that pleases me.
The winners are clubs that help and keep
trying,
Keeping the square dancing spirit from dying!

T

HE "BIG PUMPKIN" and

dangle to affix to an Ambassador Club badge.
20 visits gains an "Emissary" ladder and 30
visits garners an "Ambassador" ladder. Ladders are presented at all Association festivals
upon receipt of a. completed card for any particular rank. A "Fun" badge with a real purpose!

A President's Club
One of the districts of the Associated
Square Dancers of Southern California has
put together an informal group known as the
President's Club. Meeting six times a year at
the free room of one of the local savings and
loan institutions, the presidents of the clubs in
that area come together to share ideas. Those
with years of experience offer help to newer
groups, while the new clubs also have suggestions to make. Such topics as inflated costs,
how to encourage people to accept office, how
to hire a caller or cuer, should presidents be
admitted free to dances, etc. are tossed
around. While the group holds no official status, it has found that just getting together and
airing ideas and common problems has been a
positive help.

A Club Sheriff

IDEAS IDEAS IDEAS
A Meaningful Badge
Square & Round Dancers
I Association recognizes its members who
are Ambassador Club participants. To encourage traveling between clubs, Ambassador
Club cards are given to any member-couple.
Each time a couple visits a member club, the
card is signed. When a couple has visited 10
member clubs they are awarded a "Courier"
HE BATTLE CREEK
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The Del Rey Squares of Southern California have a club sheriff who collects fines from
members for rather unusual occasions. A person is likely to be tapped for a nickel if he has
on a new shirt or a new dress. A dime may be
collected if someone shows pictures of his
grandchildren. The normal "no badge
wearer" or "late arrival" is also docked, but all
is done in the spirit of good-natured fun. The
club is saving toward a trip to Hawaii and all
monies go into the kitty. They report at present having collected enough to get one couple
to the airport in a cab!
25

a few invaluable tips on

LEADERSHIP
what a viable item it is! It has
1J been said, "A good leader will grow and
learn," and in line with that, a good leader
helps others to do the same. Offering testimony to both these points was the LEADERSHIP SEMINAR held last year by the California Square Dance Council in Santa Clara. A
three-day training session included speakers
from within and without the square dance
activity. Here is a key point to consider: Look
to your own for experience but don't stop
there. Look beyond to those specialists who
have vast resources to share.
EADERSHIP -

Professional Trainers
At the Leadership Seminar, one entire day
was given over to study under two professional (non-square dance) leader trainers.
Here is the broad outline of their program:
YOU, as a Motivator
YOU, as a Leader
YOU, as a Member of a Group
YOU, as a Manager
YOU, as a Communicator
Note the depth of leadership, from motivator
to being a member of the group. Briefly here
are some of the ideas they shared.

A Motivator
"A leader should stimulate volunteers to
serve with vigor, competence and pride. Personal satisfaction is an important dimension of
volunteer motivation. Various motives for
volunteering include: Desire to utilize special
knowledge;desire to acquire special knowledge; need to he part of activity;need to be
involved with others; desire to help others;
desire for recognition; concern about consequences of not participating.
"People lose their motivation from lack of
appreciative feedback, blocking of initiative,
26

lack of training, no sense of making a. difference.
"People remain motivated when there is a
sense of making a difference, a feeling of being
appreciated, involvement in problem solving,
advancement to a higher level."

A Leader
"Delegating is the hallmark of a successful
leader.
"A leader should make meetings effective
and interesting. How? Meetings should be
well-planned, well-organized, have good participation, maintain good feelings and have
some follow-up."

A Group Member
"Involve as many people as possible in
brainstorming sessions where everything and
anything is tossed out and no one sets judgment. Later on decisions can be made on contributions which are usable.
"Try small buzz groups where as many
people as possible simultaneously discuss a
topic, develop a plan or perform a task."

A Manager
"There is a distinction between management and leadership. Leadership is an art.
Leaders possess the art of getting people to do
things for them. A leader is motivator. They
are sensitive to the one-to-one relationship.
Management is a science. The primary emphasis of the manager is obtaining results.
Here are five steps to consider.
1. Define and communicate objectives
2. Organize for action
3. Establish controls
4. Execute the plan
5. Appraisal; did you achieve?
"If you can learn both the skills of leadership and management and if you are able to
SQUARE DANCING, October, '79

detect when to lead and when to manage, then
you will be an executive — a person who
makes things happen effectively. An organization must be well led and well managed.
The most successful groups understand the
difference between management and leadership and build a team of both."

A Communicator
Some items to be considered to be a good
Communicator:
"When I give instruction, do I obtain feedback to assure I am understood?
"Do I understand I not only have the right
to influence others but others also have the
right to influence me?
"Do I understand that people 'speak'
through a myriad of non-verbal ways and I
must 'hear' this communication too?
"If I were listening, would I listen to myself?
"Do I understand I am learning little when
I am talking?
"Do I consider the person involved as well
as the situation?
"Do I listen for what is not being said?
"Do I look as if I am listening?"
Recipe for Leadership
Among the information distributed was this
(which has been greatly abbreviated) put out
by the California Association of Convention &
Visitors Bureau. "A leader must:
— be able to take criticism
learn to stand adversity
be able to delegate authority
make decisions
be free from prejudices
share the credit
be able to concentrate under difficult
circumstances
assume responsibility for mistakes
grow and learn
Stagnation is not leadership."
Evaluation
Obviously such a session can just begin to
touch upon ideas which will stimulate, assist,
encourage and teach leadership. Both individuals who attend such a seminar and the
sponsoring association can learn much by
evaluating what was offered, how it was received and what results were obtained over
SQUARE DANCING, October, '79

The WALK"' MU
the following months. But it is a start; it is
helpful; it is needed.
Square Dance Leaders
In addition to the non-square dance professionals at the seminar, the California
Square Dance Council presented various
speakers within the activity covering a wide
range of topics of specific interest to clubs and
dancers.
Bob and Lois Ferber, Chairmen of the
Seminar, with the assistance of many others,
compiled a helpful booklet of material to distribute to those attending. And wisely, a questionnaire evaluating the seminar itself was distributed at the end of the meeting.

BADGE OF THE MONTH

IN

PINWHEELERS

MARIAN CAMPBELL
NUCLA, COLO.

A delightful badge has been designed by
a club in Nucla, Colorado. At the time of
the club's formation in 1976, the members
were all invited to submit possible names
for the group. A list was made up of those
presented and the resulting vote ended
with the selection of Pinon Pinwheelers,
well-suited to the area which is lush with
Pinion trees.
A committee then decided to use a pinwheel pattern on the badge and they did so
with bright orange and green colors. The
third-dimensional pinwheel looks like it's
ready to spin away.
The Pinon Pinwheelers dance every
Friday night at the Nucla Grade School
Stop by and enjoy ftin and good times with
them, if you're
re n the area.
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SMOOTH
DANCING
the Demo Squad
as a means of
selling the concept
of smooth dancing
A "Demo-Squad" is an eye-catcher.

C INCE OUR EARLY YEARS

as a square dance
publication, we have leaned heavily towards comfortable dancing. Our articles have
stressed the importance of smoothness, antiroughness and consideration. Starting last
November we joined forces with the 28th National Square Dance Convention,
CALLERLAB and many other national and
state-wide associations in a special drive toward smooth and uniform dancing. We hope
that the impact will remain and that the series
will have achieved its goal.
Smooth dancing is an on-going project, not
something to touch upon and then ignore.
Hopefully, many dancers and callers will have
discovered the advantages not only of dancing
considerately but of teaching the new dancers
the correct and standard way of dancing right
from the start. Someone was telling us recently that it is great to read about smooth
dancing, its even helpful to watch others
dance smoothly, but when your come right
down to it nothing is as effective as actually
participating in a smooth dancing clinic.
A high point for us this past year was the
series of presentations on the subject at the
National Convention in Milwaukee. These
were simply an enlargement of the type of
dancer involvement sessions that we have featured over the years at the Asilomar Square
Dance Vacation Institutes. We hope that the
National Convention and local festivals and
28

round-ups will carry on this type of program in
the future.
Show and Tell
We have noticed that one good method of
selling the idea of dance improvement comes
through the use of a square of dancers whom
we have come to call a Demo Squad. When
working with a class, a club, workshop or a
floor of festival or convention dancers it helps
to be able to focus the attention of the participating dancers to a pilot square that does the
movements in a correct and uniformly acceptable manner. It is sometimes much easier to
copy correct dancing by visual involvement
before actually participating in it. A demonstration (or Demo) squad is not an exhibition
group. As a matter of fact by emphasizing
different sizes and shapes of dancers and having the dancing natural and unrehearsed, it is
sometimes easier to get across the idea that
everybody can look better when dancing correctly.
It is best if the dancing participants are not
kept standing and watching too long. A 15 or
20 second view of the Demo Squad illustrating
a single movement is often all the watching an
energetic dancer can stand. Then he wants his
turn. Think about it the next time you are
going to place the emphasis on smooth dancing. Involve a square of smooth dancers and
see if your program isn't enhanced immeasurably. Give it a try.
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ROUNDANCER
MODULE

Over the years round dance instructors and
leaders from all parts of the world have been
spotlighted in this monthly series, Paging the
Round Dancers. We haven't taken a count
recently but the total number is well into the
hundreds. Most of these couples and individuals have been introduced to round dancing
through their participation in square dancing.
A few have never square danced and their
involvement with that phase of the activity is
only in the capacity of cueing rounds for various clubs and festivals. A fair percentage of
those featured are square dance callers as well
as round dance leaders. In looking back we

find names of those who are no longer with us,
as well as many who have "retired" from the
activity.
This month we have elected to spotlight
three couples who hail from the east, midwest
and west, respectively. Their approach to
round dancing appears to be as diverse as the
areas from which they come. This is all to the
good, since it is important that we have "something for everyone in round dancing as well
as in square dancing and other unrelated
hobbies. Each leader must follow his or her
own inclinations and concentrate on that
phase of round dancing which he most enjoys,
according to the individual's capabilities. One
thing is certain — those who enter the portals
of round dance teaching are, of necessity,
hard working and dedicated people whose
main inspiration comes from a love of people
and round dancing. We salute them all!

Meet a Trio of

PAGING the RID

Pat and Bill Walker — Seattle, Washington

that squares and rounds should
be danced according to the basic definitions, Bill and Pat Walker of Seattle, Washington, show evidence of their beliefs in their
dancing.
Bill and Pat started square dancing in 1959
and began round dance lessons one year later.
In 1962 they formed their first club and taught
their first classes in rounds and squares. They
currently have one round dance club in the
Seattle area and teach one round dance basic
class each year. Bill also calls and teaches for

(-1 ONVINCED
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one square dance club.
The Walkers are members of both
CALLERLAB and ROUNDALAB and they
have both served as club officers in their early
days of dancing. Bill has served twice as
Council Festival Chairman. He was program
chairman for one of the Washington State
Festivals, has chaired callers' clinics and
panels for the 18th National Square Dance
Convention and has served as Workshop
Chairman, Vice President and President of
Puget Sound Teachers and Callers Association.
Pat's hobbies are knitting and constantly
adding to a book of square dance fashions, tips
and patterns she provides to each of the ladies
in their classes. She is also a registered nurse.
Bill is a principal Research Engineer for the
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company in
Seattle.
Dedicated to the proposition that squares
and rounds belong together, the Walkers put
their beliefs into practice by their active involvement in both phases of the activity.
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Bill and Rosella Bosley
— Baltimore, Maryland

Bob and Rosemary Holiday
— Lake Villa, Illinois

NE EVENING in 1971 Bob and Rosemary
the Baltimore, MaryHoliday of Lake Villa, Illinois, watched
land, area round dance picture are the
Bosleys, Bill and Rosella. Although they have their next door neighbors, Art and .Thelma
only been cueing and instructing since 1971, Dahl, practice a round dance and before long
their B & R Round Dance Club is the largest they were enrolled in a basic round dance
in the area. By maintaining a friendly, fun class. Soon after they joined an intermediate
atmosphere and offering a well-rounded, in- club with Gene and Edna Arnfield and then
termediate program at the club, the Bosleys went on to advanced instruction with Art and
in sure that their dancers have a good evening Ruth Youwer.
The Holidays are hosts of the.two Round
of interesting dancing.
Bill's patience as an instructor knows no Table Weekends each year. The fall weekend
bounds, as evidenced by the fact that on one is a major event in the midwest for teachers
occasion he even went so far as to get down on and advanced dancers. The newer Spring Inhis hands and knees to move a gentleman's vitational is for all levels of dancers and feafoot to the correct spot on the floor! Rosella's tures dance improvement clinics as well as
clear voice and perfect timing as cuer have bringing outstanding guest leaders to the
guided her dancers through many difficult rnidwest.
In the spring of 1974 Bob and Rosemary
steps which they didn't think they were able
joined the staff of the College of Lake County
to do.
The Bosleys arrange for their dancers to to conduct a non-credit course. Their dancers
participate in interesting activities. The high- are couples of all ages who take basics to learn
light of the year for many of the club members or improve ballroom dancing. Toward the end
is the annual May Round Dance Weekend at of the course they are introduced to round
Cacapon, West Virginia. The Old Inn, several dancing and once exposed, most of these
rooms in the Lodge, and some cabins are couples continue to round dance.
During the past year the Holidays have
rented by the Bosleys. Workshops, evening
dances, skits, and afterparties combine to been featured instructors at the Houston
make the weekend one of total enjoyment.
Round Dance Festival and the intermediate/
Bill and Rosella have been guest cuers at. advanced guest leaders at the Derby City
many square dance clubs both in and out of Festival sponsored by the Kentuckiana
the state. They were Round Dance Coordina- Square Dance Association. They have been on
tors for the Baltimore Festival in 1975 and the staff of both the 1st and 2nd Round Dance
they also cued at the National in New Jersey in Festival, having taught dances and conducted
1977.
a quickstep clinic.
Professionally, Bob is General Manager for
Their first attempt in choreography resulted in "Come a Little Bit Closer," a peppy Barrington Lincoln Mercury, a new car dealtwo-step/cha cha. Baltimore is fortunate to ership in Northern Illinois. The Holidays have
have the talented Bosleys, and we wish them three children, a married daughter, a daughcontinued success in all their future en- ter in college, and a 14-year old son who is in
deavors.
high school.

V
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The CALLERS
Some Pointers
You'll Never Pick Up
In Caller's School or Textbook
various caller's textbooks, in checking the curriculum of
caller's schools, and in reviewing the last seven years of the Callers' Textbook chapters as they have appeared in this magazine, one is deeply
impressed with the amount of material a caller must absorb in order to do a
competent job behind the microphone. Of course, only a small portion of caller
training can be covered by reading books or attending schools and seminars.
The best teacher is actual experience, learning by doing. However, this is not
always easy to accomplish and one's self-criticism is perhaps the most difficult
responsibility a caller must face.
One caller told us recently that he had figured out that for every hour of
actual calling before "live" dancers, he averaged six hours in preparation.
This homework, of course, includes working on choreography, planning programs, checking out equipment, practicing with the new records and reading
textbooks and notes put out by callers' note services and magazines.
The conscientious caller spends almost an equal amount of time in evaluating past performance as he does in planning for the future. He asks himself
questions. "How did I come across to the dancers?" "Was my teaching adequate in presenting the current quarterly selection to our club?" Was the fact
that I was tired tonight evident to the dancers in the way I called, instructed
and handled myself in front of the microphone?"
N LOOKING THROUGH

Self Analysis
It's not a bad idea to give yourself an evaluation of this type after each
performance. Only by analyzing what you have done are you in a position to
make a personal self analysis that will improve your performance in the future.
So many of the ingredients that go into the making of a successful caller will
never be found in books nor will they be more than touched upon in callers'
colleges. These are the ability ratings and personality traits that differ with each
individual.
What one does derive by reading a textbook and attending a school are the
techniques and general information gleaned from the personal experience of
authors and instructors. Because we are each different in our personality and
ability we need to apply our own characteristics to our calling, realizing that we
have our shortcomings along with our attributes. A caller who tries to be like
someone else will find it a difficult, if not impossible, row to hoe. On the other
SQUARE DANCING, October, '79
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hand, the caller who at the end °fa performance can say, "I did the best job that
/ could possibly have done" is doing much. While you can't actually be a Bob
Fisk, Raymond Smith, a Frank Lane or any one else but yourself, you can learn
by observation and get pointers that will help you progress as a caller and then
strive to develop into your own best self
judgment is one subject that can be discussed for hours. It can occupy
chapters in a textbook, but good judgment must be inherent in the individual.
Often snap judgments must be made on the spot and as a caller vou will
frequently be faced with circumstances that in no way could be anticipated or
planned for. A dancer is injured on the dance floor. All the electricity goes out
in the bail. You may have planned a Pius One program for the evening only to
discover that you have fifteen squares of brand new graduates from an Extended Basics level class descend upon you unannounced. Here is where your
good judgment counts. Its (me thing to be in a caller classroom situation with
an instructor saying what he might do under similar, circumstances. It's an
entirely different kettle of fish to suddenly find yourself in this position without
warning. How are you to know what you might do?
It is interesting to note that the combined theme for the 1980 CALLERLAB
Convention is Attitude – judgment. True leadership depends strongly on
these attributes and whether it is caller leadership or leadership within the
ranks of dancer organizations, good judgment and a strong ethical attitude and
approach to the activity are of inestimable value. Without good judgment, we
lack for good leadership. Over the coming months as the theme for
CALLERLAB begins to unfold, we will be hearing much more on the subject
and we will be covering judgment, not only from the caller's viewpoint, but
from the dancer's as well.
Let's say it's midway through the evening dance and one square of dancers,
guests of the club of 16 squares that are present this evening, asks you to "lower
the boom" and really let them have it. You've been turning them off all evening
and now you need to make a decision. You realize that what this one square
wants is an Opportunity to dance material that the great majority of those
present could not handle. Now the point of all this is not to suggest what steps
to take — to go ahead and show them that they are not so smart or, to be firm.
Your responsibility is to the club as a whole not to just a single square. Only you
can make the right decision because you are on the scene, know all the
circumstances and are able to make a sound judgment. Under caller classroom
conditions it is easy to come up with what seems to be the correct answer, but
this might not be the right answer when everything is taken into consideration.,
You might try a game some callers play called "What If" and ask yourself,
during an evening of calling, what you might do if certain circumstances were
to arise. Naturally, if you think them over they are not going to happen, not at
that particular time at any rate. However, you are giving yourself an opportunity to test your judgment, to see how much of what you do is based on ego and
how much is based on what in your judgment is the best for the greatest
number of dancers.
32
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Good judgment plays a far greater role than simply putting together a
passable performance or a good evening of square dancing. How you act and
what you say is just as important as what and how you teach the basics.. You set
the example ill your personal i.tpproach to square dancing as a whole. If vou love
it, respect it and protect it there's a good chance that your dancers will too. If
vou kid about it, say one thing and then do another, or if you are prone to
talking down other callers and teachers your dancers will, too.
Those who learn from you and those who dance with you feel that you are
square dancing. If you can't learn all of this from square dance texts and square
dance clinics and callers' schools, then where can you expect to gain the
sensitivity that is necessary for a top performance? Part of the answer comes
from getting a broad base, from being more than just a square dancer, by being
aware of what's going on in the world and by being well read.
More than one person who has as a caller found himself unable to cope with
working, with other human .beings has found the answer by attending a Dale
Carnegie course, a series of public speaking lessons, or by attending meetings
where others, experts in their particular fields and gifted with the ability to
express themselves well and to present a good positive public image, could be
observed and to some degree emulated.
There is so much to square dance calling beyond the choreography, beyond
the microphone techniques and the financial aspects. This is your own personal
training course which only you can design for yourself.

CALLERS - You may have wondered "Am I doing what is the best for the dancers

-

for the activity as a whole?" If you have been especially perceptive you may have
sensed the public pulse and, as a result, you may have retained a strong percentage of
the dancers who dance to your calling. Evidently some of those who call and teach have
failed to pick up the signals dancers have been sending out ("too much material — too
fast tempos — too long tips, etc.") with the unhappy result that the activity has been
loosing far too many dancers. You'll be especially interested in this bulletin issued
recently by LEGACY.

RESOLUTION
Adopted by LEGACY, 1979

WHEREAS, square dancing is a friendly, social activity providing wholesome
recreation at a reasonable fee and in suitable surroundings, and

WHEREAS, the quantity and complexity of what we dance has a bearing on the
number of individuals who will enjoy this activity, and

WHEREAS, the emphasis appears to have been placed upon more complex movements than the typical square dancer can or will accept,

BE IT RESOLVED that LEGACY go on record as offering a mandate to callers and
dance leaders to de-emphasize the complexity and the number of basics involved in
general dancing and produce a more realistic mainstream plateau.
SQUARE DANCING October, '79
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IES Oil THE SQUARE
A PAIR OF DRESS IDEAS

two of the talented
readers of SQUARE DANCING magazine come these ideas for square dance
dresses.
LI ROM THE HANDS of

r

From Florida
Mrs. Richard Hecht of' Delray Beach not

PLANNING BOARD
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only designs and sews her own creations but
she also is a wiz at cross-stitching. ‘Selecting a
pink and white ggingh am polyester fabric, Mrs.
Hecht. made a basic dress with a gathered
skirt, full milled sleeves and a round neckline.
Then she added a lovely trim of blue and white

Note the detailed crossstitching in this Hecht original,
modeled by the designer.

cross-stitching in a starflake pattern. Nine
inches were used as a border design with additional stitching worked onto the bodice,
sleeves and belt. She suggests that many designs and color combinations can be used
when using cross-stitching.

From West Virginia
How about a dress
$1.75? Mrs. Banks
Jordan of Bluefield did just that when she
found some curtain valances on sale at 25c
each. Seven of these are sufficient for a size 10
or 12 if you follow her suggestions.
Start with good material that has a pattern
you like and is made from fabric which will
hold its shape and drip dry. Take the hems out
of the tops of the valances;wash and steam
press them on the wrong side.
Before you start cutting, sketch a picture of
how you would like the dress to look. Here are
the steps Mrs. Jordan followed for her dress.
These valances were 13" x 52" each.
Double a valance and cut the sleeves from
it with the shoulder section of the pattern on
the plain part of the fabric. By doing it this way
the sleeves do not need to be hemmed. Put a
bias tape casing on the wrong side of the fabric
about one inch from the bottom of the sleeve
and run elastic thread through it.
Sew, about 7" of the plain fabric along the
edge of one valance above the pattern and cut
the front and back of the bodice from this. (So
far two valances for the sleeves and bodice.)
For the skirt, gather two valances for the
top tier and three valances for the bottom tier.
Again no need to hem the skirt as the valances
are finished at the lower edge.
Trim the neck with a ruffle made from the

Would you believe only $1.75 for the material?

plain part of the valance left over from the
sleeves and bodice.

What to Wear?
There was a time when to own a square dance dress was to make it
to find a
pattern, to hunt for just the right material and then to painstakingly cut it out and sew it
into its final form. Eventually to the rescue came a battalion of specialized square dance
dress designers and manufacturers, and it became possible to let the experts do the
seamstress chores. Obviously that wasn't the answer for everyone, then — nor is it
today. More ladies than ever before are making their own dresses, buying patterns or
designing their own creations. And still the professional dress creators — and there are
more and more of them all the time — continue to provide an excellent service. For
those of you who do enjoy sewing we dedicate this regular feature. If you're a designer
and have some ideas that are original and different, why not share them with our other
readers. We'll enjoy looking them over. Editor.
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list, Load the
A: Boat is a movement that has been with us
for quite a few years and still continues to
provide a considerable amount of challenge
for the dancer. This is one of those figures that
involves half of the dancers in one set of maneuvers while the other half executes a completely diflerent pattern.
To illustrate, the description of Load the
Boat goes like this: From a setup of two facing
lines of four (1), the action gets started as all
the dancers move simultaneously (2). The
ends move forward (3) and around the outside
(4), passing right shoulders (5) with three moving people (6) and then turn a quarter in (7) to
El ROM THE CALLERLAB PLUS TWO

LOAD
THE BOAT

stand beside the first person passed (8), facing
the center of the set as a couple.
Simultaneously the centers pass thru with
the person they are facing (4), turn a quarter to
face out (5), do a partner trade and pass thru
(6). The ending setup is an eight chain thru
formation (8).
Because one set of actions is taking place in
the center of the square while the second
series is operating on the perimeter, it is well
for those in the center to keep their actions as
condensed as possible, allowing room for the
outsiders to move comfortably. Figure on a
total of 12 steps for a comfortable completion.
You will find that after the pattern has been

mastered by the dancers, those working on
the outside will end simultaneously with those
operating in the center.

SQUARE DANCING FORMATIONS
There was a time, not too many years ago,
when much of square dancing was involved
simply in squares, circles, lines, stars and
grids. Today there are more than 50 recognizable formations that confront the contemporary square dancer. Starting with the November issue our plan is to feature photos, diagrams and written descriptions of each set-up
and, in some instances a call that can be used
to move the dancers into the formation.

Twenty-Ninth

NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION
"The World's Greatest Square Dance Event"

Memphis, Tennessee
,■■
-•■
•■■
JUNE 26 27 28 , 1 980
,

EGISTRATIONS are pouring in and plans are
being firmed up for next year's 29th National Square Dance Convention to be held in
Memphis, Tennessee, 01 I .11 me 26, 27, and 28,
1980.
Following a successful registration blitz
conducted by representatives from the host
state at the 29th Milwaukee Convention, over
4700 square dancers have pledged to "Take
That Night Train to Memphis."
"We broke all records for signing up registrants at a convention for the next year's
event," stated Dean (Bill) Miesen, Housing
and Registration Chairman. "Over 3500
dancers filled out their registration forms in
Milwaukee during the three days we were
there.
Although the Convention is still some eight
months away, preliminary plans are rapidly
being finalized, promising to make this National one of the most enjoyable ever. Over
130,000 square feet of space in the Cook Convention Center and adjoining Auditorium will
be devoted to dancing, with some activities
spilling outside on the West Plaza overlooking
the Mississippi River, if weather permits.
Square Dancing
All dancing will be programmed around the
CALLERLAB levels currently established, to
provide easy dancing at every level for all who
attend. The Mainstream and the Extended
Basics programs will include one round between tips.
The Mainstream Plus hall will be divided
into Plus One and Plus Two time segments,
with introductions to advanced dancing in
each daily. No rounds will be scheduled here.
Advanced programs, at both A-1 and A-2
levels, will also include introductions to Chat-.
lenge dancing each day. Seventy percent of
the Challenge program itself will be designated C-1, with the remainder of the time

R

,

Split among C-2, C-3 and C-4 levels.
Round Dancing
Whether or not von presently engage in the
art of round dancing, there llbe something for
you in this category. The Program Committee
will showcase rounds each day on a huge wood
floored stage in the Auditorium, with theater
style seating for the audience. Workshops will
be interspersed among the regular dances in
the round dance halls during the Convention.
Contras
The contra pi:ogram will be hosted in the
East Ballroom of the Auditorium. Included in
addition to regular contra dancing will be
Kentucky Running Sets, Applachian Circles,
old time squares and rounds, mountain dancing, quadrilles and lancers.
Youth Program
A "convention within a convention," the
youth program has been designed to provide
Special activities which the younger dancers
will enjoy in addition to the regular programs.
Workshops on clogging and contras are
planned, plus youth-only square and round
dances, with one round between each two
tips. Non-dancing activities will include panel
discussions, a fashion show and a Parade of
States.
Special Programs
Extra activities will be highlighted by
grand marches on Thursday and Friday, leading up to the Parade of States on Saturday
evening. A total of 18 hours of exhibition dancing will be scheduled for the Auditorium stage
SO that the audience can relax in comfort while
watching other groups demonstrate their
skills in contra, clogging, square and round
dancing.
Circle June 26, 27, and 28, 1980, on your
calendar and make your plans now to be in
Memphis for the 29th National Square Dance
Convention at the Cook Convention Center.

See Your Registration Form -- Page 47
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Those with items of special interest
should send them to NEWS EDITOR,
SQUARE DANCING, 462 No. Robertson
RniiHiri rt-I, Inc Angplp,q,
9nn4R.
Letters will be read and appreciated
although time may not allow the personal acknowledgment of each one.

Kentucky
Plan now for next summer and do as the
Frankfort Square Circlers did this past year.
Three free dances were held at a local campground where non-dancers were invited to
join in the activities. Quite a number of prospects were signed up for fall lessons through
this method, besides oflering some hm evenings in a lovely, scenic location.
Pennsylvania
After a period of inactivity, local leaders
have revived the Delaware Valley Round
Dance Teachers Association, which is a nonprofit organization bringing together Round
Dance Leaders for purposes of exchanging
information, ,coordinating activities to
develop a uniform program, and evaluating

round dance material. Ada Rogers is the current president. Meetings will be held the
fourth Sunday of each month. — The Coordi-

nator
12th Annual DANCE TO SEE to benefit
the Blind Center, Chester, Pennsylvania, and
sponsored by Pen Del Square Dance District,
will take place at the Sun Center, Feltonville,
PA, on Sunday, October 21st from 1:00 to 6:00
o'clock. For information contact Burt and Jan
Bates, 831 Rosary Lane, West Chester, PA
19380; telephone (215) 696-6166.
South Carolina
Square dancing went to the peacetime
troops when caller, Jay Bradley, and members
of his club joined forces with Radio Station
\%TBLR at its annual summer variety show to
entertain soldiers at Fort Stewart. Beauty
queens, country music, bluegrass singing and
a clogging exhibition were followed by members of the Star Promenaders and the Mid
Carolina Twirlers who danced two numbers.
The square dancing was enthusiastically received by all. And the dancers were proud to
be part of the show. — Luci Lori
Kansas
, Alta and Harry McCluskey, past presidents
of Kansas Square Dance Association, celebrate their 50th Wedding Anniversary on October 23rd. The Buckles & Bows Club, along
with the McCluskey's five children, are honoring the occasion with a free dance at the 411
and Senior Citizens Building. The McCluskeys have been active square dancers for 31
years and have taught square dancing to 4-H
boys and girls for some 30 years. A recent

Members of the Tripoli Twirlers join the Sahara Stompers (Brega,
Libya) for a bit of sand dancing on the shores of the Mediterranean.
Caller Elson Wride and orchestra Frank McGee added to the recent
weekend of fun and good fellowship.
Photo from Phil and Rayna Thomas.
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Square Dance Festival in Evansville, October
26, 27 and 28. Featured callers are Gary
D DANCING
Shoemake and Beryl Main. Bob and Bobbie
Cain will be presenting the round (lance prophoto of them showed both Alta and Harry gram. For inure information write to Hoosier
modeling their 1948 square dance outfits. Square Dance Festival, PO Box 731,
Irene
Imagine still being- able to fit into them! Evansville, Indiana 47700. — Bud
Huber
Happy day and hearty congratulations!
Oregon
Tennessee
Lots of activity in the square (lance world in
Four square dance clubs and one round
dance club make up the Knoxville Square the state of Oregon. Plans are underway fm- a
Dance Association. All KSDA dances are held goodwill trip to Europe in September 1980
at the Jessamine Street Center, which is spon- and square dancers will be exhibiting their
sored by the City Recreation Bureau. Mem- activity at that year's Octoberfest in 'Munich.
bers of the Association wear their Own badge Additional stops will be made in London,
Amsterdam and Stockholm.
The summer festival in Eugene hosted
caller Jurgen Warning and six (lancers from
Berlin, after which they went on to Portland
fbr more dancing.
September 8, 9 and 10 saw the Portland
Area Council sponsoring what they hoped
would be the world's longest square dance
(some 40 hours) at the Lloyd Center Shopping
Mall in recognition of square dance week and
the start of fall classes. It was hoped to have a
minimum of two squares on the floor night and
day with callers and dancers coming and going.
— Ed Warmoth
Michigan
"Follow us to the Street Dance" was the
slogan of the Buttons and Bows Square Dance
Club float in the National Cherry Festival pa0'
ia 4011
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of SQUARE

which currently sports a star dangling at the
bottom. The star was. a gift from the Ways &
Means Committee of the 29th National Convention for a donation in the early days of
planning the Convention to be held in Memphis next year. — Grace Stephens
Hop aboard the Chattanooga Choo-Choo
and attend the Square and Round Dance Festival of the same name on October 12 and 13 at
the Memorial Auditorium in the city of
Chattanooga. Squares, rounds and clogging
on a continual basis. Jack Lasry and Paul
Marcum will be handling the squares, with
Hap and A. J. Wolcott on rounds and Ralph
Pierce doing the clogging workshops. Reservations available from David Robinson, Rt. 4,
Box 70, Ringgold, GA 30736.
Indiana
Plan to attend the 23rd Annual Hoosier
40

The Buttons and Bows of Traverse City,
Michigan, put it all together for the Cherry
Festival float.
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rade last July in Traverse City. Caller, Ron
liensel, kept the dancers on their toes and the
audience smiling on two different occasions.
After one of the panicles, the club sponsored a
free street dance. Ken and Kitty Jenks, who
started square dancing in Traverse City many
years ago were guests of honor. It was estimated that some 250,000 people viewed the
parade which was also televised. A fun way to
promote square dancing. . — Gene & Marilyn
Purkiss
Ohio
Four clubs are combining- efforts on October 28 toward the 5th Annual Square-upagainst Cancer Dance at Padua High School in
Parma. All proceeds from the evening go to
the Holy Family Cancer Home in the city
which is run entirely by donations. Dancing
will be largely Mainstream with some Advanced level, plus rounds. The Beehive
Squares, Chagrin Valley Squares, Chicks and
Chaps and Wain Bam Squares invite all to
come and participate.
Australia
The Armidale Eights Square Dancers are
hosting their 4th New England Festival of'
square and round dancing on October 19, 20
and 21. 500 dancers from many northern New
South Wales and Queensland clubs are expected. If you're in the area drop in on the
festivities at the University of New England
Great Hall.
Florida
The Florida Association ofNational Square
Dance Campers, Inc. will hold their 5th Annual Camp-o-ree on November 2, 3 and 4 at

the new Camping World campground, Kissimmee. All square dance campers are invited
to come to Florida for the fun-filled weekend.
You will be in the center of the state's many
attractions so plan to stay awhile in sunny
Florida. For more information contact John
and Harriett Lovelace, 1533 83rd Ave. No.,
St. Petersburg 33702, chairmen of the event.
— Edith Peterson
California
The Fairs 'N' Squares of Santa Barbara
wonder if a record is being set? This October
20th they celebrate their 30th year of dancing.
Not an unusual anniversary, perhaps, except
this club dances every Saturday of the year.
And what really makes the record: The same
caller from the beginning still calls each week.
Speaks well of the dancers for their continuous
interest and support and of the caller who has
stayed with them through thick and through
thin, Bruce Johnson.
Square dancers in Southern California are
looking forward to three big benefit dances
this month. In Rosemead on October 5-6 is
the 13th Annual Round-up sponsored by The
Teen Advisory Board to provide funds to keep
teen clubs dancing. On October 7 at the Auditorium in South Gate, there will be a Benefit
Dance for Hospitalized Veterans. A joint effort of the Stars & Stripes Square Dance Club
and the American Legion, this affair aims to
become an annual event. Then at Cerritos
College on October 21 dancers will join the
18th Annual City of Hope Dance. Many talented callers and cuers are donating their
services for these activities.

Another float — this one the work of the Shavano Shufflers, Salida, Colorado, won first place in that city's annual

parade. Serving a double purpose, the float was the setting for the club's recent class graduation. Caller for the
group is Garry and Bonnie Wood.
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FOR LEADERS IN SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING

October, 1979 adjust music and sound and to relax and get
into my dance comfortably.

FLOOR
CONTROL

Heads square thru (Box 1-4) four
Do sa do, swing thru, boys run
Wheel and deal, right and left thru
Dive thru, square thru three
Allemande left

I follow with a right and left grand, meet
partner and promenade, then

by Curley Custer, Hagerstown, Maryland
the square dance circuit and also for my home programs, I find
that I am constantly thinking about being in
control of my dance from beginning to end.
In planning an evening's program, many
things go through my mind days, weeks or
even months ahead of my calling date. If the
dance is being held in an area in which I have
previously called, I will be refreshing my
mind as to dance location, time of dance, and
. dance. I
commitments, if any, ahead of
will be thinking about the type of hall and
possibly about how to place my equipment in
the hall to get the best possible results with
sound. Also, I will be thinking about the level
which I will be expected to call. Above all I
will try to plan a program which will be fun for
all attending my dance, whether it be a local
club, a brand new area or an area in which I,
frequently call. This is really the beginning of
floor control.
I will choose a piece of music such as
"Golden Slippers," (Kalox) which has a good
first beat and a good clean of beat while the
dancers are squaring up. I do not let anybody
rush me into starting the dance until I have
checked my tempo and I have spotted several
squares for direction and location, regardless
of what level dance I am calling. I always begin
with some basic memory patterns which I am
sure will work. This gives me a chance to

A

S A CALLER TRAVELING
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One and three wheel around, pass thru
U turn back, box the gnat
Right and left thru, cross trail thru
Corner allemande left

I follow with a right and left grand, meet
partner and promenade. I repeat the above
but change the pattern a bit.
One and three wheel around, pass thru
U turn back, box the gnat
Right and left thru, slide thru
Pass thru, allemande left

I will then have the sides do a basic memory
pattern which I am certain will work.
Sides square thru four (Box 1-4)
Do sa do, swing thru, boys run
Couples circulate, wheel and deal
Pass thru, trade by, allemande left

I follow with a right and left grand to a
promenade.
One and three wheel around
Right and left thru, half square thru
U turn back, right and left grand
Meet partner and promenade home

These are basic patterns which I know will
work and I will continue with a few others
such as these in the patter portion of the tip.
At this point the dancers are beginning to
43

dance and flow to the music. I then use a good
singing call with excellent music such as "The
Best Things in Life Are Free" (Windsor). My
floor control is now beginning to work as I get
into my dance.
With the singing I will start:
Join hands, circle to the left
All the way around you go
Allemande left your corner, do sa do your own
Men star left one time, get back home
Do a do sa do and an old left allemande
Come back home, swing and promenade
Love is free for everyone
The best things in life are free

The dancers will sing along with the cue
lines. Now I do the first two choruses exactly
the same.
Heads promenade halfway around
Down the middle do a right and left thru
Star thru, pass thru, do sa do
Right and left thru, dive thru
Pass thru, swing your corner girl
Left allemande, come back and promenade
(sing cue lines)

For the middle break, I have:

In conclusion, I adjust my choreography to
the floor level throughout the dance on both
patter and singing calls, keeping in mind that
ft in is foremost. A kw other patterns I use are:
Lines of four, pass thru
Cast off three quarters, right and left thru
Pass thru, cast off one quarter
California twirl, pass thru
Cast off two quarters, pass thru
Cast off three quarters, cross trail
Lines of four, slide thru, swing thru
Boys run, half tag the line, trade
Roll, U turn back, right and left grand

Lines of four with corner
One and three wheel around, pass thru
U turn back, slide thru
U turn back, slide thru
U turn back, pass thru
U turn back, slide thru, allemande left

Be careful with this one:
Sides face, grand square
Go five counts (you are in lines of four)
Right and left thru
Slide thru, allemande left

Sides face, grand square

At the reverse point I have:
Four ladies chain, four ladies chain back
Heads face, grand square and promenade
(this brings a few smiles and laughs)

For the third chorus I have:
Heads promenade one half
Down the middle do a right and left thru
Star thru, pass thru, do sa do
Right and left thru, then dive thru
Pass thru, swing thru
Boys trade, swing corner and promenade
(by this time the dancers are beginning to relax
along with me and my floor control is working.)

For the fourth chorus I .change my start
from the promenade one half to a square thru.

SINGING CALL

BLUETAIL FLY
By Brian Hotchkies, Dudley, N.S.W.,
Australia
Record: Top #25349, Flip Instrumental with
Brian Hotchkies
OPENER:
Bow to your partner and corner too
Then half sashay that's what you do
Bow to the girl on the right of you
Swing the corner you're not through
*Allemande left with ole' left hand
Partner right in a right and left grand
Every other girl with every other guy
Promenade with the bluetail fly
Jimmy cracked corn and I don't care
Jimmy cracked corn and I don't care
Swing your honey when you get there
My massa's gone away

Sides square thru four
SPECIAL WORKSHOP EDITORS

Then use any standard 64 figure for this
chorus. This gets their attention and more
smiles and I now have my floor control.
44

Ted Wegener
Joy Cram let
Ken Kernen

Workshop Editor
Round Dances
Ammunition
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MIDDLE BREAK
Allemande left allemande thar
Gents back in with a right hand star
Shoot that star with a full turn Joe
Pull the corner by you know
(Repeat from*)
ENDING.
Bow to your partner corner miss
To the opposite lady just blow a kiss
Wave at the girl on the ole' right wall
Swing your partner that's not all
(Repeat from*)
FIGURE
Head two men and your pretty little girl
Up to the middle and back to the world
Turn opposite lady with a right hand round
Partner now with a left hand round
Corners all with a right hand round
Partners left like a left allemande
Now wrong way with a right and left grand
Every other girl every other hand
Meet new girl box the gnat
Men star by the left like that
Once around to the same new girl
Promenade around the world
Jimmy cracked corn and I don't care
Jimmy cracked corn and I don't care
Swing your honey when you get there
My massa's gone away
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, figure twice, Ending.

The 1980 Yearbook which will contain all
the dances that have appeared in the 1978 and
1979 issues of this magazine is in the works.
CHASE RIGHT DRILLS
By Cal Golden, Hot Springs, Arkansas
Previously a part of the Quarterly Selections list of
CALLERLAB, Chase Right has now been moved
to the Plus One list

Couples one and three
Square thru four hands, pass thru
Chase right, four men run
Allemande left
1 P2P
Pass thru, chase right
Scoot back, slide thru
Promenade
1 P2P
Touch a quarter, single file circulate
Center four partner trade and roll
Pass thru, chase right
Everybody do partner trade and roll
Turn thru
Allemande left
Heads right and left thru
Pass thru, chase right
Sides divide, touch a quarter
Coordinate
Girls do a U turn back
All eight circulate, boys run
Cast off three quarters
Slide thru, square thru five hands
Allemande left
Heads half sashay, pass thru
Chase right, walk and dodge
Partner trade and roll
Box the gnat, swing thru
Turn thru
Allemande left
1 P2P
Pass thru, chase right
Hinge, scoot back
Right and left grand

Couples one and three, pass thru
Chase right, single hinge
Step thru
Allemande left

1 P2P right and left thru
Pass thru, chase right
Boys run, star thru, pass thru
Chase right, boys run
Pass thru
Allemande left

1 P2P, pass the ocean
Single hinge, scoot back, boys run
Pass thru, chase right
Boys run, reverse flutter wheel
Touch a quarter, coordinate
Ferris wheelz centers step to a wave
Ping pong circulate, extend the tag
Extend the tag again
Centers step thru, track II
Boys circulate
Allemande left

Heads half sashay
Circle left half way round
Four boys pass thru, chase right
Four girls touch a quarter
Single file circulate, girls run
Double pass thru, boys turn back
Girls track II
Boys finish half tag, girls circulate
Bend the line, touch a quarter
Boys run, pass thru
Allemande left

.
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ROUND DANCES
LET'S LINGER — Grenn 14274
Choreographers: Doc and Peg Tirrell
Comment: Not a difficult two-step but interesting
with good big band sounding music.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, —,
Point, —; Together to SEMI-CLOSED,
—, Touch, —;
PART A
1-4 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step to
LOOSE-CLOSED M face WALL; Side,
Close, XIF, —; Side, Close, XIF, —;
5-8 (M chase) Circle R Two Step; Circle
Two-Step; (W R chase) Circle TwoStep; Circle Two-Step end SEMICLOSED;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part A except to
circle L:
PART B
1-4 Change Sides Two-Step; Fwd TwoStep end CLOSED M facing COH; Side,
Close, Side, Close; Side, —, Thru, —;
5-8 Repeat meas 1-4 Part B end in SEMICLOSED:
9-12 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Cut
Back, 2, 3, 4; Dip Bk,
Recov to
CLOSED M face WALL, —;
13-16 Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step end
SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD; (Twirl) Fwd,
2, ; 9
4, ;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice except second time omit meas 16 Step Apart and Point.
9

SAY YOU'LL BE MINE Dance Ranch 652
Choreographers: Herb and Erna Egender
Comment: A fun two-step to nice light and airy
music. Cues on one side of record.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, —,
Point, —; Together to SEMI-CLOSED,
, Touch, —;
PART A
1-4 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Change
Sides Two-Step; Around to Face
Two-Step M face COH in CLOSED:
5-8 Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Bk,
; Side, Close, Side, Close; Side, —,
Thru, — end SEMI-CLOSED facing
RLOD;
9-12 With M on outside traveling RLOD repeat
action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part A except to
—

—
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end CLOSED M facing WALL:
PART B
1-4 Side, Close, Fwd, —; Fwd, Close, Bk,
—; Side, Close, Side, Touch; Side,
Close, Thru, —;
5-8 Side, Behind, Side, Front; Pivot, —, 2,
—; Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part B;
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part B;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice except to
replace meas 15 and 16 with Walk, - -, 2, —;
Side, Close, Bk, Point
.

IT'S TIME TO DANCE — Cem 37031
Choreographers: Tommy and Geneva Thomas
Comment: Not a difficult two-step to music with a
big band sound.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, —,
Point, —; Together to CLOSED M face
LOD. —, Touch, —;
PART A
1-4 Walk, — 5 2, —; Fwd Two-Step; Walk,
2, —; Fwd Two-Step;
Recov 1/4 L Turn, —;
5-8 Rock Fwd,
Side, Close, 1/4 Turn BANJO M face
RLOD, —; Rock Fwd,
Recov 1/4 R
Turn, —; Side, Close, Turn CLOSED M
face LOD, —;
9-12 (Prog Scis) Side, Close, Cross, —; Side,
Close, Cross, —; CLOSED M face WALL
Side, Close, Side, Close; Side, —, Thru,

13-16 Side, XIB, Side, XIF; Pivot, —, 2, —;
Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step end
SIDECAR M face LOD & WALL;
PART B
1-4 Fwd, —, Run, 2 BANJO; Fwd, —, Run, 2
SIDECAR; Fwd, —, Run, 2, BANJO; Fwd,
, Run, 2 end CLOSED M face LOD;
5-8 1/4 L Turn, —, Side, Close; 1/4 L Turn,
—, Side, Close; 1/4 L Turn, —, Side,
Close; 1/4 L Turn, —, Side, Close;
9-12 Fwd, —, 1/4 R Turn M face WALL, —;
Side, Close, Bk, —; Face, —, Side,
Close; Side BANJO, —, Fwd/Check M
facing LOD, —;
13-16 Behind, Side, Fwd, Lock; Fwd, —, 1/4 R
Turn M face WALL, —; Turn Two-Step;
Turn Two-Step end M face LOD;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice plus Ending.
Ending:
1-6 SEMI-CLOSED Fwd Two-Step; Fwd
Two-Step; Fwd,
Manuv to CLOSED
M face RLOD, —; Pivot, —, 2 M face
WALL, —; Side, Close, Side, Close;
Apart, —, Point, —.
(More rounds on page 51)
—
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NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION
"The World's Greatest Square Dance Event"

Memphis, Tennessee
JUNE 26, 27, 28,1980
REGISTRATION: Box 30/170

PUBLICITY & INFORMATION:

Memphis, Tennessee 38130

Square Dance Convention
iAgrows in size each year it becomes increasingly important to register early. Here is your
personal copy of the 1980 pre-registration
form. Read it over carefully, then fill it out and
mail it in. You'll note that the list of hotels on
the back of this four-page form corresponds
with the "finder-numbers" on the maps on
this page. Remember, planning the experience
is half the fun!
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❑ 1952 Riverside
❑ 1953 Kansas City
❑ 1954 Dallas
[11955 Oklahoma City
❑ 1956 San Diego
n 1957 St. Louis
❑ 1958 Lousiville
D 1959 Denver
❑ 1960 Des Moines
• 1961 Detroit
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E 1963 St. Paul
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LJ 1965 Dallas
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❑ 1977 Atlantic City
[I] 1978 Oklahoma City
11 1979 Milwaukee
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PROGRAMMING (Callers, Leaders and Prompters)
Thr. Fri. Sat.

Calling Codes to be Used

MINI

1
2
3
4
5

Square Dance
Round Dance
DAYS
Contra Dance AVAILABLE
Exhibition
Panels

11.1•■
•■

Insert appropriate Calling Codes in squares at left (one per
block) and check days available in boxes at right.

DEADLINE FOR PROGRAMMING — FEB. 1, 1980
SUB-TOTAL $ I

N PROGRAM BOOK
@ $1.50
SQUARES" MAGAZINE @ $3.00
;
@ $5.00
@ $40.00
; SITE (5 day pkg)
LANTATION DINNER (ea.) $12.50

)

)

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $

HOUSING
Indicate your preference of accommodations NOW. Your selections WILL BE Processed by our Housing Director, and ONLY
through him can reservations be approved. Please refer to the
REVERSE SIDE for names, rates and locations. Indicate four
choices. Your selections will be honored if possible; otherwise comparable accommodations will be arranged.
6/22
SUN

6/23
MON

6/24
TUE

6/26
THU

MAY 1, 1980
S
ge per person for each cancellation)

6/28
SAT

6/27
FRI

I 1

CANCELLATIONS

ION WILL BE CONFIRMED
MAY 1, 1980

6/26
WED

4W••■

•

Anirwm mem.

Please check days accomodations needed
Indicate No. of rooms required

fl

Room (s) with one double bed for two persons (Double)

L Room (s) with two double beds for 2, 3 or 4 (Dbl-Dbl)

TIONAL VEHICLE PARKING SITE
:SDAY UNTIL NOON SUNDAY)
\VAILABLE BEFORE TUESDAY
\JG TO PARK TOGETHER MUST BE REGIS/E TOGETHER. SPACE ASSIGNED ON "FIRST
❑ Pop-Up Trailer
Motor Home

❑ Tent

11

Room(s) with full size bed for one person (Single)
Suite(s) with one bedroom

111
Li

No housing required
Dormitory

INSERT CODE NO. FROM REVERSE SIDE

Other

Hotel
Motel

feet.

on Recreational Vehicle Parking Site will be
ampers later.

1st Choice

.00 (for 5 days-Tuesday until NOON SUNDAY)
and include in total remittance.

2nd Choice

Rate
Group
Rate
Desired Housing Desired

3rd Choice
4th Choice

agazine subscription published by the National Square Dance
•ittee in the interest of all Square Dance Conventions.

Please do not send a Housin Deposit with this Application

RE DANCE ATTIRE IS REQUIRED AT ALL
WARE DANCE CONVENTION ACTIVITIES

All reservations vvill be made on a "First Come, First Served"
basis. No minimum rates can be guaranteed. Hotel, Motel will
confirm reservation and advise deposit required.

HOTEL/MOTEL SELECTIONS ENTER 4 CHOICES ON FRONT
RATES ARE SUBJECT TO 11% MOTEL TAX: ALL RATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
44.

44

,1

-4
O 0 p
410

NO HOTEL/MOTEL
1. Holiday Inn Rivermont-1,2,3,4
2. Quality Inn-West-1,2,3
3. Riverbluff Best Western-1,2,3
4. Ramada Inn-Central-1,2,3
5. Travelodge Downtown-1,2,3,
6. Downtowner-Downtown-1,2,3
7. Coach & Four Best Western-1,2,3,4
8. Admiral Benbow-Midtown-1,2,3
9. Holiday Inn Med. Ctr.-1,2,3,
10. Holiday Inn Midtown-1,2,3
11. Holiday Inn Central-1,2,3
12. Holiday Inn-W. Memphis-1,2,3
1-3. Holiday Inn Brooks-1,2,3
14. Quality Inn Airport-1,2,3,4
15. Executive Plaza Inn-1,2,3
16. Days Inn Brooks-1,2,3
17. Admiral Benbow Airport-1,2,3,4
18. Rodeway Inn-1,2,3,4
19. Sheraton Airport-1,2,3
20. Ramada Inn South-1,2,3
21. Days Inn Shelby-1,2,3
22. Hilton Inn-1,2,3
23. Holiday Inn, Holiday City 1,2,3
24. Ramada Inn Southeast-1,2,3
25. Master Hosts-1,2,3
26. Hyatt Regency-1,2,3
D. Richardson Towers-1,2

HEADQUARTERS
29th NAT., WA, MI
FOREIGN, ARK, HI, OR
CT, NH, VT, ME
MO
WI
KY
RI, MA, NY
NE, ND, UT, ID, MT, SD, WY
MS
DE, DC, WV, VA, MD
FL
KS, NC
ROUND DANCE
AR, LA
MN, OH, NV
IL
AZ, NM
OK
PA, SC
NJ
AL, GA
TX
TN
IN, IA
CO
CA
Solo (Memphis St. Univ.)

$32
$32-38
$32-35 $35-38
$22
$25

$25
$30
$20
$22
$26-28 $30-32
$24
$24-27
$20-24 $23-27
$30
$30-33
$25
$25-27
$25-27 $30 33
$24
$30
$27
$37
$22
$26
$32
$36
$17
$21
$22-26 $25-29
$30
$32
$35
$39
$25
$29
$22
$26
$38
$32
$32
$28
$33
$19
$23
-

$41-45 5
$38-42 5
$34-38 5
$34
5
5
$25
$34-36 5
$29-33 10
$25-30 10
$38-41 10
$32-37 15
$38-41 15
$34-38 15
$42-47 15
$30-34 15
$36+
15
$25-29 15
$30-34 20
$37-42 20
$42
20
15
$33
$30
20
15
$38+
$34
20
20
$38
$28
20
$45-48 25

$8.50 $9.50 per person
-

20

HOTELS AND MOTELS THAT ARE NOT HEADQUARTERS
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Sheraton Corm Ctr. Hotel-1,2,3,4
Sheraton Med. Ctr.-1,2,3
Travelodge Airport-1,2,3
Howard Johnson South-1,2,3,4
Sheraton Skyport-1,2
Ramada Inn W. Memphis-1,2,3
Travelodge Perimeter Pk.-1,2,3
Holiday Inn Poplar-1,2,3
Quality Inn East-1,2,3
Royal Oaks East-1,2,3
Ramada Inn East-1,2,3
Days Inn Summer-1,2,3
Admiral Benbow East-1,2,3
Welcome Inn Best Western-1,2,3
Stuckey's Motel-1,2,3
Holiday Inn Olive Branch-1,2,3
Holiday Inn Macon-1,2,3
Lakeland Inn-1,2,3

ALL HOTELS/MOTELS WILL BE USED
1.
2.
3.
4.

PARKING
RESTAURANT
P-001_
SUITES

$28
$34
$39-44
$22-24 $28-30 $38-42
$27
$32
$26-27 $31-32 $39-40
$40
$28
$30
$38
$26-28 $31-33 $36-38
$25-30 $30-35
$25
$29
$33
$37-40
$18-22
$35
$35-38
$25
$20
$30-35
$25-28
$28-32
$25
$25
$30
$12
$30
$22

$16
$36
$38
$26

2
10
20
15
20
15
20
25
25
30
30
30
30
30
$20-24 30
45
$50
$42-46 30
$28-30 45

INFORMATION ON DORMITORY HOUSING WRITE:
VICE CHAIRMAN, HOUSING
DORMITORY INFORMATION
P. U. BOX 30170

MEMPHIS, TN 38130

STRANGERS Cem 37031
Choreographers: Gil and Marcia Fernald
Comment: A busy routine with adequate music
INTRODUCTION
1-4 CLOSED M face LOD Wait; Wait; Side,
Recov,
Touch, Side, Touch; Dip Bk,
•

PART B
1-4 Telemark; Curve; Open Impetus;
Manuv M face RLOD in CLOSED;
5-8 R Turn, -, Side, Close; R Turn, -, Side,
Close M face WALL; Vine, 2, 3, 4; Walk
Fwd, -, 1/4 R Turn M face WALL in
BUTTERFLY, -;
PART C
1-4 Retain both handholds thru meas 6 and
retain M's L and W's R throughout Part C
Balance L, 2/3, Balance R, 2/3; Rock
Apart, Recov, In Place, 2/3; In Place,
2/3, Rock Apart, Recov; Side, Close/
Side, Bk, Close/In Place;
5-8 Rock Apart, Recov, In Place, 2/3; 1/8 L
Turn, 2/3, Rock Apart, Recov; (Wrap) In
Place, 2/3, Rock Bk, Recov to SEMICLOSED; Pickup, 2/3 to CLOSED M facing LOD, Fwd, Fwd;
SEQUENCE: A B
C
B
C - A plus
Ending.
Ending:
1-4 Side, Close, XIF/Check, -; Recov,
Side, Fwd to BANJO, -; Rev Fallaway
to HALF-OPEN facing RLOD. Bk,

PART A
1-4 Fwd, -, Side, Close; 1/4 R Turn M face
WALL, -, Side, Close; Side, Behind,
Side, Manuv M face RLOD; Pivot, 2 M
face LOD, (Twirl) Fwd, 2;
5-8 L Turn, -, Side, Close; L Turn M face
WALL, -, Side, Close; Whisk, -, 2, 3;
Pickup to CLOSED M face LOD, -, Side,
Close;
9-12 Side, Close, Fwd, Fwd/Check; Circle
Fishtail; Side, Close, Fwd, Fwd/Check;
Circle Fishtail end in BANJO;
1/4 R Turn M face WALL in
13-16 Fwd,
CLOSED, -; Turn Two-Step; Turn
Two-Step; Side, XIB, Side, Thru M face
LOD;
PART B
1-4 L Turn, Side, Bk, -; L Turn, Side, Fwd,
; L Turn, Side, Bk, -; L Turn, Side,
Fwd end CONTRA BANJO M face LOD;
5-8 Side, Close, Cross, Step/Step; Side, LIDA ROSE - TNT 143
Close, Cross, Step/Step end CLOSED Choreographers: Bob and Helen Smithwick
M face WALL; Side, XIB, Side, Manuv M Comment: An easy dance to pleasant music with
face RLOD; Pivot, 2, M face LOD (Twirl)
cues on one side of record.
Fwd, 2;
INTRODUCTION
9-12 Twist, 2, L Turn, 2/3; Twist, 2, R Turn,
1-4 OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, -,
2/3; Rock Fwd, Recov, L Turn, 2/3;
Point, -; Together to SEMI-CLOSED,
Rock Side, Recov, In Place, 2/3 M face
-, Touch, -;
RLOD;
PART A
13-16 Repeat action meas 9-12 Part B in RLOD:
1-4 Walk, 2, Step/Close, Step; Walk, 2,
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice plus Ending.
Step/Close, Step end CLOSED M facing
Ending:
WALL; Turn Two-Step,, Turn Two-Step,;
1-4 SEMI-CLOSED Fwd Two-Step; Fwd
Turn Two-Step„ Turn Two-Step end
Two-Step; Double Pivot, 2, 3, 4; Lunge
SEMI-CLOSED,;
Fwd, -, Twist, -.
5-8 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
9-12 Run Fwd, 2, 3, Swing; Bk Up, 2, 3,
Touch; Circle Away Two-Step„ TwoStep,; Together Two-Step„ Two-Step
POLKA DOTS AND MOONBEAMS - TNT 141
end SEMI-CLOSED„
Choreographers: George and Joyce Kemmerer
Comment: Slow fox trot to very good music. One 13-16 Repeat action meas 9-12 Part A except to
end CLOSED M face WALL:
side has cues.
PART B
INTRODUCTION
1-4 Vine, 2, 3, 4; 5, 6, 7, 8; R Pivot, 2 face
1-4 CLOSED M face LOD Wait; Wait; Side,
RLOD in SEMI-CLOSED, Fwd/2, 3;
Close, XIF/Check, -; Recov Bk, Side,
Fwd/2, 3, Walk, 2;
Fwd, -;
5-8 Roll RLOD, 2, 3, Clap; Roll Bk, 2, 3,
PART A
1-4 Behind, Side, Fwd, -; Manuv,
Touch end Facing; Bk Away, 2, Step/
2, 3;
Spin Turn; Back, -, Side, Close;
Close, Step; Together, 2, Step/Close,
Step end SEMI-CLOSED facing RLOD;
5-8 L Turn; L Turn M face WALL; Side,
Behind, Side, Front to SEMI-CLOSED
9-12 Traveling RLOD repeat action meas 1-4
Part B;
face LOD; Fwd, -, Pickup to MOD
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part B end in
BANJO, -;
-
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SEMI-CLOSED:
BREAK
1-2 Run Fwd, 2, 3, Swing; Bk Up, 2, 3,
Touch;
SEQUENCE: A B Break A
B plus
Ending.
Ending
1-2 (Twirl) Side, Behind, Side, Touch; (Rev
Twirl) Side, Behind, Side, Touch; Apart,
Point.
JAILHOUSE — Chinook 1003
Choreographers: Ray and Betty Hanna
Comment: A fun dance to do and fits the music
nicely.
INTRODUCTION
1-6 OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, —,
Point, —; Together, —, Touch, —; Roll
LOD, 2, 3, Touch; Roll RLOD, 2, 3, Touch
end SEMI-CLOSED;
PART A
1-4 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Cut, Bk,
Cut, Bk; Dip, —, Recov to CLOSED M
face WALL, —;
5-8 Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step; (Twirl)
Side, —, Behind, —; SEMI-CLOSED
Walk, —, 2, —;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part A except to
end in BUTTERFLY M face WALL:
PART B
17-20 Rock Side, —, Recov, —; Cross, Side,
Recov,
;
Cross, —; Rock Side,
Cross, Side, Cross, —;
21-23 Side, Touch, Side, Touch; (Twirl) Side,
Behind, Side, Touch; (Rev Twirl) Side,
Behind, Side, Touch;
24-27 Back Away, 2, 3, Touch; Together, 2, 3,
Touch; Side, —, Behind, —; Side, —,
Thru to SEMI-CLOSED, —;
INTERUDE
1-6 Fwd, Close, Back, —; (Scissors) Bk,
Close, Fwd end CONTRA BANJO M face
LOD, —; Fwd, Lock, Fwd, —; Fwd, Lock,
Fwd, —; Fwd, Close, Bk, —; (Scissors)
Bk, Close, Fwd, —;
Interlude
A B plus
SEQUENCE: A - B
Ending.
Ending:
1-2 Pivot, —, 2, —; Apart, —, Hold, —.
TONIGHT Chinook 1003
Choreographers: Gordon and Koko Sutton
Comment: Nice simple waltz with pleasant music. It has vocal on it.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN-FACNG Wait; Wait; Apart, Point,
—; Together to BUTTERFLY M face
WALL, Touch, ;
52

PART A
1-4 (Twirl) Side, Behind, Side; Thru, Side,
Close; Side, Draw, Close; Side, Draw,
Close;
5-8 SEMI-CLOSED Fwd Waltz; Fwd, Flare to
SIDECAR M face LOD. —; Thru, Side,
Close to BUTTERFLY M face WALL;
Side, Draw, Touch;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part A:
PART B
1-4 Pas de basque L; Pas de basque R;
Step, Swing, —; Spin Manuv end
CLOSED M face RLOD;
5-8 (R) Waltz Turn; (R) Waltz Turn M face
WALL; Twinkle, 2, 3; Twinkle, 2, 3;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part B:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part B:
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice plus Ending.
Ending:
1-4 (Twirl) Side, Behind, Side; Thru, Side,
Close; Side, Draw, Close; Step Apart,
Point, —.

AUTHORS AUTHORS
Your dance editor, Ted Wegener, invites
von to send in four dance material km- possible
use in the Workshop. Just mail it to us in care
of the magazine and well see that it gets to
Ted
Thank von!
SINGING CALL

MUSIC IS MY WOMAN
By Ernie Kinney, Fresno, California
Record: Rhythm #131, Flip Instrumental with
Ernie Kinney
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Four ladies chain and you turn her
You rollaway and circle left
Four ladies rollaway and circle
Left allemande weave the ring
Music is my woman do sa do promenade
That's what makes it so easy
To be a music man
FIGURE:
Head couples square thru four hands
You'll do sa do with your corner
Swing thru and those boys run
Couples circulate then wheel and deal
Pass thru trade by swing
Left allemande promenade
That's what makes it so easy
To be a music man
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
SQUARE DANCING, October, '79

COUPLES DIVIDE
By Gene Hairrell, Memphis, Tennessee
Heads star thru
Sides divide and make lines
Everybody pass thru, tag the line
Cloverleaf, centers touch a quarter
Box circulate two spots
Allemande left

Four ladies chain
Heads star thru
Sides divide and make lines
Slide thru, double pass thru
Centers in and cast off three quarters
Slide thru, dixie grand (call directional)
Allemande left
Heads divide and star thru
Sides right and left thru, pass thru
Make a wave, spin chain thru
Boys run, bend the line
Crosstrail thru to the corner
Allemande left
Sides rollaway a half sashay
Heads square thru three quarters
Sides divide and star thru
Track two, swing thru
Boys run, half tag the line
Walk and dodge, chase right
Hinge a quarter, girls run
Half tag the line, face right
Allemande left
Head couples partner hinge
Sides divide and join the wave
Swing thru, boys run
Crossfire (check your waves)
Ends circulate one spot
Centers circulate one spot
All eight circulate one spot
Walk and dodge, California twirl
Slide thru, allemande left
Heads pass thru, chase right
Sides divide and curlique
Coordinate, half tag, trade and roll
Pass thru, trade by
Touch a quarter, swing thru
Centers run right
Half tag the line, scoot back
Girls circulate one spot
Boys run, wheel and deal
Allemande left
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SINGING CALLS

FIFTY SEVEN CHEVROLET
By Harry Lackey, Greensboro. North Carolina
Record: Kalox #1237, Flip Instrumental with
Harry Lackey
OPENER. MIDDLE BREAK. ENDING
Sides face grand square
Come and look at this old faded photograph
Baby tell me what it brings to mind
It's a picture of that ole 57 Chevrolet
I wish I could drive it one more time
Four ladies hit the road get walkin'
Get home swing and promenade
The first love we tasted
The good love we're still living
We owe it to that ole 57 Chevrolet
FIGURE:
Head two couples square thru four hands
With the sides make a right hand star
Heads star by the left turn it one time
Same two do the right and left thru
Swing thru two times you'll double do it now
Boys run you'll promenade
The first love we tasted
The good love we're still living
We owe it to that ole 57 Chevrolet
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
BREAK MY MIND
By Marshall Flippo, Abilene, Texas
Record: Blue Star#2087, Flip Instrumental with
Marshall Flippo
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Circle to the left baby oh baby
Tell the man at the ticket stand
You've changed your mind
Left allemande that corner do sa do
Gents star left around that ring
Turn your partner by the right
Do a left allemande
Wanna come on back promenade so fine
Break my mind break my mind oh Lord
If you leave you're gonna
Leave a babblin' fool behind
FIGURE:
Head couples square thru four hands
With corner lady do a do sa do
Slide thru pass thru partner trade
Go right and left across the ring
Ladies lead dixie style
Girls run around one man girls trade
Cast off half and promenade
Break my mind break my mind oh Lord
If you say goodbye gonna break my mind
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice. Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
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AMMUNIT ON
Allemande the corner lady
Do sa do your own sweet baby
Men star left go 'round the town
Star promenade go 'round and 'round
Men back out a full turn
Corners do sa do
Swing pnrtnar, promenade
Heads go forward and come on back
Roll away half sashay
Pass thru, both turn right go single file
Behind the sides you stand
Side two ladies chain
Sides square thru three quarters
Swing the gal coming your way
Join hands and circle left
Roll away, go right and left grand
Head gents only face your corner box the gnat
Square your sets just like that
All four men half square thru
Face the girls and square thru
Girls go four, men go three
Four boys left square thru four hands
Take two steps out to the side of the set
The girls face the middle and half square thru
Now step out to the ends of the line
Lines go forward out then back in
Bend the line, half square thru
Everybody U turn back, square thru
Boys go four, girls go three
Four girls left square thru four hands
Take two steps out to the side of the set
Men face the middle and half square thru
Now step out to the ends of the line
Lines go forward out then back in
Bend the line, square thru three quarters
Start looking for the corner
Left allemande
Gents to the center and back to the bar
Girls to the center with a right hand star
Gents promenade half around
Opposite lady by the left
Full turn around and the ladies star again
Gents promenade the outside track
Turn partner left and don't look back
Four ladies star across the floor
Gents promenade half
Opposite lady the the left elbow
Go once and a half
Gents star right, gals promenade half
Meet your partner for a do paso
Partner left and corner right
Now partner left for an allemande thar
Slip the clutch, left allemande
51

Heads roll away half sashay
All join hands and circle left that way
Four boys go forward and back
Just the boys square thru four
Face the girls and square thru
Girls go four, boys go three
Four boys left square thru four hands
Step out to the side of the town
Girls face the middle and square thru
While the boys do a U turn back
Square thru with the girls
Boys go four, girls go three
Four girls left square thru
Step out to the side of the town
Boys face the middle and half square thru
Girls do a U turn back
Star thru, bend the line
Cross trail thru, left allemande

SINGING CALL ADAPTATION
12th STREET RAG
Adapted by Ken Kernen, Phoenix, Arizona
Record: Chaparral 505
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, CLOSER
Allemande left the corner then you weave
around the ring
Go in and out around you go until you meet
your own
Do sa do with the pretty little maid and then
you promenade
Just keep on walking don't slow down, keep
promenading go 'round
Everybody wheel around with a full turn and
then
Let the ladies chain straight across, and turn
them on around you know
You chain them back and everybody promenade go 'round the track
We're dancin' to the 12th Street Rag
FIGURE
1 and 3 (2 and 4) go into the middle and come
on back you know
Square thru three quarters
'round the ring you go
Do a courtesy turn with a full turn and face out
and then
Roll away and separate go around one (into
the middle)
Star by the right go once around and to the
corciers go
Left allemande that corner, then walk right by
your own
Swing the next and make it quick, you promenade go 'round
We're dancing to the 12th Street Rag
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice for heads,
Middle Break, Figure twice for sides, Closer.
SQUARE DANCING, October, '79

Unsurpassed and unchallenged
any other petticoat in the worl
Mona of Hollywood is the style al
quality hy which all other petticoa
have been measured for more than
third of a century.
u

l

it

Sold exclusive]
through bett(
square danc
shops and wester
wear stores froi
coast to coal

If your dealer doesn
already stock Mona's petticoat
and pettipants, suggest he get i
touch with us.
After all, you deserve the bes

MONA OF HOLLYWOO]
12990 Branford Street, Suite (
Arleta, California 9133
Phone: (213) 767-318
Send for catalog and information
----

--

:3
3 Name:
Address'
City

State

Zip

ARMETA

CALLER
of the
MONTH

The Original Fun Club Badges
Send for list

ARMETA, Dept. M

Tommy Sorensen
– Mt. View, California

P.O. Box 22221
Milwaukie, Oregon 97222

r Ma IKE 11 RECORDS

A g®

"THE RECORD DESIGNED . • . WITH THE CALLER IN MIND"

TRY THESE —
WW 215 ROUND AND ROUND Flip
singing call by Dean Salveson
WW 403 PROMISED LAND Flip singing
call by Ray Short
WW 508 MUSIC IS MY WOMAN
Round cued by George Smith
ATTENTION: All dealers—Order all New Records from

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRIBUTING CO.
6156 Richfield Way • Denver, Colorado 80239

REFLECTIVE

Square Dance Figures
$1.00
$1.35
(Bumper size)

(6" size)

4 COLORS — RED, GREEN,
BLUE, GOLD
Calif. add 6% Sales Tax
At your dealers—or write

LOCAL SQUARE PRINTERS

o

Dept. 50,976 Garnet, San Diego, Calif. 92109

GRENN,

offered by the Y in
1Cleveland, Ohio, Tommy and Ruth
started square dancing in 1954. Tommy went,
albeit somewhat reluctantly. The Sorensens
danced fbr two years before Tommy got the
"bug" to make an attempt to call.
After many, many months of practicing, he
started down the road to calling. Tommy's first
classes were held in 1956 and eventually he
called for some nine clubs in the Cleveland
area. During the span of years he has called in
IllallV states, for a number of festivals and one.
National Square.Dance Convention. One of
the most gratifying experiences has been
Tommy's involvement in calling one-night
stands, which he continues to do. While in
Cleveland he was a member of the Cleveland
Area Callers Association.
Following his retirement as salesman for
Eastman Kodak in 1974, Tommy and Ruth
moved to the Santa Clara County area in California, where he became a member of the
Santa Clara Valley Callers Association. He
joined CALLERLAB in 1975 and was accredited by that organization in 1977.
Since living in California, Tommy and Ruth
IIROUGH A PROGRAM

INC.

GRENN
"HEAVENLY WALTZ" by Vernon & Sandy Porter
GRENN 14279
"STUMBLIN' ALONG" by Bill & Marie Brown
"LADY BE GOOD" two-step by Harvey & Norine Wiese
CEM 37034
"RED MILL WALTZ" by Chet & Barbara Smith

P.O. BOX 216
BATH, OHIO 44210

TWELGRENN
Book: "SQUARE DANCE PRIMER"
by Jim Hedge
Entry level program for teaching
modern square dancing in schools
and teacher colleges

TOP
TOP 25351 "STEEL DRIVIN' MAN" by Ralph Kinnane
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have spent most of their time working with the
senior groups in the Senior Centers and mobile home parks — caning four times a week
and still continuing the one-night stands.
Tommy's biography is a rather modest portra\ al of his contributions to square dancing
and calling. We do know that Tommy
f rom
Ruth received the "Award of the Year' from
the senior citizens of their community for
their services rendered.

LETTERS,

* BADGES *

contOolcd from page .3)

we derk e immense enjoyment from it, I
sometimes think we are performing military
fin-mations 'rather than dance figures. i also
think that some of the "pop songs" are out of
place in our activity. Occasionally they adapt
very well but mostly they don't and I'd hate to
think we were going to lose touch with the
country and western origins from which
square dancing, came.
Robin Andoe
Ruislip, Middlesex, England
Dear Editor:
After over thirty years of being a square
dance caller and sa disciple of Dr. Lloyd
"Pappy" Shaw, I find the precepts and the
values he attached to being a leader are fast
disappearing. "The beauty of the western
dance lies in its flexibility, its freedom and its
liberty; don't sell out your liberty," is a quote
from one of his lectures. "America is a competitive country; don't get competitive with
something that is dear to your heart," is another one of his admonitions. I'm afraid we are
losing sight of these very principles. Regimental drills are replacing the flow and grace of the
square dance and it is fast becoming a status
symbol rather than America's folk dance. A

FREE SAMPLES FOR CLUB BADGES
SEND SKETCH & QUANTITY FOR
OUR SAMPLE & QUOTATION

Write for free literature and order forms.

* SPECIAL EVENT AND
VISITATION BADGES
FrorTi
$25.00 per 100

(--

* FUN

WHITTIER

* CONVENTION

BADGES

BADGES

.1■DENVER, COLORADO

r.**4

3AR
Ca. 5/Tax

rl

$1.15
.07

EMBLEM $1.50
.09
Ca. S/Tax

E-•ch

$1.22
Each
$1.59
Pius $1.00 per order postage and handl ing.
Have you square danced 1000 miles or more
trom nome?
If so—YOU can become a "ROVER." A caller's
OK will qualify a couple if they have completed
the mileage requirement. Hang your Rover
Emblem on a Bar engraved with the Town
and State where you visited and danced.

1166 HOOKSETT ROAD Zip 03104
WORLD'S LARGEST SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Offers a Complete
SQUARE DANCE CATALOG
Send $1.00 for Catalog and Swatches
(Dollar refunded with first purchase)
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BLUE ENGRAVERS
P.O. Box 1070
San Pedro, CA 90731

(213)
833-1581

"ORIGINALS IN SQUARE DANCE BADGES"
For over 25 years

:)1

WANTED TO BUY
SQUARE DANCER WHO COLLECTS
PHOTOGRAPHIC ITEMS SEEKS
PRE 1920:
-

PHOTOS, TINTYPES,
STEREOVIEW CARDS, ETC.
PREFERABLY OF DANCERS
OR DANCE-RELATED
ALSO WANT OLD, UNUSUAL CAMERAS
Please write to:
MILT KLEIN
84 TARDY LANE, WANTAGH, N.Y. 11793

v)Wirc(

RECORDS

ivii

cx

Ark
Harold
Thomas

Jerry
Biggerstaff

Bob
Ferrell

Danny
Thomas

MEL-104 CAROLINA SUNSHINE MAID
by HAROLD THOMAS
MEL-105 SLIPPING AWAY by HAROLD THOMAS
MEL-106 MANJO HOEDOWN
MEL-107 LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN
by JERRY BIGGERSTAFF
MEL-108 I CAN'T WAIT ANY LONGER
by HAROLD THOMAS
MEL-109 DON JUAN by DANNY THOMAS
MEL-110 WE BELIEVE IN HAPPY ENDINGS
by BOB FERRELL
Music by the MELODY MEN
MELODY RECORDS, INC.
ROUTE 8, BOX 295-A
ROCK HILL, S.C. 29730

common quen: of the day is "How iliaiil haSiCS
d0 VOU know? Levels have been established
and one is told you are not qualified to dance
with most clubs unless vote know "X" number
of basics.‘I grieve with You to hear of the
passing of old standards. The immense popularity of the contra dancing at the recent National Convention in Milwaukee to me is an
indication that more and more square dancers
are becoming disenchanted with the direction
their activity is taking and are finding the
grace and beauty of the dance lies in returning
to the sanity of the old contras and quadrilles.
Dale Wagner
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
Dear Editor:
I am writing in reference to the article on
sound in the Callers' Notebook section of the
November and December, 1978, issues of
SQUARE DANCING, by Dennis Upright
and Andy Cisna. On page 33 of the December
issue, Figure 5 in incorrectly drawn. The
schematic indicates all speakers are connected
ill parallel; the text, however, indicates that
the speakers should be in a series parallel
configuration which was the intent. The
schematic slipped by me for some reason and
was reproduced with the grounds, which is
incorrect. The grounds should be removed to
obtain a correct series parallel connection as
per the text. I apologize for the error and trust
that it has not created any problems.
Dennis Upright
Ellicott City, Indiana
Dear Editor:
The 28th National held in Milwaukee in
June is now history and certainly this Convention will be the object of discussion and
articles, as all other Nationals have been. As

SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL
•
•
•
•
•

In Business since 1949 at same location.
Same day service on most orders.
Catalog upon request. Include $1.00 postage & handling
One of the largest stocks in the Southwest.
Quantity purchase discounts.

MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. BOX 7176 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011 • TELEPHONE: (602) 279-5521
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BADGE HOLDERS
SWIVEL 36O° CLIP-011
The clip swivels a
full 360°—permiffing badge to be
clipped to any type
of garment.

I CLIP

14

for ALLpin-on badges!
SNAP

I

O

LD

DOUBLE SIDED 3f1r1P-Or1

A clip-on for any
garment. Snap off
the clip—it's a snapon for a western shirt
pocket.

Snaps between, and
to both, pocket and
pocket flap of a
western shirt.

® TM REG U. 5 PAT OFF

At Your Square Dance Shop and Badge Maker

DEALERS: Write for brochure for full information.

Don Hadlock, 24813 Broadmore Ave., Hayward, CA 94544
Program Chairman, there was a number of
changes in the overall programming of the
Convention — the round, contra and youth
areas as well as in squares — which we were
able to institute. While a couple ofthese did
t
not work as well as we anticipate, the vast
majority did add to the dancing and viewing
enjoyment of the some 22,145 dancers in attendance. We would like to take this opportunity to thank the Program Committee for
their help in producing a solid, top-rate program. Thanks also go to the callers, leaders,

prompters and exhibition groups who came
and gave generously of their time so all might
enjoy themselves. Thank you, too, to
SQUARE DANCING for publishing the articles in the previous year which let the dancers
know what they would find in Milwaukee.
Ron and M. J. Wiseman
Neenah, Wisconsin
Dear Editor:
Since our graduation of 92 dancers in our
Maverick Square Dance Club (single adults)
wehave been working the dancers nearly 1/2

RED BOOT ENTERPRISES
64 Route 8, College Hills
WA Greenville, Tennessee 37743
44114ami
Lee
Kopman

Johnny
Jones

Allen
Tipton

Don
Williamson

RED BOOT RELEASES
RB 240 Cowboys Don't Get Lucky by Johnny Jones
RB 241 Darling Save the Last Dance For Me by Johnny Jones and Allen Tipton
RB 242 Baby I'm Burnin' by Mike Hoose
RB 243 Come On In by Don Williamson
RB 904 I'm So Lonesome (round) by Ray & Bea Dowdy

RED BOOT STAR RELEASES
Elmer
Sheffield

RBS 1247 I'm Getting High on Love by Elmer Sheffield, Jr.

Ray & Bea
Dowdy

SHOW ME RELEASES
SM 1003 The Bull and The Beaver by Bill Volner

GOLD STAR RELEASES
GS 709 Shirley Jean Berrell by Cal Golden

JAY BAR KAY RELEASES
JK 6018 Minstrel Man by Ken Anderson
Bill
Volner

RECORDS WITH CLOGGING ROUTINES:
JK 6016 Five Foot Two
RB 307 Clogging Sax
RB 173 Night Train to Memphis

Cal
Golden

RB 302 Cloggin' Down Yonder
RB 901 Yackety Sax
RBS 1237 Lucille

Now available on reel or cassette: Instructional tapes for Advance Level and Beginning Challenge Dancing
as called by Lee Kopman. For detailed information write to Red Boot Records.
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SEWING SUPPLIES
FREE CATALOG
Our nationally advertised company offers
zippers, threads, buttons, trims

at up to 50%

savings. Write today.

Newark Dressmaker
Supply
Bath 6, Pennsylvania 18014

MAC GREGOR R ECORDS
These MACGREGOR Classics Are
Available At Your Local Dealer
SOMETHING OLD
MGR 5001
Harvest Waltz/Jessie Polka
SOMETHING NEW:
MGR 5040
Just A Rhumba/Waltz Of Friends
Choreography by Adam & Margie Arnot

SOMETHING ELSE

MGR 1100

A Favorite MacGregor Hoedown

MACGREGOR Records Distributed By:
Corsair Continental Corp.
P.O. Box 644
Pomona, CA 91769
(714) 629-0814

hour early each week to bring them into club
level dancing. It is working out and we have
found that a lot of the club dancers are coming
out for reviews on the QS, Plus 1 and Plus 2
basics that we are teaching. We round dance
between tips and have an extra. 1/2 hour for
nothing but rounds at the end of the evening.
We also use this half hour for teaching the
Round of the Month.
Lee and Ina McNutt
Carmichael, California
Dear Editor:
Your June issue started off with a .letter
from dancers quitting square dancing after 21
years because of all the new calls coming in. A
few years ago there were many complaints
about too many new calls . . . from this
CALLERLAB started and again we are
flooded with new calls. Worse, you do them
from all positions. The theory behind Mainstream is to make dancing the same all over.
However, CALLERLAB does to callers what
unions do to workers — they fall to the lowest
Or common level. We started dancing in 1971;
made a 90 mile trip every Saturday night. Our
caller was very helpful, especially with new
dancers and he had a lot of fun calling.
CALLERLAB has changed his style. We are
always doing workshop when we should be
having fun dancing. The club had 67 new class
members join the club in April, 1978. Most of
them quit after three weeks because the caller
did not ease up enough to break them in. All
position dancing just mixes things up. My
computer is geared for the male parts; I don't
like to mix the parts. Our club had 143 members and 67 new class members in 1978. In
March, 1979, we had 105 old members and 15
new class members — a loss of 90. . . . We

WE'VE GOT IT ALL TOGETHER
(in one place)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Records — Square, Round, Contra, Clogging
"AVT", "RT" Series
Newcomb P.A. —
BOB RUFF
Wireless Microphones
Square Dance Consultant for Schools
Electro-Voice Microphones
8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier, CA. 90605
Handbooks and Teacher Manuals
Diplomas, Name Tags, Posters
213-693-5976
Consultant Service for Schools
Instructional L.P. Albums
"The Fundamentals of Square Dancing" Levels 1, 2, 3, (called by Bob Ruff)
Used by over 10,000 schools, colleges, and libraries all over the world. Three LPs teach 50 Basic Movements $5.95 each
$17.85/set
Add $1.00 mailing (U.S. only)
• Free catalogs sent on request
• We ship anywhere in the world
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New Releases
S 503 Be Glad by Marty
LO 102 Age by Bill
S 1103 Get Down Hoedown

ibto.

Marty
Firstenburg

Recent Releases
S 901 Walkin' In the Park
R/D by Bud & Shirley Parrott
S 304 Montego Bay by Ivan
S 104 Forever In Blue Jeans by Stu
LO 301 Carry Me Back by Ron
LO 201 Quando, Quando by Mary
LO 101 Let Me Take You In My Arms by Bill
S 502 Get On Board My Wagon by Marty

P.O. Box 94, Harrisburg, OR. 97446

enjoy the dances where the s caller sticks
mainly to basics and calls them fast and mixes
them up. Many dancers feel the way we do
and the number of dropouts is shocking.
grant Wortm an
Satellite Beach, Florida
Dear Editor:
Referring to the two "name withheld"
letters in your July issue, possibly my experiences could be of help. (1) Body Odor: If the
caller can be persuaded to review the "Ten
Comillandments of Square Dancing" with

PATTERN
No. 314

Jerry Harris

special emphasis on the importance ofdeodorants, it might just get through. If‘ this
doesn't work, then the caller or a good friend
of the offending person must talk to him. Our
offender claimed he was allergic to deodorants. A gift bottle of roll-on did the trick. (2)
After lessons, getting started in square dancing: In any case, don't give up. We were good
ballroom dancers and decided to take a beginner's course in square dancing. We took the
course twice and were told we were ready to
go to any dances. Luckily, at the first open

SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS

;3.5 0

Multi-Size Pattern
314 Ladies' Square Dance Dress
15 Pieces
Square dance dress has scoop neckline with wide eyelet ruffle
accented by bow. The 8-gored skirt has wide eyelet ruffles that
sweep up at sides in front and back to create an apron effect. Selffabric ruffles trimmed with narrow eyelet fill in at sides and around
lower edge of skirt. View 1 is sleeveless View 2 has short elasti
cized puff sleeves. Multi-Size 5-7-9 6-8-10 12-14.16 1820-40

Dealer inquiries welcome.
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC.
P. 0. Box 4560 Stockyards Station
Ft. Worth, Texas 76106
Pattern # 314
$ 3 - 50 ea. Sizes(s)
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $
Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Add 85 cents per pattern for handling and postage.
ElComplete Western Brochure for only 50°
SQUARE DANCING, October, '79
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CIRCULAR SKIRT PATTERN Our NEWEST!
$2.50

Simple to Sew — All Sizes in one package
1- 1C1,)e VI IL1IJOG

(-% r
pLiotonv put la I..1
"-Nt

An additional 50c brings you our complete catalog of all our square
dance patterns: dresses, skirts, blouses, men's shirts, pants,
vests: — plus our own interchangeable s/d dress pattern pieces.
Waist sizes 22" to 32" (With Instructions on Increasing Size)

Shirley's Square Dance Shoppe
Rte. 9-D, Hughsonville, N.Y. 12537
Hours: Wed., Thurs., and Sat. 11-4

Dealers inquiries

Tues. and Thurs. evenings 7-9

Phone: (914) 297-8504

dance a friendly couple saw us coming,

greeted us, separated us, and helped us get
through the evening. At the second open
dance we were not so lucky. So we waited for a
forming square to hold up one finger before
we jumped in and fouled it up. (At the onefinger stage, the other three couples were too
polite to sit down.) We made it a practice not
to foul up the same square twice, so we moved
around. the hall waiting for a different onefinger forming square. After that we decided
to take a vacation at a square dance institute.

welcome

We square danced five hours a day for six days
and really learned to dance. The second week,
when we stood up and held up three fingers,
dancers rushed to fill our square. At last, success! A part of the problem is that callers just
will not stick to the CALLERLAB Mainstream, Plus 1, Plus 2 and Quarterly Selections, but insist on doing their own .thing. Is it
possible to enroll in workshops of the caller
who threw in all the new calls? A workshop
with that caller might help.
Bob Owens, Chapala, jai, Mexico

CHAPARRAL RECORDS
1425 Oakhill Drive
Plano, Texas 75075
(214) 423-7389

MUSIC PRODUCED BY

JOHNNY GIMBLE
C-603 STAND BY YOUR
WOMAN (round)
By John & Wanda Winter

C-305 TULSA TIME
Flip Inst. by
Gary Shoemake

C-304 (new)
GREAT AFTERNOON
F lip Inst. by Gary Shoemake
C404 (new)
GIMMIE BACK THOSE
BLUES by Beryl Main
C-403 (new)
SUMMERTIME DREAM

C-205 THE GAMBLER
Flip Inst. by Jerry Haag
Beryl Main

Jerry Haag

by Ken Bower

C-505 TWELFTH STREET RAG
Flip Inst. by Ken Bower
NOW AVAILABLE IN LP,
8 TRACK & CASSETTE

C-3501 (new) RHYTHM OF THE
ROAD Flip Inst. by Ken
Bower & Gary Shoemake
Gary Shoemake

Ken Bower

NEW RELEASES

RR-202 MAGIC
CARPET

Wayne Baldwin

by Jerry Haag

C-504 DISCO FEVER (You're the
One I Want) Flip Inst.

Flip Inst. by Beryl Main

Flip Inst.
by Wayne
Baldwin

C-204 MUSIC IS MY
WOMAN Flip Inst.

ROADRUNNER
RECORDS

C-AL-7001 A PARTY WITH
CHARARRAL

RR-103 FAN THE FLAME
Flip Inst. by
Paul Marcum
Paul Marcum

•
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HI
HAT
Records

SQUARE 'EM UP WITH HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON SQUARE DANCE RECORDS
Brand New on Hi-Hat
HH 5009 "CARIBBEAN"
by Lee Schmidt

Recent Releases on Hi-Hat
HH 5008 "GREEN GREEN GRASS OF
HOME' by Ernie Kinney
HH 5007 "I WANT TO SEE YOU
AGAIN" by Tom Perry
HH 5006 "MY LIFE" by Wade Driver
HH 386 "TRY A LITTLE KINDNESS"
by Ernie Kinney
HH 640 "SMOKEY BEAR" Hip
Hoedown by Dick Waibel

Recent Releases on Blue Ribbon
BR 227 "SAVING YOUR KISSES"
by Jerry Bradley
BR 226 "RIDE RIDE RIDE"
by Dick Kenyon

Producer—Ernie Kinney Enterprises-3925 N. Tollhouse Road—Fresno, CA 93726
Distributors—Corsair-Continental & Twelgrenn,

(MEET THE BROWNS,

from page 17)

play for the Showcase of Ideas at two National
Conventions and served on the LEGACY
committee that compiled a Leadership Training Manual. With Jan he has conducted a
number of 21/2-hour leadership seminars in
Nebraska and Iowa. Presently they are
Chairmen for the 1980 Nebraska State Convention to be held in Omaha.
The Brown's home is always open to square
(lancers and it's not unusual to find a club or
committee meeting taking place in the base-

ment. Ilow (10 you get there? Just take the
elevator down; Dick took the stairs out about
ten years ago and designed and installed one!

ABOUT THIS FEATURE: T here must be

thousands of interesting people scattered
throughout the square dance clubs of the
world. We know of one square dancer who is
an inventor, another who was on the personal
staff of one of our nation's presidents and
another who was a prisoner of war in Germany. Do you have candidates to suggest?

"CLOUD NINE" COMFORT by Coast Ballet
"PRINCESS" Economy Priced
FOR SQUARE AND ROUND DANCERS
Now made to order in all colors, styles and
in both round and tapered toes. Specify
type of heel (High or Low).
Colors: Yellow, Orange, Lt. Blue, Hot Pink,
Lilac, Bone, Lime, Red, Purple, Navy.
Specify ROUND or TAPERED toe as
shown. Sizes 4 thru 11, including 1/2 sizes.
Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths.
BLACK or WHITE
COLORS
GOLD or SILVER
Add $1.50 for High Heel.
VISA'

$17.95
$18.95
$19.95

ALL LEATHER
(except heels)
PRINCESS—Unlined

with
an elasticized throat. Cushioned innersole and high or
low heel.
Special rates for new class
members and helpers. State
number of couples when requesting information.

Webe WeJtent Wm,

104 WEMPE DRIVE
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Rounded

Tapered

CUMBERLAND, MD.21502

#22

#33

PHONE (301) 724 2925
-

1319E4A13 DEALERS
Stores handling square dance records and books
anywhere in the world are listed in these pages.
For only $10.00 per month, your listing will
reach 80,000 square dancers, many of them
potential record buyers. For information regarding
these special listings write SQUARE DANCING
Advertising, 462 North Robertson Blvd., Los
Angeles, California 90048. Our Telephone: (213)
652-7434. Attention: Adv. Mgr.

SINGING CALLS

* ARIZONA
CLAY'S BARN
F) .0 . Box 215,1-1,

*

eTra i s ta 85635

CALIFORNIA
ROBBIE & FAY'S SID APPAREL
& RECORDS, 976 Pearl St., Napa 94558
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600-33rd Avenue, Sacramento 95824
3013 RUFF RECORDS
8459 Edmaru Ave., Wt-littier 90605

*

MUSIC IS MY WOMAN — Rhythm 131
ndriye: nu
Tempo: 10
Key: C
LC
Caller: Ernie Kinney
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: Ernie has popped up on Rhythm
Records in addition to his own company, HiHat. This tune fits Ernie's voice to a tee and it
should get a lot of mileage. Nice recording,
good music and choreography makes this
one of the better releases this month
Rating: ***
.

CANADA
GLAMAR DANCE CRAFT LTD.

3584 E. Hastings, Vancouver, B.C.
THOMASSON SQUARE DANCE

SPECIALTIES

I HAD A LOVELY TIME — Rhythm 132
Range: HE
Tempo: 130
Key: G
LD
Caller: Wade Driver
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies promenade
swing join hands
box the gnat at home

121 Barrington Ave., Winnipeg, Man.
R2M 2A8

*

COLORADO
S.D. RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Boulevard, Denver 80214

*
HOCKIN' RHYTHMS/LISTENING POST
Box 528, Casa Vista Drive
Palm Harbor 33563
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DANCE SOUNDS
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HOW TO USE THE RECORD REPORT
To get the best possible analysis all singing calk are
checked and rated by two sources. First, a rating is
riiade by a square of dancers that actually dances to
each record. The records are then sent to another reviewer who rates them on recording quality, instrumentation, clarity of comr-nonds, and body mechanics. The
final -star -rating is based on a consensus of the reports from both. In all cases and unless otherwise noted,
it may he assumed that singing calls are recorded in a
medium range. In the case of hoedowns the key will be
included.
- HF
Each report gives an analysis of the record
HE
and the dance. The shaded area in the
chart indicates the voice range used by
HC
most recording companies. By comparing
HA
the voice range letters in each analysis
with those on the chart, you should be
LF
—LE
able to determine the record s suitability
LD
to your voice. Occasionally a report will
_LC
LB
be starred (*) in which case you will find
LA
the call reproduced in lhe Workshop secE LC;
ELF
tion of the some issue.
Some of the square dance records reported will have
rating symbols at the end of the Comment-section.
These represent the opinion of the reviewing committee.
Symbols used indicate as follows: Average, Above
Average, **-1
.`.4.Exceptional, ****Outstanding.
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circle left — allemande left - weave ring do
sa do promenade (Figure) Heads square
thru four hands corner do sa do swing
thru two by two boys run right — bend line
— right and left thru — flutter wheel - slide
thru - swing corner — promenade.
Comment: A very danceable release with a lot of
bounce to the ounce. Callers can have fun
calling this tune as it is not hard to execute.
The slight addition of a harmonica adds to the
enjoyment of the instrumental. Rhythm Records lives up to its name in rhythm as this
record certainly has it. Figure is Mainstream.
Rating: **+
ME AND PAUL — Rhythm 133
Tempo: 128
Range: HB
Key: C&D
LB
Caller: Bob Baler
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left - left allemande
do sa do -- left allemande -- weave ring do
sa do promenade (Figure) Heads lead right
circle four make a line — right and left
swing thru boys
thru pass the ocean
trade boys run right bend the line — slide
swing
square thru three hands
thru
promenade.
corner
Comment: Good music as usual on Rhythm and
this record will allow callers to express a true
country feeling in their calling. Figure is comfortable but not outstanding. This reviewer
appreciates the good music Rhythm records
is producing.
Rating: **
POOR BOY — Thunderbird 195
Key: D
Tempo: 130
Range: HD
Caller: Bob Bennett
LA
Synopsis: (Opener) Sides face grand square
join hands circle left — allemande left — home
do sa do - - allemande left - - promenade
(Break) Four ladies chain across rollaway

J - J RECORD
1724 Hawthorne Ave., E., St. Paul 55106

* NEVADA
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1138 Mosby Rd., Memphis 38116
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STORES handling square dance records are welcome to write SQUARE DANCING for
information regarding a listing on these pages.
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SC e

big mac records

NEW Release
SC 642 Don't Back a Man into a Corner
Called by Ron Mineau, Arroyo Grande, CA.
Ron
Recent Releases
Mineau
Big Mac 005 Grass Won't Grow
Big Mac 004H Corn Chips Hoedown
TEACHING RECORDS FOR GROUPS
Big Mac 003 Back on My Mind Again
WHO DO NOT HAVE A CALLERBig Mac 002H Rattler Romp Hoedown
TEACHER NOW AVAILABLE.
Big Mac 001 Smoke Smoke
WRITE FOR INFORMATION
SC 641
Deed I Do
SC 640
Sister Kate

P.O. BOX 1448, SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA. 93406
PAID IN ADVANCE — Chinook 024
Key: E Tempo: 132 Range: HC Sharp
LG Sharp
Caller: Randy Dibble
Synopsis: (Opener) Sides face grand square
(Break) Four ladies promenade swing at
home
join hands circle left — left allemande
weave ring - do sa do — promenade
(Ending) Sides face grand square left allemande - swing own (Figure) Heads promenade halfway — lead to right circle to a line
go forward and back right and left thru -slide thru square thru three hands left
allemande - swing right hand lady — promenade.

circle left four ladies rollaway — circle
weave ring
left again left allemande
do sa do promenade (Figure) Head couples promenade halfway — down middle right
and left thru — flutter wheel in middle
sweep a quarter -- pass thru — do sa do to
ocean wave — swing thru -- boys trade —
swing — allemande left corner — promenade.
Comment: Bob really puts out the words in
rhythmic cadence on this tune. Plenty of
words for callers to master in opener but otherwise a nice feel with standard dance figure
nothing more difficult than a ferris wheel.
Good Thunderbird music as usual. Rating: **
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Alicof Simhins
119 Allen Street
Hampden, Mass. 01036
4

P-700

Evcrytiti,Ig

for SQUARE DANCERS
Please send for our
Free Catalog

Nylon Ruffles

100 yards of soft Nylon Ruffling is used to
trim this very full three skirt nylon "horsehair"
bouffant. This is not only a very durable, but
beautiful garment. Heavy elastic waistline is
double stitched four comfort and long wear,
Colors:
White/White ruffles
Hot Pink/Hot Pink ruffles
White/Blue ruffles
lite/Multi-colored ruffles
Pink, Blue & Yellow
Sizes:
Small, medium, large
Length: 19" 21" 23"
,vaist size ez lenr:th onired

A-%A
N . Z' .v.
: '.•- .-...:"
•" ...”--10*,..09

$21.00

4

.,,,.........

6' _:‘,/.,:kkZotSide

Black/Black ruffles
Red/Red ruffles
Soft Pink/Soft Pink ruffles
Yellow/Yellow ruffles
Blue/Blue ruffles
Brown/Brown ruffles
Orange/Orange ruffles
Purple/Purple ruffles

,
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Comment: Label accidentally reversed on this
release which happens in the best of companies. Nice calling by Randy to a tune that has a
feeling of rock with a western override. Some
callers with a zip for l a ying it on will enjoy
calling this. The ending seemed abrupt but
not disturbing to the overall dance
Rating: **
movement.
NATURAL HIGH — Brahma 201
Range: HE
Tempo: 126
Key: D
LC Sharp
Caller: Gil T. Crosby
rollaSynopsis: (Opener) Four ladies chain
four ladies rollaway — circle
way circle left
left — allemande left weave ring - swing
promenade (Break) Circle left — left aldo sa do -- men star left — turn
lemande
thru at home - allemande left —• promenade
(Figure) Head couples square thru — corner
do sa do — swine thru -- scoot back fan the
top — right and left thru — square thru three
hands - swing corner — promenade.
Comment: Strictly a country flavor on this tune.
Music has a nice feeling with good banjo in
background. Nice to have new companies
enter the field but this reviewer wonders how
many the activity can support. Time will tell as
each company puts forth its efforts. Figure on
this seemed very adequate. Rating: **
HUBBA HUBBA Bogan 1312
Range: HB
Tempo: 132
Key: G
LD
Caller: Tim Ploch
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies promenade
swing at home — join hands circle left — left
allemande — weave ring — do sa do — promenade (Figure) Heads square thru four hands
corner do sa do — touch one quarter
split circulate — boys run around that girl
right and left thru flutter wheel — slide thru
swing corner — promenade.
Comment: A good lively tune that has a nice

YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS
wet the decal and transfer to desired surface

MINIMUM ORDER 10
LESS THAN 100-354 EACH
100 OR MORE 30i EACH
"Send for free catalogue
on badges, stickers,
accessories, etc."

ORBITIE SQUARES
.:0011157SCEO

MARES Co.

• #

Box 371, Champaign, III. 61820

)tr fhr -DniaCC41

Full line of square dance apparel
$14, $20, $29
PETTICOATS:
Asst Colors S, M, L
Mid-thigh, rows of lace, Asst. Colors S. M L.
PETTIPANTS:
XL
$9
DANCE SHOES: Ringo, Majestic. Selva M. N widths
Many more styles and items. Brochure on request. Mail & phone
orders filled promptly. Bank cards accepted.

2228 Wealthy SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49506
Phone 616-458-1272

NAME BADGES
NAME ONLY, TOWN 1 .25
AND/OR CLUB
'4"
Illinois Residents—add 5% sales tax
Any state shape, with name and town
$1_50 ea. and up
WRITE FOR A NEW FULL LIST OF
ACTIVITY BADGES AND NEW BROCHURES

We make and design any shape badge.
Enclose sketch and quantity of initial order
for our prices.
Write for brochure and full information

A TO Z ENGRAVING CO.
1150 Brown St., Wauconda, III. 60084

$00 D E7 ' Re%
1

M.D. "Mick" Howard, Founder
Bud Whitten, Bob Bennett, Producers
Al "Tex" Brownlee, A&R
Singing Calls
TB 192 Shiny Rails Of Steel by Chuck Myers
TB 193 There Ain't Nothing Like Falling
In Love by Will Larson
TB 194 You Cute's A' Showing by Tommy Russell
TB 195 Poor Boy Blues by Bob Bennett

Will
Larson

Chuck
Myers

Bob
Tommy
Russell Bennett

Aim
Bud
Whitten

TB 196 Goodby My Lady Love by Bud Whitten
TB 197 First Encounter Of The Close Kind
by Chuck Myers
TB 198 Paintin' The Ole Town Blue
by Bob Bennett

THUNDERBIRD RECORDS • P.O. Box 3745 • GREENVILLE, S.C. 29608
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BADGES
BY
PROFESSIONALS
CLUB AND
Over
GUEST
ViiSiTATION F3ADGES

15 Years of
Service to
Square Dancers

*Send CLUB BADGE With Order for Design
*$35.00 per 100 Minimum
Plus $10.00 One Time Die Charge
*All orders Prepaid with $1.00 postage

Delron's of

DELLe

rhythm. A toe-tapping type_ This reviewer still
questions words on records that do not seem
to help the image such as "How do you expect
me to calm down with you there in your nightgown" — guess the reviewer feels other words
would have been just as adequate. At end of
phrase a voic spot of eight beats seems to
need a filler. Still a good tune and callers will
enjoy it. Long musical ending. Rating: **

DIXIE HUMMINGBIRD — Kalox 1236
Range: HD
Key: F
Tempo: 126
LF
Caller: C.O. Guest
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain — rollaway

rl
n, A nit-% re.
V
I NI 1-.41-1L LI 40 I-

v

*New Methods to Make Your
Club Badges Stand gut
*Send Sketch or Present Badger
for Estimate and Sample

P.O. Box 364, Lemon Grove, Calif. 92045
(714) 469-2109
circle left — rollaway circle left - left allemande - weave ring box the gnat girls
promenade — do sa do - left allemande
promenade (Figure) Heads square thru meet sides with right hand star — heads star
left - same two do sa do swing thru — boys
run — tag the line to the right -- wheel and
deal - pass thru --- turn partner r i ght corner by left -- roll promenade.
Comment: A release that fits C.O. like a glove as
its his type. Many callers may feel that it's a
little slow but adjustment can be made.
Dancers had to be reminded after pass thru,
turn partner right at home who was partner. A

KALOX- ilea-Longhorn
NEW ON KALOX
K-1241 I WANT TO SEE ME IN YOUR EYES
Flip/Inst. Caller: Jon Jones

Walt
McNeel

RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX
K-1240 TWO TIMIN' BLUES Flip/Inst. Caller: Bill Peters
K-1239 ALL OF ME Flip/Inst. Caller: Bill Peters
K-1238 AROUND THE WORLD/LAZY RIVER
All Time Favorites — Instrumentals Only

Bill
Peters

RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN
LH-1030 QUA LA LITA Flip/Inst. Caller: Guy Poland
LH-1029 AIN'T NO CALIFORNIA Flip/Inst. Caller: Guy Poland
LH-1028 THE MOVIES Flip/Inst. Caller: Walt McNeel

Harry
Lackey

NEW ON BELCO
B-288A LONG FRIENDSHIP Two-step by Norb & Rose Trautman
1st band music only; 2nd band cues by C.O. Guest
B-288B CHATANOOGA CHOO CHOO Two-step by Bill & Virginia Tracy
1st band music only; 2nd band cues by Bill Tracy

Guy
Poland

RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO
B-287A VERA'S WALTZ Waltz by Jack & Vera Milstead
1st band music only; 2nd band cues by Jack Milstead
B-287B RUBY ANN Two-Step by Norman & Helen Teague
1st band music only; 2nd band cues by Norman Teague
B-286 SHENANDOAH cues by C.O. Guest/
HAPPY TIME RAG cues by Butch Tracey
C.0
Guest
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PRODUCED BY KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO.
2832 LIVE OAK DRIVE, MESQUITE, TEXAS 75149, Phone (214) 270-0616

Bill and
Virginia
Tracy
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Rochester Shoes Has

Square Dancing
hoes for Women
117ME1$12.9°
BEST VALUE
IN SQUARE DANCE
SHOES

White, Black, Red, Navy,
Gold or Silver
N-M-W Widths

EMU

STYLE D

For the Round Dancer

THEATRICAL
White or Black

COMPARE
AT $19.

N M WIDTHS
-

Full Leather Sole

STYLE E

STYLE F
Every order guaranteed for fit and
wear. If not satisfied return for full
refund (plus postage) or replacement.

Full Leather uppers and soles
N-M Widths
WHITE
M Width
RED
M Width
BLACK
M Width
SILVER

nd uoior

STYLE SIZE WIDTH COLOR Choice PRICE

Address
Total Price of Merchandise
Check one

City/State/Zip
.

Check Enclosed
MASTER CHARGE

Prices guaranteed until Feb. 1, 1980

Postage and Handling
Acid $1 75 Per Pair

BANK AMERICARD

TOTAL AMOUNT
Card
Expires
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MAIL ORDER TO:
ROCHESTER SHOE STORES
K-Mart Plaza
Mattydale, New York 13211

OCTOBER, 1979

PENNY'S POINTERS
ON TEACHING ROUNDS

CURREPJT RLIIESJ

Round dance basics as taught by Penny
Crispino. The booklet that helped many
round dancers get started!
Order yours today $2,50 postpaid
PENNY CRISPIN°

914 No. Midland #29, Nampa, ID 83651
In Its Third Printing!
We're changing our name . . .
PAT'S PLASTICS has become

MICRO PLASTICS
Everything else remains the same —
Same Owner — Mike Cross
Same Staff • Same Phone • Same Address • Same
Good Quality & Good Service
Only the name has been changed.

JOHN
HANDS
BIG RIVER,USA

1 line "Slim Jim" $1.00
Name only
regular size $1.10
Name and Town or
design $1,25
Name and town and
design (pictured) $1.50
Name and town and
design and club name
$1.75

STATE & SPECIAL SHAPES $2.00 UP EACH
We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any
Color—Black, White,

FLIPS
Caribbean — L. Schmidt
Don't Back A Man into A Corner —
R. Mineau
Fan the Flame — P. Marcum
Ghost Riders in the Sky — Bill
I've Always Been Crazy — J. Roberts
I Want to See Me in Your Eyes —
J. Jones
Keep on Smiling — G. Zeno
Kingston Town — T. White
Pick the Wild Wood Flower —
J. Maxey
Promised Land — R. Short
Round and Round — D. Salveson
Steel Drivin' Man — R. Kinnane
Will you be Lovin' Another Man —
Bob

Heavenly Waltz/Stumblin. Along
Lady be Good/Red Mill Waltz
Long Friendship/
Chattanooga Choo Choo
Music is my Woman/cues

Phone (303) 625-1718

5009

642
SC
103
RDR
4 Bar B 6013
026
CHNK
KAL
BS
BOG

1241
2093
1313

BRA
WW
WW
TOP

102
403
215
25351

4 Bar B 6014

14279
GR
CEM 37034
BEL
WW

288
508

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR RECORD DEALER

Prepared by
THE

AV ifriarrci

AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY

CURRENT RELEASES

.

MICRO PLASTICS

HH

ROUNDS

Blue, Green, Brown, Red,
Yellow, Walnut

Send Check With Order
Add 15c per badge for postage

Box 847, Rifle, Colo. 81650

SQUARE & ROUND DANCE RECORDS

The listings in this column are taken from
copy submitted by our advertisers and from
records we receive for review. if your releases
are not listed send us two copies of each one
and we will include them.

CAL GOLDEN'S CALLING DATES, CALLERS COLLEGES AND SEMINARS
OCTOBER, 1979
2—Arkadelphia, Arkansas
5—Springfield, Illinois
6—Harrisburg, Illinois
Workshop 2-4, Dance 8-11
7—St. Genevieve, Missouri 1-5
9—Arkadelphia, Arkansas
13—Shreveport, Louisiana
14—Music Hall, 2-5
Hot Springs, Arkansas
16—Arkadelphia. Arkansas
18—Fayetteville, North Carolina
19—Jamestown, North Carolina
20—Lancaster, South Carolina
21—Columbus, Ohio
24— Fremont, Nebraska
25—Estherville, Iowa

26,27-8th Annual Pumpkin Festival
Owatonna, Minnesota
28.29,30,31—Callers College
Owatonna, Minnesota
31-30th Anniversary Dance
Do Si Do Square Dance Club
Owatonna, Minnesota

CALLERS SEMINARS
Dec. 2—Houston, Texas Callers
Association, Houston, Texas
Dec. 8,9—Central Massachusetts
Callers Association,
Worcester, Massachusetts
Jan. 11,12, 1980—Northeast Florida
Callers Association,
Panama City, Florida

For Information: Sharon Golden, P.O. Box 2280,
Hot Springs, Arkansas 71901—Phone: (501) 624-7274

70

Feb. 6,7,8, 1980—Callers Association,
Aurelia, Iowa
Aug. 23,24, 1980— Illinois Callers
Association, Champaigne, Illinois

CALLERS COLLEGES
Feb, 10-15. 1980, For New Callers
Carrington, North Dakota
Feb. 17-22, 1980. Experienced Callers
Carrington, North Dakota
March 9-14, 1980, For New Callers
Burr Oak Lodge, Giouster. Ohio
June 15-20, 1980, For New Callers
Hot Springs, Arkansas
June 21-24, 1980, Sight Calling
School for All Callers
Hot Springs, Arkansas
July 12-17. 1980, For New Callers
Jekyll Island, Georgia

Gold Star
Records
GS 709
Shirley Jean
Berrell
Flipside
Called by
Cal Golden
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Produced by:
Bob Vinyard (St. Louis) (314) 739-8744
Joe Porritt (Louisville) (502) 368-6815
Distributed by Corsair, Twelgrenn and Old Timer
JP-1977
JP- 101
JP- 102
JP- 103
JP- 104

Honey All I Ever Need by Joe Porritt
Blue Moon of Kentucky by Bob Vinyard
Rhythm of the Rain by Vinyard
Selfish by Bob Vinyard
Someone Is Looking For Someone
Like You by Bob Vinyard

JP-201 When You Say Love by Joe Porritt
JP-202 Tulsa Time by Joe Porritt
JP-203 All At Once It's For Ever by Joe Porritt
JP-204 Gonna Have a Ball by Joe Porritt
JP-301 All of Me Round by 011ie/Donna Loehr,
Ballwin, Mo. (Flip side cued)
JP-302 No Love At All Round by 011ie/Donna
Loehr (cued)
-""
-•-••••••••

qucistinnhla) (-11 hi itsonms lagitimte. A rominder by caller can assist on this.
Rating: * *
LJ

Ll LA.

TWO LESS LONELY PEOPLE — Outlaw 104
Tempo: 128
Key: F
Range: HC
Caller: Randy Dougherty
LB Flat
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left
do paso - partner left — slip the clutch
allemande left
weave ring - promenade (Figure) Heads
promenade halfway down middle square
thru four hands
right hand star
heads
star by left -- come back to same two square
thru three hands — trade by — swing corner

■
11.

promenade.
Comment: For this new company a fine beginning. Music above average and choreography stands up to majority of record releases.
This dance is easy and relaxed with no heavy
rushing of the dancers. Good luck to Outlaw
records. Rating: **

FIFTY SEVEN CHEVROLET — Kalox 1237
Tempo: 128
Key: C
Range: HC
Caller: Harry Lackey
LB
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: Depend on Harry to come forth with
an unusual type of release. He sounds good

THE SIGHT CALLER'S

THE SIGHT CALLER'S

TEXTBOOK

TEXTBOOK

by Bill Davis

For the first time anywhere — complete in one volume — the most
up-to-date information on the theory and practice of Sight Calling and
extemporaneous techniques. Everything you need to know to improve
your sight calling or to learn sight calling from scratc-:_h.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE ..$12.50 per copy postpaid.
Quantity prices available.'

CONTENTS: Over 120 pages organized into 13 chapters & 3 appendices • Formation Awareness •

Programming • Return-to-Home
Square Resolution • Snapshot Calling • Two-Couple Calling ■
Formation/Rotation/Affiliation Concepts
Getouts • Technical Zeros • Unsym metric Sight Resolution ■
Getouts — Fully Illustrated — Textbook Format — Resolution Procedures

ALSO AVAILABLE: 1979 edition of The Top Ten — $6.00 per copy postpaid; Note Service for Callers — $20.00
per year with, $12.00 per year without liability and equipment insurance; Dancers Note Service — $6.00 per
calendar year.

ORDER FROM:

BILL DAVIS, 1359 Belleville Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94087; (408) 736-5624
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Al
Brundage

Gordon
Fineout

Jack
Cook

Ken
Crowley

Al
Roberts

Gene
Trimmer

Dave & Shirley
Fleck

Ron
Shaw

NEW ON TNT
Produced by
Mike Trombly
If unable to obtain records from your
distributor, please write to us for information
RFD #2 Rt 7
St. Albans, VT 05478
(802) 524-3424

145 My Heart waltz by Dave Fleck
144 Frankie and Johnny round by Dave Fleck
143 Lida Rose 79 round by Bob Smithwick
142 I Want To Go Home by Mike Trombly
141 Polka Dots & Moonbeams round by George
Kammerer
140 Never Ending Song of Love
by Mike Trombly
139 Shanty Town round by Jeanne Heater

and the dancing is relaxed and the dancers
enjoyed it. A quick cue on the middle break
"grand square" but he got it in. Enjoyed listening to the words on this release. Rating: **+

BREAK MY MIND — Blue Star 2087
Range: HB
Tempo: 130
Key: D
LA
Caller: Marshall Flippo
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A good release with music and recording that sounds like the ol' Flip. Figure is
really different with girls trade and cast off half
which made dancers think about just how to
execute properly. Some thought may have to

138 Ooga Ooga Mooshka by Gordon Fineout
137 You Wore a Tulip by Al Brundage
136 Heartaches Round by Dave Fleck
135 He's Got the Whole World by Ken Crowley
134 TNT Special Hoedown Patter by Al Brundage
133 Tipperary by Jack Cook
132 What Have They Done to My Song by Al Brundage
131 Happy Days Are Here Again by Ron Shaw

Rating:

be exercised in this spot.

** +

BLUEFINGER LOU — Outlaw 101
Key: F Sharp Tempo: 132 Range: HC Sharp
LB
Caller: Randy Dougherty
rollaSynopsis: (Opener) Four ladies chain
way — circle left ladies rollaway — circle
left left allemande weave ring — do sa do
promenade (Break & End) Sides face
grand square four ladies chain — chain
back promenade (Figure) Heads promenade halfway — sides pass the ocean
exend the tag swing thru boys trade
turn thru left allemande — weave ring

ROCHESTER SHOE STORES... HEADQUARTERS FOR
GENUINE
®

Nerese,

DEERSKINS

Brown, Black, Bone, Lana Tan
SIZES 7 TO 13 ALL WIDTHS
STYLE A OR B-MEN'S

WOMEN'S
Reg $33

$990

Oyster (Bone),
(Bone), Luggage Tan
SIZES 5 TO 10 WIDTHS N and M
STYLE C FOR WOMEN ONLY
STYLE

No. Prs.

Size

NAME

Color

A-Men's
B-Men's
C -Women's

$

El] Check or M.O.

Charge Card No.

Fl Visa or
Master Charge
Enclosed
Prices guaranteed until Feb 1, 1980

Add $1.75
Per Pair For
Postage &
Handling

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

MAIL ORDER TO:

ROCHESTER SHOE STORES
K-Mart Plaza, Mattydale, NY 13211

WEAR A PAIR FOR 2 WEEKS. IF NOT SATISFIED, RETURN FOR FULL REFUND.
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A New Look for Square Dancers

HOURS:
RUTH & REUEL
Tues., Wed., Thurs.,
deTURK
Sat. 11-5
1606 Hopmeadow St.
Fri. 11-9
Simsbury, Ct. 06070
Closed Sun. & Mon. Phone: 203-658-9417
June, July & August Wed. & Sat. only 11-5

THE

A GINGHAM JUMPER
Cute as a
button

Elastic inserts in belt
Black zipper Pocket
in bib
Use with a blouse
or a pant blouse

.004140P
#607 in Red, Navy, Green or Brown Check
#696 in Denim Blue or Denim Poppy
Men's shirts to match, check Gingham sizes 141/2 - 17 $12.98
White Pant Blouse Cotton/Dacron S/M/L/XL $14.98
White Pant Blouse Lace Trimed Cot/Dac S/M/L/XL $15.98

35% Cotton, 65%
Polyester
Even sizes
6 thru 18

Shipping Chg. Single item $2.00; 2 or 3 items $3.00
Conn. Residents add 7% Sales Tax

$22.98
promenade.
Comment: Of the releases turned out by Outlaw
records this month, this tune seems to be the
most likely to succeed. A nice job by Randy on
a tune that has a blues boogie offering. The
music gives you that "want to dance" feeling.
Good music.
Rating: **+
BLUETAIL FLY — Top 25349
Key: D
Tempo: 130
Range: HB
Caller: Brian Hotchkies
LA
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: Good to hear an old tune being revised. This release is a novelty type that many

callers could use as a variety for the evening.
The calling by Brian is very well done and very
clear. Figure has a little different twist. Good
Rating: **+
music.
QUA LA LITA — Longhorn 1030
Tempo: 134
Range: HC
Key: B Flat
Caller: Guy Poland
LB Flat
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain across -ladies flutter wheel right back
join hands
circle left left allemande -- weave ring — do
sa do - promenade (Figure) Heads promenade halfway down middle square thru four
hands - right and left thru -- pass thru —

FOUR BAR B RECORDS, Inc.

ADD THE EXCELLENCE OF
MARV LINDNER, MIKE SIKORSKY and BOB & BARBARA WILDER

Bob and
Barbara Wilder

Mike Sikorsky

SINGING CALLS:
4B-6001 TULSA TIME — Bob
4B-6002 PAINTIN' THIS OLD TOWN BLUE — Bill
4B-6004 BACK ON MY MIND AGAIN — Bob
46-6005 OLE SLEW FOOT — Bill
4B-6006 SWEET MELINDA — Bob
4B-6008 ROLY POLY — Mike
48-6010 RED BANDANA — Mary
4B-6011 FORTY MILES FROM POPLAR BLUFF — Bob
4B-6012 I WILL SURVIVE — Bill
4B-6013 "GHOST" RIDERS IN THE SKY — Bill
4B-6014 WILL YOU BE LOVIN' ANOTHER MAN — Bob

Mary Lindner

ROUND DANCE
4BR-6009 I CAN'T BELIEVE THAT YOU'RE
IN LOVE WITH ME — Bob & Barbara Wilder

Bob Carmack

PATTER
4B-6003 OZARK ROMP — Flip Called — Bill & Bob

Bill Owsley

— featuring — The Quality Sound by The Bradsmen

Bob Carmack, 5647 S. West Ave., R#8, Springfield, MO 65807, (314) 363-5432
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SONSHINE SQUARE
440 So. 104 E. Ave.
Tulsa, Ok. 74128
918 — 838-0890

SQUAR ENEW RELEASES
SOS 1004 HOW MUCH TIME
DOES IT TAKE by Mel Carter
SOS 1005 ARE YOU TEASINf
by Maurice Pianalto
SOS 1006 THREE TIMES SEVEN
by Mel Carter
SOS 1007 SUPPER TIME
by Warren Mosely
THE SHELTER OF YOUR
EYES by Francis Shriver

NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE DIRECTORY
Lists over 7000 clubs in the U.S., Canada, and around
the world. It includes type of club, level of dancing, when
and where they dance, and a person to contact concerning the club. Order now at only $4.00. Great for traveling.
Send for your copy now.

Make checks payable to:

National Square Dance Directory
P.O. Box 54055
Jackson, MS 39208

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery
Now in vinyl!
3"x111/2" bum persticker. Brilliant
orange on black. Long wearing and
removable. All prices are postpaid.
Quantity 1-3 $1.50 each. 4-11 $1.15
ea. 12 up $.75 ea,
Check or money order, please. IL
add 5%. Free catalog.

Thicup
Chain f

Honk if you can

Square Things, Dept. BP
Box 325, Wilmette, IL 60091

trade by — swing thru - boys trade — turn
thru - left allemande — promenade.
Comment: A fine fun release with a "down
Mexico way" feeling. The figure is Ma i nstream
with easy execution. Tempo may need adjusting according to individual preference. It
moves along pretty good. Rating: **

ALL I EVER NEED IS YOU —
Blue Star 2086
Key: E Flat
Tempo: 128
Range: HC
Caller: Marshall Flippo
LB Flat
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left - - left allemande
swing own — sides face grand square (Alternate break) Walk around corner see saw
gents star right --- star promenade -own
girls roll back — left allemande right and left
grand (Figure) Head couples flutter wheel
square thru four hands - swing thru --- boys
run to right
bend the line — right and left
thru — slide thru - pass thru
swing
left
allemande - promenade.
Comment: Another good release this month from
Blue Star which seems to this reviewer to have
upgraded their recordings. This smooth rendition is very danceable. The choreography
by Flip flows well as usual. Rating: **
TEARDROPS — Outlaw 103
Key: F, G&A Tempo: 128 Range: HE Flat
Caller: Jerry Story
LB
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies promenade -swing at home join hands circle left — left
allemande — weave ring - do sa do — promenade (Figure) Head couples square thru four
hands do sa do — swing thru - boys run
tag the line -- face to right ferris wheel centers pass thru — swing corner — left allemande - - promenade.
Comment: As stated in previous review of this
new company -- a good beginning. Figure is
very standard with music and melody line
callers will handle. The key change brightens

RECORDS
C-026 I'VE ALWAYS BEEN CRAZY
by Jet Roberts
C-029 WHAT IN HER WORLD
by Daryl Clendenin
C-025 SHINE ON HARVEST MOON
by Daryl Clendenin
C-024 PAID IN ADVANCE
by Randy Dibble
C-023 HONEYSUCKLE ROSE
by Joe Saltel
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Produced by
Yvonne Clendenin
7915 N. CLARENDON AVE.
PORTLAND, OR. 97203

Daryl
Clendenin

Order from your
Record Dealer or
Direct

HOEDOWNS
C-504 BITTER ROOT/
SACKIN' IT
ROUNDS
C-1003 TONIGHT/JAILHOUSE

Jet
Roberts

SQUARE DANCING, October, '79

up the tune and the musical rendition lends
Rating: **
itself to the country field.

HISTORY OF SHIRLEY JEAN — Brahma 101
Key: C
Tempo: 128
Range: HC
Caller: James Maxey
LC
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square
(Break) Heads promenade halfway - down
middle square thru four hands - square thru
three quarters with outside pair trade by
curlique
scoot back — swing corner
promenade.
Comment: A fine beginning for a new company.
We would like to welcome the many recording

companies. Choreography seemed to have a
nice flow from the dancers' viewpoint. Music
seemed to be above average.
Rating: **
HOEDOWNS

LAZY RIVER — Kalox 1238
Key: E Flat Tempo: 132 Range: HE Flat
Music: Kalox Rhythm Boys
LA Flat
AROUND THE WORLD Flip side to Lazy River
Key: B Flat
Tempo: 132
Range: HD
Music: Kalox Rhythm Boys
LA
Comment: How can we forget two old standards

OUR OWN DIXIE DAISY TRAVELING BAG
An unusually versatile and attractive garment bag of exceptionally strong, lightweight vinyl. It features a diagonal zipper for easy
access, a convenient accessories pocket and even a little seethrough window.
Two sizes, 24" x 40" for men, 24" x 50" for ladies, in bold, bright
red, white, and blue.
We're very pleased with this handsome bag, we think you will be,
too. We hope you'll try it at only $2.50 for the men's, $2.95 for the
lady's postpaid.
• 411 • • •• • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

THE BEST IN DANCING COMFORT AND MORE

MAJESTIC
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather,
6-12 N; 4-12 M; 5-10 W; half
sizes
Black/White
$22.00
Red/Navy/Brown
$22.00
Gold/Silver
$23.00

N-20 Sissy Nylon
N-29 Sissy Cotton
S,M,L,XL $6.95
N-21 Cotton/Poly
Mid-thigh Length
S,M,L,XL $7.95
N-24 Nylon
Shorty Length

S,M,L,XL $7.95

DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers. 11/2" heel,
all leather cushioned insole for
comfort. 4-10 N; 4-10 M; 5-10 W;
half sizes
SCOOP
White/Black
$22.00
3/4" heel, steel shank, glove leather,
Red/Navy/Brown
$22.00
fined, sizes 4 thru 10 med., 5 thru
Silver/Gold
$23.00
10 narrow, half sizes
$20.00
Black/White
$20.00
Red/Navy/Brown
$21.00
Gold/Silver
Red
Orange
Panty-blouse
Yellow
cotton/poly
Green
broadcloth
Lt. Blue
White, Red, Black
Royal
Hot Pink, Turquoise
Lilac
P,S,M,L,XL
Brown
$15.00
Black
White
Pink
Hot Pink
Aqua

Add $1.50 handling. Maryland residents add 4% tax.

DIXIE DAISY • 1351 Odenton Road, Odenton, Md. 21113
SQUARE DANCING, October, .79
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James
Maxey

that Kalox decided to reissue. Good music
with nice feel. Figures can easily be updated
for better choreographic results in today's
dance movements. A good buy for any caller
who does not have these in his record case.
Some high notes in "Around the World" but
callers can adjust. Rating: **+

Gil T.
Crosby

BA-101 History of Shirley Jean by James Maxey
BA-201 Natural High by Gil T. Crosby
BA-102 Pick the Wild Wood Flower by James Maxey
Distributed by Corsair Continental Corp.

BRAHMA RECORDS

WANTED — Outlaw 102
Key: D Flat
Music: The Wild Bunch
Fiddle, Bass

Tempo: 130
Banjo, Mandolin,

11909 Hoodlanding, Jacksonville, Fl. 32223
904-268-9705

DEAD OR ALIVE — Flip side to Wanted
Key: A
Tempo: 130
Banjo, Mandolin,
Music: The Wild Bunch
The Lloyd Shaw Foundation
Fiddle, Bass
Comment: "Wanted" contains a variety of lead
Winter Dance Week
instruments, mostly fiddle assisted by mandoDec. 26, 1979
Jan. 1, 1980
lin and banjo. This release seems very traditional in its makeup. "Dead or Alive" seems to
Peaceful Valley Lodge, Lyons, Colorado
be the livelier of the two with a mandolin lead
interspersed with fiddle and banjo.
Rating: *+

Enjoy an incredible five days of
Dancing, Fellowship and JOY with

Don Armstrong — Contras
Cal Campbell — Squares
Herb & Erna Egender — Rounds
Bill Litchman — Director

SINGLE SQUARE DANCERS U.S.A.
For those who couldn't make it to Wisconsin, you missed a great convention. We, the

singles, want to thank all the convention
committees who made it the best convention
'.‘z4 ;$•;::4.er?ca4)
yet for us. The hospitality room, the trail-end
In the heart of the Colorado Rockies near Estes Park, dance and after party dances were all well
Peaceful Valley Lodge is renowned for is atmosphere attended. The room for solos was small, but
and excellent cuisine. The facilities include a heated
swimming pool and sauna and the Denver Airport is only the dancers filled it at all times. This is a step
in the right direction. We look forward to the
one hour away! (Pickup Available)
29th in Memphis. As the year ends it has been
fly pleasure to have served for three years on
Write or phone
the board of directors of Single Square
Dancers U.S.A. My life has been made richer
Dr. Wm. Litchman
through this opportunity. I wish Richard
1620 Los Alamos S.W
Woodyatt, the in-coming president, a very
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87104
successful year. — Betty Ross, President
(505) 247-3921
MOVING?

Why chance missing a single issue of SQUARE DANCING? Most magazines (second class ma-

terial) are not forwarded by the post office and are thrown away. If you'll let us know sixty (60) days before
you move, well have time to re-direct your subscription. Just paste on your old label and fill in the form

below. We're sorry, but increased costs of the magazines and postage will not allow us to replace back copies
that have gone astray due to unnotified address changes.

To change or correct your address
Attach the label from your latest copy here and
show your new address to the right—include
your zip code. Cut out on the dotted line and
send both to us. Thank you!
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Name
Address

City

State

Zip
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SQUARE DANCING AND WESTERN

"NOTES FOR CALLERS"
Receive the notes monthly from Jack Lasry
An active and nationally recognized
caller and leader

BUCKLES BOLOS — NECKLACES
Embedments with 23k Pounded Gold, "Dutch-Silver,
Turquoise, Australian Fire Opals and Abalone.
Many exciting designs to choose from. Matching sets.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Please send inquiries to .

JAMBAR PRODUCTS

Emphasis placed on
Smooth Dancing • Selected Experimentals •
Understanding Choreography

12 monthly issues
$15.50
Advanced Supplement $ 8.00
Our 11th year — over 1400 subscribers

JACK LASRY
1513 N. 46th Ave., Hollywood, Fl. 33021

P.O. Box 8594
La Crescenta, California 91214

SQUARE DANCERS PERFORM

LEGACY SELECTS NEW LEADERS

Have you noticed the number of square
dancers being asked to do exhibitions recently? Our club was invited to the Governor's Conference, the Statemen's Club and a
CAP International Air Cadet Exchange in one
month. In addition the Crossroads jamboree
and the State Fair included square dancing. It
looks like people are interested in our activity;
what we need is to keep them there when they
get there! Gladys Woods, The Round-Up

During LEGACY IV held May 10 13,
1979, in Louisville, Kentucky, the Trustees of
Legacy selected a new group to guide the
organization during the years ahead. Chosen
to serve in the capacity of Executive Secretary
were Dick and Jan Brown of Bellevue, Nebraska. The Browns are succeeding Stan and
Cathie Burdick who had held the position of
Executive Secretary since 1975. Prior to that
time LEGACY operated under the guidance
of it's creators: Charlie and Bertha Baldwin,

Newsletter, Nebraska

-

B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP

REREITCEAFTOAR
LOG
FW

Billy and Sue Miller MAGNET INDIANA 47555 Phone: (812) 843-5491
,

Ideal
for
round
dancers with a 11/2 inch
heel. All leather uppers, cushioned insole
for comfort. Sizes 5
thru 10 narrow; 4 thru
MAJESTIC
Glove
tanned
leather. Sizes 6
10 medium; 5 thru 10
thru
12
N;
4
thru
12 M: half
wide. Half sizes also.
DANCER
Colors: white, black, sizes. Steel shank for support .
red, navy, brown, silver and gold. All colors $21.75 Black, White, Navy, Red
Silver, Gold, Brown
Black & White Classic available but no guarantee.
$11.95
(They will still be the same quality as the original)
SHORTIE

$5.50

MID-THIGH

$7.00 or 2 pairs for

$21.75
Postage $1.25
2 or more $1.00 ea.
KNEE LENGTH

The shoe most square
dancers wear. 1/2" heel
with
elastic
binding
around shoe. Strap
across instep. Also #22
round toe.
Black & White
$17.95
Yellow, Pink,
Red, Hot pink,
and Orange
$18.95
Silver & Gold
$19.95
Sizes 4 to 10
Med.
and Narrow.
$1.25 Postage
2 or more $1.00 ea.
—

INDIANA
ADD
4%
SALES
TAX

STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS
With 11/4" nylon lace. The mid thigh
has 8 rows of lace and the knee length
has 9 rows of lace. These are made for
us exclusively and they're made true to
size. Cofors are: white, lime green, lilac,
black, yellow, blue, pink, red, orange, 1 ■
1.1
k 'SA'
purple, hot pink, kelly, brown, navy,
dark purple, multi-color, royal and red,
white and blue combinations_ Order
mid thigh or knee length in S-M-L-XL.
Sissy Pants-6 rows of lace. XS-S-N1-L.
Shorties-3r' legs, 8 rows of lace

$1 3.00
Postage 80c — 2 or more 50c ea.
SLIPS—made by B & S
We have one of the finest 50 yard nylon marquisette flips, Cotton tops, wide
elastic band, 4 tiers on 18" and up, 3 tiers on 17" and 24" and up--no returns.
Our slips are stiff enough to insure long life. Order 1" shorter than skirt. 18"
to 26" by special order. Colors: white, black, blue, pink, yellow, red, hot pink,
pale green, lime green and multi-color, turquoise, orange, bright yellow, lilac,
$1 9.5 0 plus postage. 35 yd.
royal, red, brown, navy, kelly green, dark purple, red, white combinations
slips. $17.50 plus $1.50
or any color combinations of listed colors.
postage. 2 or more $1.00 ea.
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NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose
CAN BE PURCHASED ON TIME PAYMENTS WITH APPROVED CREDIT

FROM THE MINIMUM
T-40-2BF
T 50 2BF
T 100 2AF
-

-

-

-

TO THE MAXIMUM
Write us for complete catalog

$1070.90
$1230.90
$1369.90

.

Write us for complete catalog

XT-140 Amplifier Only
XT-250 Amplifier Only
T-40 Amplifier Only
$979.95
T-50 Amplifier Only
$1169.95
T-100 Amplifier Only $1295.50

$1596.33
$1787.78

Merrbach music volume control will shut
off music completely, $60.00. Made especially for Newcomb equipment
Electro-Voice Model 660 Mikes w/switch
$99.95

PLUS FREIGHT ON ALL
ABOVE PRICES

RC-7W

$19.30
PP $4.00

NEWCOMB
RECORD CASES
Mailing costs are for
Continental U.S. only

RC-7BW

$24.63

RC-712W

PP $5.00

$37.97
PP $6.00

MIKE COZY
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT
NOTICE ON ALL EQUIPMENT LISTED

$7.80
plus $1.00
mailing

CAR CADDY — A new concept in a hand truck. Carries up to 100 lbs., 40" folds to 20". Tubular
steel weighs 7 lbs. Collapsible, designed to be used for sound equipment, luggage, etc. $29.95
plus $3.00 postage USA. Shock cord for Caddy $2.00 ea.

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
BLUE STAR CHRISTMAS RECORDS
BS 1637 — Jingle Bells
Caller: Andy Andrus
BS 1858 — Christmas Square
Caller: Dick Bayer
BO 1276 — Christmas Medley
Caller: Wayne Baldwin
SS 2371 — Christmas Times a Coming
Caller: Wayne Mahan

BLUE STAR NEW RELEASES
2093 — Keep on Smiling Caller:
Glenn Zeno, Flip Inst.
2092 — You Key G All Night
Key A, Two Hoedowns
2091 — Up a Lazy River Caller:
Dave Taylor, Flip Inst.
2090 — Coney Island Washboard
Gal Caller: Lem Smith
Flip Inst.
2089 — Tulsa Key A
Rawhide Key F
(Hoedowns)

DANCE RANCH
653 — Around the World Caller:
Ron Schneider, Flip Inst.

652 — Say You'll Be Mine
Cued by Herb Egender
Flip Inst. (Round Dance)
651 — Cabaret Caller: Jim Mayo
Flip Inst.

BOGAN
1313 — Kingston Town Caller:
Tommy White, Flip Inst
1312 — Hubba Hubba Caller:
Tom Ploch, Flip Inst.
1311 — Blue Eyes Crying in
the Rain Caller: Tommy White
Flip Inst
.

LORE
1176 — What in Her World Did
I Do? Caller: Curtis Thompson
Flip Inst
1175 — Let's Hear it for Loneliness
Caller: Bob Graham
Flip Inst
1174 — Texas Rag Caller:
Curtis Thompson, Flip Inst.
.

.

ROCKIN A
1371 — Golden Tears Caller:
Jesse Cox, Flip Inst.

1370 — Try a Little Kindness
Caller: David Cox, Flip Inst.

SWINGING SQUARE
Robert E. Lee
Caller: Paul Greer, Flip Inst.

BEE SHARP
111 —

Always Thank You
For the Sunshine
Caller: Bob Hester, Flip Inst.
E-Z Mixers
Caller: Jerry Helt, Flip Inst.
714 — Blue Stars and Stripes
719 — Queens Quadrille
722 — Tunnel of Love Contra
723 — Circle and Star Contra
724 — Celito Undo Mixer, Circle Mixer
725 — Pretty Baby Quadrille

MOST POPULAR ALBUMS
1021 — 50 Basics
Caller: Marshall Flippo
1025 — 75 Plus Basics
Caller: Marshall Flippo
1034 — Mainstream Plus
by Marshal! Flippo
1035 — 10 Singing Calls
by Marshall Flippo

We carry all square dance labels. Dealers: Please write for your inquiries concerning starting a dealership to:

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, P.O. Box 7308, Houston, Texas 77008

PUT SOME SNAP
IN YOUR DANCE WEAR
Make your square dance and western wear totally
unique with our wide selection of pearl and metal
snap fasteners.

Send for FREE CATALOG
Stan and Cathie Burdick and Bob and Becky
Osgood.
LEGACY was conceived by these three
couples, all editors of prominent square dance
publications, in 1972. Their goal was to form a
service-leadership organization for the purpose of developing better coin Munications
among the many facets of the square dance
activity. This has resulted in the scheduling of
hi-annual meetings of square dance leaders for
the purpose of exchanging ideas, discussing
problems and providing possible solutions.

Rennie Mann

Chuck Donahue

The Campau Co.
P.O. Box 20632-SD
Dallas, Texas 75220

Since the first LEGACY gathering in 1973
through the present time there have now
been four of these "think tank" sessions.
LEGACY is a leadership resources center attempting to establish a public trust for the
continued development of American Square
Dancing.
In addition to Dick and Jan Brown the
Trustees of LEGACY created a new position,
that of Chairman of the Board. Selected to
serve in this capacity were Bob and Phyllis

(Please turn to page 82)

NEW RELEASES
PR 1021 "SHUTTERS and BOARDS"
by Al Horn
Johnnie Scott
Al Horn
PR 1020 "SOMEONE LIKE YOU"
by Al Horn
PR 1019 "OLE SLEW FOOT THE BEAR"
by Claude Ross
PR 1018 "I'LL COME BACK TO YOU"
by Chuck Donahue
PR 1017 "GYPSY WOMAN" by Claude Ross
PR 1016 "LITTLE RED WAGON" by Johnnie Scott
RECENT RELEASES
Claude Ross
PR 1015 "CAJUN SQUARE" by Al Horn
PR 1014 "MARRY ME" by Renny Mann
PR 1013 "APPLEJACK" by Al Horn
PR 1012 "KNEE DEEP" by Al Horn
LP 2001 BEST SELLING LP — 75 BASIC PLUS
Loy Al Horn
NEW LP RELEASE
LP 3001 "CLAUDE ROSS CALLS & YODELS"
by Claude Ross

PRAIRIE RECORDINGS • 1170 2nd Street • Penrose, CO. 81240 • (303) 784-6879
80
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NEW!
LIGHTWEIGHT
AVT SERIES
AVT-1270V-2461
$659.85
FOB Los Angeles
Calif. add 6% Sales Tax

Light weight but powerful best describes the AVT Series with a power output of
100 watts peak, 25 watts rms. High efficiency column speakers provide a
concentrated beam of sound with attendant reduction in PA feedback problems for
large halls and auditoriums. The amplifier/turntable weighs 17 pounds (6-7/8" X
14-1/16" X 14-1/16"); each CS 461 column speaker is 24 pounds (9-1/4" X 12-1/4"
X 29"). Outstanding phono pickup and feather weight tone arm from the T Series
are used to almost eliminate record wear. The dual-viewing neon strobe is visible
even with a 12" LP on the turntable. Mike input accepts either a high or a low
impedance dynamic microphone without modification. Special remote music
volume control jack and Newcomb's exclusive pause master switch are featured in
this system. Special circuitry protects output devices against overdriving, overloading
and shorted speakers or leads.
Write for
Details

Also available — AVT 1270V-2HF -- $489.95
(System with split-case open back speaker assembly)

Callers' Supply Company
8459 EDMARU AVENUE • WHITTIER, CALIF. 90605
TEL. (213) 693-5976 (ASK FOR BOB RUFF)

WADE DRIVER * PAT BARBOUR * BOB BAIER
KIP GARVEY* DAVE & NITA SMITH
2542 Palo Pinto, Houston, Tx. 77080 • 713/462-1120
RHYTHM SINGING CALLS —
RR 121 BOOGIE GRASS BAND - Wade
IYS
RE
RR 122 I'M GONNA FIND IT WHERE I CAN - Pat
RR 123 IT'S BEEN A GREAT AFTERNOON - Wade
RR 124 SHADOW OF YOUR SMILE - Wade
HOEDOWNS
RR 125 RHYTHM OF THE RAIN - Bob
RR 301 Rhythm Special
RR 126 SUMMERTIME - Wade
RR 302 Brandy
RR 127 READY FOR THE TIMES TO GET BETTER - Wade
RR 303 Smooth 'n Easy/Hot 'n Sassy
RR 128 TODAY I STARTED LOVING YOU AGAIN - Wade
ROUNDS —
RR 129 I RECALL A GYPSY WOMAN - Pat
RR 501 Wind Me Up
RR 130 WHO AM I TO SAY - Kip
RR 502 Brown Eyes Blue
RR 131 MUSIC IS MY WOMAN - Ernie Kinney
RR 503 A Country Song
CIRCLE D — CD 214 OLD TI ME LOVING - Mike Litzenberger
*RR 2000 YOU ARE MY FAVORITE THING/END OF THE WORLD - Wade (Country & Western - not a square dance)*
Or

Howell of Euclid, Ohio.
Assisting these two couples in the performance of their duties will be an Executive
Committee consisting of Stan and Cathie
Burdick, Eddie and Alice Colin, Bill and Mary
Jenkins and John and Freddie Kalthenthaler.
A separate Advisory Committee was also established to assist the Chairman of the Board,
consisting of Stan and Cathie Burdick and Bob
and Becky Osgood.
You can expect to hear great things about
LEGACY in the months to come.

RICHARD RAE
During the summer
Richard Rae, owner of Chez
Bea Creations, in North
Miami, Florida, died of cancer. Former Square Dance
Association president and
ardent dancer, Richard was well known to
dancers everywhere. He is survived by his
wife, Beatrice, who will continue the square
dance clothing business.

11
"CLOUD NINE" COMFORT h,sy C„oast _aet

FOR SQUARE AND ROUND DANCERS
Now made to order in all colors.
Colors: Yellow, Orange, Lt. Blue, Hot
Pink, Lilac, Bone, Lime, Red, Purple,
Navy, Black and White.

"

Sizes: 4 thru 11, including 1/2 sizes.
Narrow, medium and wide widths.
$18.95
WHITE
$19.95
COLORS
$20.95
GOLD or SILVER
Add $1.50 For Postage

VISA'

master charge

VISA

104 WEMPE DRIVE

S')

Fully lined with an
elasticized throat, features
a 1/2 inch elasticized
buckle.

e
wejten, weal , ALL LEATHER
CUMBERLAND, MD. 21502

PHONE (301) 724-2925
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SQUARE DANCING

Caribbean:
CRUISE TO THE ISLANDS OF THE SUN!

SQUARE DANCING

Aboard the S/S Britanis
Departure APRIL 28, 198()

$997 FROM ATLANTA
Round Trip Air Fare
PLUS TAXES & TIPPING
* SAN JUAN * ST. THOMAS
* ARUBA * LA GUAIRA
* GRENADA * ST. MARTINIQUE

WORLD

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

8 DAYS & 7 NIGHTS
Congenial Atmosphere Aboard Ship
Quality Food
Excellent Service
Carefully Selected Destinations
Interesting Land Tours
Exciting Entertainment
Continuous Shipboard Activities
Regularly Scheduled Square and
Round Dancing

MAIL TO: Hart Curl, Sales Rep.
OR: Max Arnold, Sales Rep.
414 Coggeshall St.
Rt. 1, Box 115 C
Oxford, NC 27565
Stem, NC 27581
Phone (919) 693-2584
Phone (919) 528-0535
Yes, I want to be included! Enclosed is my $50.00 Deposit. (Check or
Money Order only.)
I am interested in more information without obligation on your tour.

TOURS

TM NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP
INCORPORATED
PHONE (A/C)

Office

Residence

WORLD TOURS, P.O. BOX 4836, CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 37405

Or Call (615) 870-4511 Today!

New Releases
RH 209
RH 304
RH 503

If This Is Just a Game by Darryl McMillan
Sweet Fantasy by Bill Terrell
Back On My Mind by Tony Oxendine

Darryl
McMillan
RH 207
RH 208
RH 303

Bill
Terrell
Recent Releases

Ton
Oxendine

Solitaire by Darryl McMillan
Night Time and My Baby by Darryl McMullan
Semolita by Bill Terrell

Produced by

Distributed by Corsair-Continental Corp.
Ranch House Records P.O. Box 880, Lynn Haven, Fla. 32444, Phone (904) 265-2050

(CRISIS, continued from page 15)
this is not the easy way to learn to call! The
principle of this system requires that the caller
involve the heats of music, the material he is
calling, and the execution of that material by
the dancer, all at the same time! Of course, he
is having to gauge his floor to make a very
crucial judgment on what he is calling. Coincidently, he is attempting to balance his floor,
which is to say that he is trying to bring up the
people that aren't sure of themselves, and to
please the old timers who are.

I am convinced that although this is a tough
way to learn to call, it is the only way whereby
the people will win and consequently the
caller will win also. People will once again take
pride in not only what they have learned, but
in the way they have developed skills in doing
it. They will truly experience the feeling for
the dance portion they have been missing, so
much so that the experience will be rewarding
to the caller who has put the eflort into providing it. To teach true skill is an honorable task.
To provide only the "frills" is a cop out.

"CLOUD NINE" COMFORT by Coast Ballet
FOR SQUARE AND ROUND DANCERS
Now made to order in all colors.
Colors: Yellow, Orange, Lt. Blue, Hot
Pink, Lilac, Bone, Lime, Red, Purple,
Navy, Black, and White.
Sizes: 4 thru 11, including 1/2 sizes.
Narrow, medium and wide widths.
White
$18.95
COLORS
$19.95
GOLD or SILVER
$20.95
Add $1.50 For Postage

r-

VISA'

[ master charge

1 VISA

104 WEMPE DRIVE

84

e

Fully lined with an
elasticized throat, features
the high styled t-strap
vamp.

Ille4tent Wear ALL LEATHER
CUMBERLAND, MD. 21502

PHONE (301) 724-2925

SQUARE DANCING, October, '79

Announcing

TWO NEW CALLER'S BOOKS
by BILL PETERS
Book 1A

PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES
Provides in-depth coverage of all patter calling presentation techniques with
easy-to-read and easy-to-understand sections in Timing, Body Flow, Voice
and Command Techniques, Showmanship, etc., plus a detailed analysis
and description of how a caller works with square dance music. This
guidebook completes our updated 3-volume series on patter calling $7.95

Book 2

SINGING CALL TECHNIQUES
The most complete how-to-do-it book on singing calls ever published.
Includes special chapters on singing call music, singing call choreography,
and singing call presentation techniques. The Choreography section includes step-by-step instructions for changing, improvising and "hashingup" singing call dances. There is also an extensive appendix with more than
150 singing call dances listed by Callerlab plateaus (includes singing call
teaching drills for all commands thru Plus 2).
$7.95

BEST SELLERS STILL AVAILABLE
Book 1B THE MIGHTY MODULE
Everything a caller needs to both understand and effectively use the Module
Method of patter calling (set-ups, zeros, get-outs, equivalents, etc.) $6.95

Book 1C SIGHT CALLING MADE EASY
Step-by-step instructions for basic sight calling including resolution, formation management, "snapshot" techniques, unsymmetric sight, etc. .$7.95

SPECIAL: COMBINED VOLUME
Books 1A and 1B complete in a single volume

$12.95

SUPPLEMENT:
MODULES GALORE
Contains more than 1000 dancer-tested choreographic modules in all categories. The perfect companion volume to Book 1 A
$5.95

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
For a limited time, we are offering the
complete Bill Peters Guidebook Series (to date) — 4 volumes plus the
Modules Galore Supplement, a
$35.00 value — for the low, low price
of $29.95.

HOW TO ORDER:
All books shipped postpaid. Send check
or money order for the books you order
to BILL PETERS, 5046 Amondo Drive,
San Jose, California 95129. For 1st
class (domestic) or airmail (overseas)
delivery, add $3.00.

See box to far right
for separate postage
charges on most of
these items.
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HANDBOOK LIBRARY
1. Basic Movements
(30V each, $20.00 per 100)
5

YOUTH

2. Extended/Mainstream Basics
(30V each, $20.00 per 100)
1

2

PLUS

8

9

Plus Movements Handbook
(30V each; $20.00 per 100)
3. Club Organization (50V each)
4. Indoctrination
(30V each, $20.00 per 100)

10

5. One-Night Stands (50V each)
6. Party (Planning) Fun (50V each)
7. S/D Publicity (50V each)
8. The Story of Square Dancing
Dorothy Shaw (50V each)
9. Youth in Square Dancing
(50V each)

10. Plastic Record Sleeves ($12.50 ry,Jr 100, plus $2.00 postage/

12. Record case index divider cards ($3.25 per set plus $1.50 postage)

014
HEY! WHERE'S MY CORNER?

LET'S DANCE!
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14

19

18

20

•

15
13. SQUARE DANCING Magazine Binders in durable bright red vinyl
($4.25 each plus postage - 1 or 2 binders $1.25; Add 25V for each
additional binder)
14. Non-Dancer Promotional Four-page Flyer ($3.00 per 100; $20.00 per
1000) (Postage $1.00 per 100)
15. Basic Check Lists - Corresponding to the 2 Basic Handbooks ($1.00
per dozen) (Postage 40V)
18. & 19. Temporary Name Tags indicate 18 or 19 ($2.75 per 100;
minimum order 100) (Plus 50V. postage per 100)
20. Learn to Square Dance Poster (black & red ink) ($1.50 per dozen;
minimum order 12) (Plus 50V postage per dozen)
21. Learn to Square Dance Poster (black & white) $1.00 per dozen;
minimum order 12) (Plus 50V postage per dozen)
22. Learn to Square Dance Post Cards ($2.75 per 100; minimum order
100) (Plus 65c postage per 100)

AN AMERICAN HERITAGE!
11323:11;
001pP00^
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IMPORTANT—POSTAGE COSTS
Please add the following postage on items listed:

II* 'Arlo 14 p.3..
1:1 .4;r1

o14 r
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ALL HANDBOOKS (1-9) 1 book 27c; 2-10 60c; 11-30
90c; 31-50 $1.35; 51-100 $2.30; Over 100 $2.30 plus 1 c
each additional Handbook.

rturOt

THE CALLER/UCH( R MAN041.
Titt Extols, vies Propos et

26

Aural Si/unbar*

ALL MANUALS add 60c each.
DIPLOMAS (either Square or Round Dance) 1-10 50c;
11-20 65c; 21-50 $1.00; 51-100 $1.20.

23. Caller/Teacher Manual for the Basics ($5.00)
24. Caller/Teacher Manual for the Extended Basics
($5.00)
25. Caller/Teacher Manual for Contra Dancing
($5.00)
26. American Round Dancing — Hamilton ($2.50)
27. Round Dance Manual — Hamilton ($5.00)

131,11, t7C11.1.1.7

28.
29.
30.

;,,0 )(St.?,

RECORDS (Bob Ruff Teaching Series 6000 & 6501)
Add 80c for 1, $1.05 for 2 or 3; $1.25 for 4. Add 15c
additional postage for each record over 4.
NOTE: In most cases it is far less expensive and much
faster to ship by United Parcel. We would have to have
your street address rather than a post office box number to ship via UPS.

ITT!)

Square Dance Diplomas — for your graduates. Minimum
order 10 (loci each)
Round Dance Diplomas Minimum order 10
(1011 each)
Microphone Cozy ($7.80 plus $1.00 postage)

The Bob Ruff Teaching Records (with calls and written
instructions) 4 records in this series $5.95 each. LP 6001 - Level
1; LP 6002 - Level 2; LP 6003 - Level 3; LP 6501 - Party
Dancing to Level 1

The Sets in Order AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION AND ORDER FORM
462 North Robertson Boulevard • Los Angeles, California 90048
No. Qty

Description

Please send me SQUARE DANCING
for 12 months. Enclosed is my membership fee of $7.00 to The SETS IN
ORDER AMERICAN SQUARE
DANCE SOCIETY.

New

Renew

Li

Cost
Each

Total

No. Qty

Description

Cost
Each

Total

Please include postage. See box above.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

Calit. add 6% Sales Tax
p...ar,;.%ii..se.s other than subscriptions)

STATE

ZIP

Total Amount (Enclosed) $

LET YOUR
SQUARE DANCE CLOTHIER

HFI P younrests

More than 28.000 copies of SQUARE DANCING Magazine are mailed out to subscribers
every month. That means that for only $10.00
per month, a clothing store dealer may reach
in the neighborhood of 80,000 square

* ALABAMA

WAITE'S SQUARE DANCE
& WESTERN WEAR
7925 Highway 90 West
Theodore, Ala. 36582

* ARIZONA

ARROWHEAD TRADING POST
P.O. Box 135 204 N Hwy 89-A
Sedona, Az. 86336

* CALIFORNIA

CALICO COUNTRY
1722
Sweetwater Rd.
National City, Ca. 92050

ELAINE'S
11128 Balboa Blvd.
Granada Hills, Ca. 91344

THE JUBILEE SQUARE
DANCE & WESTERN
WEAR SHOP
71 N. San Tomas Aquino Rd.
Campbell, Ca. 95008

K & K DRESS MFG. CO.
5733 Lankershim Blvd.
N. Hollywood, Ca. 91601

McCREERY DANCE WEAR
214 Iowa Ave. (Highgrove)
Riverside, Ca. 92507

THE PROMENADER
4690 Convoy St.
San Diego, Ca. 92111

ROMIE'S SQUARE DANCE &
WESTERN WEAR
3827 El Cajon Blvd.
San Diego, Calif. 92105

* COLORADO

CAROL'S SQUARE DANCE
CORRAL
1672 So. 21st St.
Colorado Springs, Co. 80904

DORIS' SQUARE DANCE
AND WESTERN WEAR
8575 W. Colfax
Denver. Colo. 80215

▪ FLORIDA

CHEZ BEA SQUARE
DANCE CREATIONS

650 N.E. 128th St.
North Miami, Fla. 33161

ELAINE'S KOLLECTIONS
2030 N. 12th Ave.
Pensacola. Ha. 32503

for the Dance

dancers — all potential clothing buyers. If
you're interested in a listing write to Dress for
the Dance, SQUARE DANCING Magazine,
462 N. Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90048.

JAN'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP, INC.
4027 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, Fl. 33679

LENORE'S PETTICOATS
P.O. Box 607
Deland, Fl. 32720

PROMENADE SHOP
4200F 62nd Ave. N.
Pinellas Park. Fl. 33565

THE QUALITY WESTERN
SHOP
1894 Drew St.
Clearwater, Fla. 33515

THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP
7408 Atlantic Blvd.
Jacksonville, Fla. 32211

• GEORGIA

C & M WESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Rd.
Doraville, Georgia 30340

* ILLINOIS

COUNTRY FASHIONS
5239 N. Harlem Ave.
Chicago, II. 60656

DON'S SQUARE DANCE
APPAREL
107 E. Sangamon Avenue
Rantoul. II. 61866

THE MAREX CO.
5061/2 W. Columbia
Champaign, II. 61820

OBIES WESTERN &
SQUARE DANCE
FASHIONS
614 S. Lake St. (Rt. 45)
Mundelein, II. 60060

SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE
71451/2 W. Belmont
Chicago. II. 60634

* IOWA

VIK-ARDIE'S SQUARE
DANCE SHOP
2008 Bennett
Des Moines, Iowa

* KANSAS

DOROTHY'S SQUARE DANCE
SHOP
35021/2 Strong Ave.
Kansas City, Ks. 66106

LE-RE SQUARE DANCE
SHOP
1622-24 Geo. Washington Blvd.
Wichita, Kansas 67211

THE SQUARE DANCE
SHOPPE
2527 W. Pawnee
Wichita. Kan. 67213

* LOUISIANA

DANCE RANCH

Carrollton Shopping Center
New Orleans, La. 70118

* MAINE

THE PRINCESS SPECIALTY
SHOP
584 Main St.
So. Portland, Me. 04106

WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP,
INC.

Rt. 115, Yarmouth Rd.
Gray, Maine 04039

* MARYLAND

DIXIE DAISY SQUARE DANCE
& WESTERN WEAR
1355 Odenton Rd.
Odenton. Md. 21113

KROENING'S OF
BALTIMORE
4313 Harford Rd.
Baltimore, Md. 21214

• MASSACHUSETTS

DOUBLE W DANCE WEAR
and WARES
1172 Edgell Road
Framingham. Mass. 01701

• MICHIGAN

ARROWHEAD WESTERN
433 North Washington
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067

THE DANCERS CORNER
2228 Wealthy SE
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506

RUTHAD PETTICOATS AND
PANTIES
8869 Avis
Detroit, Michigan 48209

MINNESOTA

PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE
SERVICE
7738 Morgan 15:1'
Minneapolis, MA. 55423

.
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STORES handling square dance clothing are invited to write
SQUARE DANCING regarding a listing on this page.
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* OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOPPE
1414 E. Market
Akron, Ohio 44305

F & S WESTERN SHOP
• MISSOURI
WESTERN SQUARES
INTERNATIONAL
13530 Tesson Ferry Rd.
St. Louis, Mo. 63128

• MONTANA
CONARD'S SQUARE DANCE
SHOP
710 - 3rd Avenue N.
Lewistown, Mt. 59457

• NEW JERSEY
THE CORRAL

41 Cooper Ave.
West Long Branch, N.J. 07764

MADELYN FERRUCCI
CREATIONS
Brewster & Lake Rds.
Newfield, N.J. 08344

• NEW MEXICO
A & H SQUARES
& FLARES

5517 Central Ave., N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108

* NEW YORK
DO PASSO

203 Vermont St.
Buffalo, N.Y. 14213

IRONDA SQUARE DANCE
SHOPPE

759 Washington Ave.
Rochester, N.Y. 14617

PEARL'S WESTERN
FASHIONS

Dawes Ave.
Clinton, N.Y. 13323

SKY RANCH SADDLERY
109-111 So. Main St.
Central Square. N.Y. 13036

NORTH CAROLINA
PEARL'S OF RALEIGH
2109 Franklin Rd.
Raleigh, N.C. 27606

WHEEL AROUND
COUNTRY WESTERN
WEAR

1116 S. Glenburnie Rd.
P.O. Box 3055
New Bern, N.C. 28560

1553 Western Ave.
Toledo, Ohio 43609

M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44111

SQUARE TOGS

11757 Hwy. 42
Sharonville. Ohio 45241

• OKLAHOMA
HALE'S ENTERPRISES
7932 E. 21st St.
Tulsa, Ok. 74129

* OREGON
PROMENADE SHOP
11909 N.E. Halsey
Portland, Or. 97220

• PENNSYLVANIA
FORD'S FLUTTER WHEEL
FASHIONS
1630 Lilac Drive
W. Middlesex, Pa. 16159

MAREA'S SQUARE DANCE
SHOP

Cor. Love & (3749) Zimmerly Rds.
1/2 mile off 832
Erie, Pa. 16506

SWINGIN' SQUARE SHOP

* TEXAS
THE CATCHALL

1813 Ninth Street
Wichita Falls, Tx. 76301

C BAR S SQUARE DANCE
APPAREL & RECORDS

5632 E. Mockingbird Ln.
Dallas, Tx. 75206

FAWCETT'S SQUARE
DANCE SHOP
412 W. Sam Houston
Pharr, Tx. 78577

ONELL'S APPAREL
AND RECORDS

4818 Louisville Ave.
Lubbock, Tx. 79413

THE SQUARE DANCE SHOP
1602 S. Monroe
Amarillo, Tx. 79102

TOGS FOR TAWS
Rte. 10, Box 487
Tyler. Tx. 75707

* VIRGINIA
BETTY'S BITS & PIECES
1120 Westbriar Drive
Richmond, Va. 23233

PETTICOAT CORNER

Rt. 4, Box 169-E
Glen Allen, VA 23060

SQUARE-ROUNDER

1614 MacDade Blvd.
Folsom, Pa. 19033

Square-Rounder Building
Goshen, Va. 24439

TINGUE'S SQUARE WEAR

WHEEL & DEAL SQUARE
DANCE SHOP

1987 Yale Ave.
Williamport, Pa. 17701

* RHODE ISLAND
FASHIONS BY
MR. PHILLIP, INC.
P.O. Box 3599
Cranston, R.I. 02910

* SOUTH CAROLINA
MARTY'S SQUARE DANCE
FASHIONS
404 Cherokee Dr.
Greenville. S.C. 29615

* TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP
1138 Mosby Rd.
Memphis. Tenn. 38116

NICK'S WESTERN SHOP
245 E. Market St.
Kingsport, Tenn. 37660

7517 Centreville Rd.
Manassas, Va. 22110

• WASHINGTON
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL
750 Northgate Mall
Seattle, Wa. 98125

• CANADA
BUCKLES & BOWS

320 Dundurn St. S.
Hamilton, Ont., Canada L8P 4L6

CHRISTINE'S SQUARE
DANCE FASHIONS
232 Harcourt Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3J 3H3

McCULLOCH COSTUME &
DANCEWEAR CENTER

1034 Dundas St.
London 31, Ontario, Canada

NEW FUN BADGES!
cpszMt.2011.1.1c44-1
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CAMPER DANCER
CALLERS REVENGE
STAGE COACH
(Our hot new 50-mile trip badge)
WRITE FOR OTHERS
ALSO NAME BADGES FOR CLUBS
FAST SERVICE!

99-A Wilcox Ave.
Pawtucket, R. 1.02860

BEACON BADGE CO.
OLD PUEBLO TRADERS since 1946
KRAUS

Originals
"like wearing
gloves on
your feet"

DANCING
DOLL
"SQUARE UP"
in the softest of shoes.
GENUINE GLOVE LEATHER with
elasticized throat and buckled strap for perfect fit.
Genuine Leather sole and foam cushioned insole for
comfort that keeps you dancing. Colors to match every
outfit. YELLOW, LT. BLUE, PINK,
WHITE, BONE, BLACK.
Combination sizes 6-101/2N, 5-101/2M.

$113"

FREE CATALOGwith order

in GOLD or SILVER

$1 9"

plus $1.95 p&h

SATISFACTION
plus $1.95 p&h GUARANTEED
OR MONEY BACK

OLD PUEBLO TRADERS Dept. SRODD
600 S. Country Club, Tucson, Arizona 85716
Call for charge orders: 602-795-1281
Dept. SRODD (no collect calls please)

VISA

Enclose $1 For Fashion Catalog (refundable with first purchase)

Oct. 5-6 8th S/R/D Festival, Sheraton Hotel, Biloxi, Mississippi
Oct. 5-6 — Sunnyland Retreat, Civic Center,
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
Oct. 5-6 — Harvest Festival, Charlotte,
North Carolina
Oct. 5-6 — Fun Weekend, Convention Hall,
Ocean City, Maryland
Oct. 5-7 — Oktoberfest '79, La Crosse, Wisconsin
Oct. 6 — 19th Annual Oktoberfest. Dover
AFB Youth Center, Dover, Delaware
Oct. 6 — Big Country Hoedown, Friendship
Hall, Montrose, Colorado
Oct. 6 — Western SID Festival, Greeley,
Colorado
Oct. 7 — Annual Fall Festival, U.A.W. Hall,
Lima, Ohio
Oct. 11-13 — 4th Black Gold Festival, High
School, Hazard, Kentucky
Oct. 12-13 — 15th Annual International Fall
Festival, Syracuse, New York
Oct. 12-13 — Chattanooga Choo Choo S/R/D
Memorial
Auditorium,
Festival,
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Oct. 12-13 — 20th Peanut Festival, Civic
Center, Dothan, Alabama

11
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records

Present:

A001 Everybody's

and
A002 Showboat
Gambler

Reaching Out

Called by DAVE HARRY
Dave and Bonnie Harry
14306 Lake Road
Alderwood Manor, WA 98036
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SQUARE DANCING, October, '79

23rd Jubilee, Santa Clara Co.
Oct. 12-14
Fairgrounds, San Jose, California
Oct. 12-14 — Oktoberfest 'Weekend, Hospitality Inn, Enfield, Connecticut
Oct. 12-14 — All Kentucky City S/D Festival,
Elizabethtown, Kentucky
Oct. 13 — 11th PASARD Fall Festival,
Brashear High School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Oct. 13 — 25th Promenader Anniversary
Dance, Suffolk State School, Melville,
Long Island, New York
Oct. 14 — CCHA Building Fund Dance, Kaiser Steel Gvm, Fontana, Califbrnhi
Oct. 19-20 — 4th Annual Fun Fest., Civic
Center, Lakeland, Florida
Oct. 19-21 — Fall Festival of Rounds,
Konover Hotel, Miami Beach, Florida
Oct. 19-21 — 4th New England Festival,
Armidale, New South Wales, Australia
Oct. 19-21 — 12th Nelson Festival, Broadgreen Int. School, Nelson, New Zealand
Oct. 20 — 50th Anniversary Breckenridge
Squares, Nat. Guard Armory, Breckenridge, Texas
Oct. 20 — Circle Square Annual October
Festival, Roswell, New Mexico
Oct. 20 — 9th Bavarian S/D Festival,
Schweinfurt, Germany
Oct. 21 — 4th Annual Pow Wow, Moose Ballroom, Patton, Pennsylvania
Oct. 21 — Dance to See, Sun Center,
Feltonville, Pennsylvania
Oct. 26-27 — Pumpkin Festival, VFW Club,
Owatonna, Minnesota
Oct. 26-27 — 7th Annual Fall Festival, Natural Bridge, Virginia
Oct. 26-28 — Fall Festival, East Hill Farm,
Troy, New Hampshire

Oct. 26-28 — 23rd Hoosier S/D Festival,
Evansville, Indiana
Oct. 27 — State S/R/D Convention, Treherne Community Hall, Treherne,
Manitoba
Oct. 27-28 — Squar Esta, Griswold's,
Claremont, California
Oct. 28-30 — 3rd Annual ROUNDALAB
Meeting, Holiday Inn Embarcadero, San
Diego, California
Oct. 29 — Halloween Dance, Moose Ballroom, Patton, Pennsylvania
Nov. 2-4 — 5th Annual Camp-o-ree, Camping
World, Kissimmee, Florida
Nov. 2 4 29th Annual Fiesta de la Cuadrilla, Balboa Park, San Diego, California
Nov. 2-4 — Pokagon Pow Wow, Angola, Ind.
Nov. 5 — 10th Anniversary Dance, Cresthayen Villas, West Palm Beach, Florida
Nov. 9-10 — Richmond S/R/D Festival,
Hotel John Marshall, Richmond, Virginia
Nov. 10 — Fall Dance, Moose Ballroom,
Patton, Pennsylvania
Nov. 16-17 — Turkey Strut, Gatlinburg Auditorium, Gatlinburg, Tennessee
Nov. 16-17 — Northwest Florida Fall
Roundup, Old Nat. Guard Armory, Tallahassee, Florida
Nov. 25 — MASDA Fall Frolic, Goodlife Resort, Mesa, Arizona
-

—

MAYPOLE MEMORIES
A 16" stainless steel "Maypole" stands in
Bob and Amelia Augustin's home as a memento of the Annual Maypole Dance put on
by the Dip N' Divers of Munich.
Combining a visit to their daughter and
son-in-law in Salzburg, Austria, with this calling date in Germany, Bob marks the event as a
highlight of their trip.
4111M1■
6101mOmmaligg.8.
1"Ir
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Produced by Larry Jack
200 Olinda Drive
Brea, California 92621

WINDSOR RECORDS
Distributed by
Twelgrenn & Corsair

Round Dances
Larry Jack
W-5075
W-5076
W-5077
W-5078
W-5079
W-5080

Mary Lindner

Fast Train to Georgia
by Mark Patterson
Driftwood (Hoedown) by Larry Jack
Moody Blue by Alan Schultz
Marlene (Hoedown) by Mary Lindner
You Light Up My Life
by Larry Jack
Gypsy Feet by Gary Weston

SQUARE DANCING,

October,

'79

4758A Rhumba Pete by Pete & Carol Metzger
4758B Anytime by Emmett & Monette Courtney
4759A Home in Indiana
by Emmett & Monette Courtney
47596 Sleepy Lagoon by Emmett & Monette Courtney
4760A Second Hand Store by Art & Evelyn Johnson
4760B Swing Away the Blues
by Eddie & Audrey Palmquist
4761A Baby Cha by Hi & Cookie Gibson
4761 B Candlelight Waltz
ty/ Emmett & Monette Courtney

91
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PRESENTS

The

convention

The Convention will be held in the beautiful, air-conditioned, SHERATON WAIKIKI ballroom. We will also visit
the islands of Kauai and Maui. Plus many other special
events.
Special group departures from:
Atlanta
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati

Dallas
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles

Miami
New York
Rochester
Salt Lake City

San Francisco
St. Louis
Tampa
And Other Cities

14 days—October 27-November 8, 1980
WE ARE PROUD TO
PRESENT THE STAFF

KEN ANDERSON AL BRUNDAGE
New York

Florida

JERRY FELT JOHN HENDRON
Ohio

Mass.
SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE

T/itirr
DAVE TAYLOR BOB PAGE
Illinois

California

CHARLIE & BETTYE PROCTE
Texas

U.S.A.—CAN.—MEX.
39256 PASEO PADRE PARKWAY
FREMONT, CA 94538
NAME
ADDRESS

BOB & NITA PAGE PRESENT:

ontinentri&rfiree)
U.S.A.-CAN.-MEX.
HAWAII

*2

*1 Kauai, Oahu, Hawaii, Maui
15 Days—Jan. 21-Feb. 4

From:
With:

CARIBBEAN HOLIDAY
M/S Boheme

Dominican Republic, St. Thomas
Puerto Rico & Haiti
7 Days—Feb. 15-23

From:

Boston—Air/Spa

With:

Glenn & Carolyn Zeno
CARIBBEAN

With:

CARIBBEAN CRUISE FESTIVAL

HAWAII

HAWAII

*11

Tampa
George & Ruth Hinkel
Marty & Byrdie Martin

• SQUARE DANCE VACATION •
Conference Grounds
*13 Asilomar
Monterey Peninsula, CA
6 Days—July 6-11
Kip Garvey
Bob & Nita Page
Wayne & Norma Wylie
Gary Shoemake
Jerry Haag

Pittsburgh
With:Walt & Evelyn Lingenfelter
From:

Oahu, Kauai, Maui
15 Days—July 12-26

*14
From:

With:

Chicago
Edna & Gene Arnfield
Johnnie Wykoff

Continental Squares

*17

Jack Lasry
Bob Page
Dave Taylor
"Singin' Sam Mitchell
Charlie & Bettye Proctor

From:
With:

Oahu, Hawaii, Maui
14 Days—Oct. 27-Nov. 9

HAWAII

With: ‘Sleepylif Rogene Browning

Dave & Nita Smith
Pat Barbour

*12

HAWAII
Oahu, Hawaii. Maui
11 Days—May 26-June 5

From:
With:

Detroit
Dale & Mickey Smith
HAWAII

*15
From:
With:

Kauai, Hawaii, Oahu
13 Days—July 31-Aug. 12

Pittsburgh, Greensboro &
Columbus, Ohio
Keith & Karen Rippeto
Harry & Clara Lackey

HAWAII
*18 Oahu, Hawaii, Maui, Kauai
15 Days - Oct. 29-Nov. 12

Incl. Continental Squares Cony

From:

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ken & Dot Gilmore

With:

I
U.S.A.-CAN.-MEX.

39256 PASEO PADRE PARKWAY, FREMONT, CA 94538
NAME
ADDRESS

CARIBBEAN DREAM CRUISE

HAWAII

Sheraton Waikiki
14 flays—Oct. 27-Nov. 9

MAIL
TO:

With:

HAWAII

HAWAII CONVENTION
Ken Anderson
Al Brundage
Jerry Helt
John Hendron
Jon Jones

Boston
Dick & Sue Leper
"Skip" & Pauline Smith

From:

Hawaii, Maui, Kauai, Oahu
14 Days—Apr. 20-May 3

Continental Sq_uares

*16

Oahu, Molokai & Maui
15 Days—Feb. 18-Mar. 3

HAWAII

Kauai, Oahu, Hawaii, Maui
15 Days—Apr. 14-28
With:

*3

M/S Carla C.
TSS Festivale
*6
*5 San Juan, Curacao. Caracas
Puerto Rico, St. Thomas
Trinidad, Martinique & St. Thomas
St. Maarten
7 Days—Mar. 8-15
7 Days—Mar. 21-29
From: Chicago & Nashville—Air/Sea
From: Tucson Jet to Miartii & Ship
With: Wait ishmaei
With: Luther & Jeanne Rhodes
Don & Betty Belvin

From: Oklahoma City
Houston—Air/Sea
Otto & Nora Warteman with:Don&Peggy Ashworth

*10

From:

Minneapolis-Air/Sea
Norm & Clarice Cross

HAWAII

Oahu, Hawaii. Maui
*8 Oahu, Kauai, Maui, Hawaii*911 Days—Mar.
24-Apr. 3
11 Days—Mar. 24-Apr. 3
From: Dallas

Dominican PcRielpS uBbIlice .m;t. Thomas,
Puerto Rico & Haiti
7 Days—Mar. 22-29

From:

M/S Boheme

7 Days—Jan. 26-Feh. 2

Baltimore
With: Batt' & Jo Hall

*7

A CARIBBEAN CRUISE
Dominican Republic. St. Thomas
Puerto Rico & Haiti

From:

*4

1980
TRAVEL PROGRAMS

Boston
Earl & Millie Smith
Andy & Flo Hart

*Please check box for
FREE brochure.
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An adept seamstress, Shirley
Johnson models a lovely aqua an d
white striped voile two-piece,
dress. She has made good use of
the fabric with a deep Vee ruffle
bisecting the stripes of the bodice.
A gored skirt ends with one deep
flounce. Shirley s dress demonstrates the importance of a good fit
to bring out the best in costuming.

•

oile
ye:.;
n,, Texas 77801
Wholesale :& Retail

CLASSES. & CLUES

.

f i te::ka.::f ul linfor:rnattorra out 0ur

.elhe

Dressed: Chit) ....Town

Prices Subleci tO.Chon

NINE — NYLO N

ORGANZA

' 444V : :1': A.
1 ' .
n waiting for — its wonderfully
fcirtIble to wear! Light and airy,.

he Bouffant everyon
heatrical colors — any ize.
40 yd sweep . . $29.95
60 yd sweep . . . $34.95
80 yd s eep
olid Colors
lot Pink
Lt. Blue
Dk. Brown
Purple Grape
andy Pink
Turquoise
Fluor. Magenta
Kelly Green
t. Pink
Fluor. Orange
Moss Green
Lime Green

t
100 yd sweep . . t67.95
*

5
Royal
Black
Red

•!! Navy
''yellovv
, Orange

Lilac
Mint
Beige

Purple
White

CLOUD NINE RAINBOWS and other MULTI COLORS
40 yd sweep ... $34.95

60 yd sweep . . . $39.95

80 yd sweep . . $48.95

100 yd sweep . . . $59.95

SATIN STRIPE PETTICOATS
fine, permanent finish marquisette with a satin stripe woven into the fabric. .. . In White, Black, Red, Orange, Pink,
avy, Lime, Hot Pink, Yellow, Lt. Blue, Brown, Purple
35 yd sweep . . . $31.95

50 yd sweep . . . $36.25

75 yd sweep . . $43.25

PARTY PETTICOATS OF NYLON MARQUISETTE
olors: White, Black, Red, Navy, Purple, Pink, Lilac, Coral, Orange, Br. Yellow, Kelly Green, Brown, Lt. Blue, Royal
lue, Shocking Pink, Yellow Gold, Lime Green, Mint Green, Turquoise
35 yd sweep . . . $19.95
50 yd sweep . . . $23.95
74 yd sweep . . $33.95
100 yd sweep . . . $39.95
Handling charge on all petticoats — $2.00 (covers insurance, mailing, etc.)

GRUNDEEN'S WORLD of SQUARE DANCING

t

o

"He's certainly hot tonigh

The BEST SQUARE SHOE
in All America
At This Price
COMPARE AND
ft

YOU'LL AGREE

Widths A-B-C-D-E-EE-EEE
Sizes 6-12
Colors — Black orBrown
We pay postage anywhere

All Leather — Top Quality

GORDON BROTHERS
2488 PALM AVE.

BOX 841 - HIALEAH, FLORIDA 33011

